Link: https://sustainableamerica.org/blog/believe-it-or-not-it-may-be-illegal-to-grow-your-own-food

GROWING CONFLICTS
Although there’s little research about the prevalence of front yard garden bans, disputes over home
gardens aren’t going away, according to Baylen Linnekin, author of Biting the Hands that Feed Us:
How Fewer, Smarter Laws Would Make Our Food System More Sustainable. “These conflicts occur
with surprising frequency around the country,” he said. “Local zoning laws—which often place
aesthetic concerns over the rights of homeowners and renters to raise their own food—are almost
always the culprit. As more people look to grow their own food, these conflicts are only likely to grow.”

But the benefits of urban agriculture activities are becoming harder for cities and towns to deny. Not
only do gardens increase access to healthy food, they can conserve energy, lessen storm water
runoff, cool temperatures and sequester urban nitrogen. They can also help foster a sense of
community. And telling people they can’t grow food on their own property just doesn’t sit right with
many people.

FIGHTING FOR FOOD
For every head-scratching story of overregulation, there are examples of lawmakers who change their
tune when challenged by passionate citizens. Kansas City, Missouri, for instance, lifted a banon “row
crops” in front yards in 2010. After a dispute last year in Toledo, Ohio, over piles of mulch that an
urban farmer was using to rehabilitate soil, other urban farmers in the city created the Urban
Agriculture Alliance to work with the city to come up with more clear guidelines. The two sides
recently came to an agreement on several issues. From now on, home gardeners will be allowed to
sell produce to neighbors from small tables. Gardening structures like hoop houses and greenhouses
less than 400 square feet will be allowed without a permit.
Sometimes a front yard is the only option for home gardeners who don’t have a back yard or have
one that doesn’t get enough sun. Or, people may simply prefer to grow food instead of grass. There
are approximately 40 million acres of lawn in the United States. Considering intensive farming
methods can produce a remarkable amount of food a fraction of an acre, the potential for home
gardeners to increase local food production is impressive.
Before you embark on your own front yard garden, it’s good practice to check your city ordinances,
advises Linnekin. Some cities that allow gardens have rules for them, like how far a garden needs to
be from a sidewalk. “Remember that even if your city or town allows gardens, you’re also subject to
state and local nuisance laws, among others,” he said.

“If you’re found to be in violation of any law—gardening ordinance or otherwise—consult with a local
attorney immediately to learn more about your rights,” said Linnekin. “You may be able to fight back.”
There are also nonprofits, such as Institute for Justice, that may be willing to take on your case as
well.

If you happen to not have a yard at all and want to start growing your own food, check out Shared
Earth, our website that connects people who have land with people who want to garden or farm.
Search listings and message with nearby gardeners or landowners to get started on your next
garden!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------Link: https://abcnews.go.com/US/vegetable-garden-brings-criminal-charges-oak-park-michigan/story?id=14047214

Woman Faces Jail Time For Growing
Vegetable Garden in Her Own Front Lawn
•
•

BY
RESHMA KIRPALANI

July 12, 2011

ABC News

WATCHVeggie Garden Owner Could Face Jail Time

Julie Bass faces the prospect of going to jail for what she's growing in her front yard.

The illegal growth is tomatoes. And zucchinis, peppers and other edible and what normally
would be legal plants.
The officials in Bass' hometown of Oak Park, Mich., have charged her with growing "vegetable
garden in front yard space." If convicted, she could spend up to 93 days in jail.
Bass said that the criminal charge "blew my mind." "Sometimes we laugh because it seems so
silly and sometimes we cry because it's so pathetic. A lot of times it does not seem real," she
told ABCNews.com.
Bass has insisted on a jury trial and a pre-trial hearing is set for July 26. If the case goes to
court Bass' attorney Solomon Radner does not believe that a jury will convict his client of a
crime.
"Michelle Obama plants vegetables on White House front lawn. I don't think the jury is going
to think that it's suitable for the White House, but it's not suitable for Oak Park," said Radner.
The first lady's office, which is encouraging growing fresh vegetables to help fight childhood
obesity, declined to comment on the Oak Park vegetable case.
Bass got the idea to plant a garden in front yard after it was torn up over a busted sewage
pipe.
"There were piles of dirt outside and we knew we had to do something," Bass said. "We
looked into putting in sod but it was shockingly expensive, so we starting looking into other
books to do something a little more cost effective. We found pictures in a bunch of different
library books of garden beds. It was perfect and we had a blank canvas."
Front Yard Vegetable Garden Called a Crime
In May, Bass started planting green tomatoes, zucchini and baby peppers among other
vegetables, in five large, decorative planter boxes in the family's front yard. She claims that
she sought and received approval from both neighbors and city officials in her Detroit suburb.
Oak Park's Planning and Technology director Kevin Rulkowski told ABC News affiliate WXYZ,
"I told her don't do it, and she went ahead and did it anyway."
Bass said that Rulkowski's claims are "completely not true." She said, "He told me that he
found out that we couldn't put fences around the front of the property, but he wasn't able to
find anything specific to vegetables…He said the city allows decorative plantings."

According to Bass,the family hired professionals to make the planter boxes, bought tomato
trellises, paving stones and a swing at a cost of over $500.
"What I understood is that they wanted something that would look nice," Bass said. "We
thought that if we do it in a nice orderly way, we could make it pretty and aesthetically
pleasing."
An Oak Park city councilman allegedly received two complaints about the garden resembling
a "New Orleans cemetery." After an initial warning, Oak Park code enforcement officer Kevin
Jones issued Bass a citation on June 8 for growing a vegetable garden on the front yard of her
own property.
"At first we just thought the city was trying to bully us into backing down," Bass said. "There
are people all over the city of Oak Park have planter boxes."
The Oak Park city screening and landscaping ordinance states, "All unpaved portions of the
[screening and landscaping] site shall be planted with grass ground cover, shrubbery, or
other suitable live plant material."
The debate is over what is "suitable."
"If you look at the dictionary, suitable means common. You can look all throughout the city
and you'll never find another vegetable garden that consumes the entire front yard,"
Rulkowski told ABC affiliate WXYZ.
Radner disagrees. "Suitable does not have any meaning," he said. "What one person may think
is pretty or suitable another person may think is terribly ugly or not suitable. That's why I
think this prosecution is unconstitutional."
Radner also pointed to an exception listed in the city ordinance that specifically allows
vegetable gardens: "Exempted from the provisions of this article, inclusive, are flower
gardens, plots of shrubbery, vegetable gardens and small grain plots."
"You can't make this stuff up," Radner said.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Link: https://www.change.org/p/government-stop-arresting-people-for-growing-their-own-garden

Stop arresting people for growing their own
garden.

Jake P started this petition to Government
Dear Sir/Madam:
In the past year or so, I have seen a growing assault on a specific type of
individual freedom. A seemingly innocuous activity has drawn the ire of local
officials, and when I tell you what it is, you will think it is so silly you just might
laugh. You might even think that paying attention to this issue is a waste of your
limited time, but I can assure you from my own personal experience that it
absolutely is not.
In June of 2011 I faced a 93 day jail sentence for growing vegetables in my front
yard. Yes, you read that correctly. There was no other issue, no hidden criminal
mischief, no homeowner’s association, no history of any other violations. There
was nothing in the municipal code that prohibited growing vegetables in the front
yard, nor was there anything, unsightly or even vaguely menacing. Yet I was
charged with a misdemeanor. If my case was an isolated incident, we could just
attribute it to an overzealous city planner and that would be the end of the story.

But in September of 2011, Memphis high school teacher Adam Guerrero was
ordered to dismantle a similar garden. In his case, he used the garden to educate
students from the local high school about growing food, making soap and
biodiesel, harvesting honey, and giving youth productive and constructive ways
to use their time. For this he was dragged into court and labelled a troublemaker.
In June of 2012 Karl Tricamo of Ferguson, Missouri was ordered to tear up his
front yard garden in spite of the fact that it clearly violated no zoning ordinance.
He chose to stand his ground rather than capitulate to bullying by his city, but it
was a difficult fight, and one that a law-abiding citizen should not have to wage.
Karl won his fight too, but the city is planning to retaliate by drafting new and
stricter gardening ordinances that will prevent him from continuing to plant in the
future.
In October, 2012 the Helvenston Family in Orlando, Florida were ordered to
remove their front yard vegetable garden, with a citation stating that, ”Front yard
must be restored to its original configuration and ground covers restored.” In
spite of the fact that the original complaint was made by a landlord who lived over
1,000 miles away, and in spite of the fact that neighbors in the area were in
support of the garden, the City claimed ground cover violations, then ruled that
the vegetable garden was agriculture and only allowed it in the rear yard where
there is no sun. The Code still has not changed and the case against them is still
pending. Up until this point, they have not been allowed to speak in front of the
city council, nor been given a fair hearing, despite the city repeatedly telling
media that they are working with the couple to find a fair solution to the situation.
Perhaps most egregious, though, is the case of Denise Morrison in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Denise grew a varied garden of herbs, flowers, fruits, nuts, and
vegetables. She was cited by her city for violating their zoning ordinances. And
while her case was pending, before she had her hearing, city workers came and
razed her garden. That’s right. No due process. no fair trial. All because some
local bureaucrats wouldn’t tolerate one woman growing some of her own food.
So what can you do? I am asking you to be courageous enough to sponsor a bill
that will protect a citizen’s right to grow food. I am asking you to pass into law
something that should already be obvious to thinking people: that a free citizen
should have the right (barring legitimate concerns over safety and welfare of
others, of course) to grow food on their own property. Protect individuals from the
petty tyranny of local governments.

Yes, I know we can vote in local elections, and we do. But wouldn’t it be
wonderful if you took a stand on this issue? I’ll tell you who would support you,
because they supported me during my fight with the city (which I won, by the
way): people who care about: food safety, food rights, water conservation,
energy conservation, organics, local politics, human rights, keeping government
in check, farming, slow food, eating local, land use issues, environmentalists,
water quality, peak oil concerns, saving money, healthy diets, teaching and
learning, improvising in a tough economy, self-sufficiency, therapeutic benefits of
gardening, creating strong neighborhoods and regaining a sense of community,
taking pride in what you work for (a most American value), as well as many other
things.
It used to be that Americans were encouraged to plant Victory Gardens. Average
people felt they were helping their country and their families by putting their
hands in their soil and growing some of what they ate. They took pride in the fact
that they were able to see the results of their effort on their very own dinner table.
Today many people struggle from paycheck to paycheck. Slogans are thrown
around about how best to help people who are just trying to “make it”. Here you
have case after case of people who are willing to do what it takes to plant what
some have termed the new “Survival Gardens”. How wonderful it would be for
them to be able to flourish in peace!
At the heyday of our battle, we had several hundred thousand visitors following
my story on my blog. I’m sure there were at least that many following our story on
other websites and through other media. Undoubtedly you would have more than
that supporting you in this issue.
I will eagerly await a response from you.
Thank you and best wishes,
Julie Bass
http://oakparkhatesveggies.wordpress.com/
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Are Governments attempting to stop
citizens from growing their own food?
by Steve | Jan 3, 2012

I have watched and followed with some worry and considerable concern during the last few years at various
Governments attempts to ban people from growing organic food and medicinal plants in their home gardens.

No Conspiracies here!
At first glance this looks like something that you would expect to come from conspiracy theorists, in many ways I
wish that it was just a conspiracy, but sadly there is no conspiracy here, no half truths with the bits in-between filled
in with wild and fantastic stories of New World Orders, and three headed Aliens trying to control us.

The evidence
The first thing I read that started the alarm bells ringing for me was the two Bills S.425 and H.R.875 which were
introduced both in the House and Senate of the US Congress by Democrat Rosa DeLauro, this caused immediate
controversy as Rosa De Lauro is married to Stanley Greenberg, who is Chairman and CEO of Greenberg Quinlan
Rosner Research, who have carried out work for Biotech company Monsanto.
Outwardly these Bills that are currently before the Senate in the US are masquerading as a set of new food safety
standards, however these Bills are so vague and open ended that if they were fully implemented there would be a
high risk of Organic and Heirloom seeds, and the general production of organic food being banned.
One of the central aims of the Bills is to completely industrialise all food production in America. If implemented it
would be illegal to grow food in your garden, and also illegal to give that food away to your friends and family. Other
parts of the Bill attempt to restrict and control the usage of valuable minerals and vitamins that have proven
beneficial effects on peoples well being.
There have been some successes in stalling and changing bits of these Bills in the US, but the rushed
implementation of them is still going on where the Obama Government are pushing the Bills without any public
consultation whatsoever in a bid to get them on the Statute books as quickly as possible.
Neoliberals in the US are quick to make claims that the two Bills have nothing to do with banning organic food
growing and Heirloom seeds, but there is some very recent evidence that flows contrary to their claims.
The Rawsome food company in California who produce and sell raw organic food have been visited and arrested by
armed S.W.A.T Police on two occasions. The two issues that drew armed S.W.A.T teams to the Rawsome Food
Company were the sale of naturally produced milk, and the sharing and giving away of surplus food.
In another case, The Police and Nevada Health District team raided Quail Hollow organic farm in Nevada in 2011,
with claims that the fresh vegetables which were grown on the farm and were being used to feed a local get together
of growers and their families were a toxic bio-hazard, meat that was reared on the farm was also classed as toxic,
and all food from the event was confiscated and destroyed.
Similarly the New Zealand Government are currently trying to push through the Food Bill 160-2 onto their statute
books, it has already passed through the first stage of going onto their statute books, once fully implemented it
would mean that it would be completely illegal for people to grow and share food from the back garden plot or
smallholding and only those involved in agribusiness would have the right to grow and produce food.

The New Zealand Bill has developed out of demands from the WTO (World trade organisation) The WTO represent
the interests of businesses and companies and is not a Statutory Government body with the welfare of the world
citizens at heart. And just like the American Bills that are before their Senate (S.425 and H.R.875) the New Zealand
160-2 Bill also prohibits the use of Heirloom seeds and seed saving.

Europe legislates against Herbal preparations
There have also been developments in Europe, particularly with the use of Herbal plants as medicines, in April of
2011, the European Union set in place rules governing the use and classification of herbs and herbal preparations,
these rules have effectively denied thousands of NHS patients the use of traditional herbs, it also puts in place
registration rules that enable herbal practitioners to operate under strict licensing rules, the registration process
alone costs between £80-120,000, which of course means that only larger more corporate type companies can
afford to pay to register.
This European legislation was sold to us as something that has been put in place to protect our health and well
being, but research into fatalities from herbal and none herbal medical drugs paints a biased picture, in the US
between 75-100,000 people a year die from Proscribed pharmaceutical drugs, whist Dr. Christianson ND looked into
deaths from herbal preparations and found no evidence to suggest that any deaths had occurred other than a few
dozen cases where people had either combined prescribed drugs with herbal, or where people died from plain
ignorance by ingesting essential oils, his research found that no deaths had occurred from proscribed herbal
remedies that were given out by trained herbalists.

What we can do about it?
Protesting is always a very valid and useful strategy to bring about social change, and this case is no exception, as
large scale protest and outcry in the US has halted the Bills from becoming enshrined in law up to now, however we
believe that the main means of fighting back that we should be employing is disobedience.
With something as important as the food that we eat, our disobedience should be that we continue to grow our own
food, and save our own seeds, and also help and encourage others too, we should accelerate this process where
ever possible
If any of this legislation does become enshrined in law, it will mean that our efforts to live an ecologically sound life
whilst reducing our reliance on fossil fuels also becomes illegal, we must resist these measures at every level!

5 Comments
1.

Daniel j. Berry on May 17, 2013 at 10:02 am
It has been reported that Monsanto has been coating its corn seed in nicotine, to prevent spoilage from rodents.
One small problem, the corn (in growing) will ingest the nicotine; which is poisonous to bees. And we wonder why
were having Bee Hive Collapse. A stalk of corn has how many ears?? Each ear will cost a bee his life.

2.

Dotty Kurtz on June 12, 2013 at 5:00 am

If these laws pass, then there will be a big underground business in growing food in the same way it is for marijuana
now. And selling “illegal” food will be a big underground business–maybe for organized crime–in the same way that
illegal drugs are a big business now. Did anybody read about bootleg liquor sales in the 1920s?

3.

Dawn Gambone on June 25, 2013 at 9:42 pm
We are seeing Monsanto’s agriculture experimentation in Hawaii.

4.

leonie on July 29, 2013 at 8:05 pm
If this were to happen in the Netherlands, it wouldn’t really come as a surprise, but the US…. I mean, wtf?? How
long do they think people will take this? One day my generation is going to turn off the television and will start
looking around. And on that day my generation is going to get really pissed off. I mean REALLY pissed off. So Mr.
Montesanto and all you’re corrupt puppet-politicians… Remember the lines of this poem. We are many, but you
are… few. So come and arrest me in my front yard garden. I will be expecting you.
Much love to you all, fellow revolutionists, from the Netherlands.
“Stand ye calm and resolute,
Like a forest close and mute,
With folded arms and looks which are
Weapons of unvanquished war.
And if then the tyrants dare,
Let them ride among you there,
Slash, and stab, and maim and hew,
What they like, that let them do.
With folded arms and steady eyes,
And little fear, and less surprise
Look upon them as they slay
Till their rage has died away
Then they will return with shame
To the place from which they came,
And the blood thus shed will speak
In hot blushes on their cheek.
Rise like Lions after slumber
In unvanquishable number,

Shake your chains to earth like dew
Which in sleep had fallen on youYe are many — they are few”
(The Masque of Anarchy, P.B. Shelley)

5.

NotInKansasAnymoreToTo on May 6, 2014 at 1:41 am
this is so crazy sounding
next the government will just knock on our door and just rob us.
everyone start a garden today !!!! i am !!!!!!
these criminals must go down !!!!!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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They tried to arrest me for
planting carrots

Ron Finley poses for a portrait outside his home in South Central Los Angeles on March 13, 2013.

Photograph by Emily Berl — Redux
By RON FINLEY
February 25, 2015

In 2003, long before a warrant was issued for my arrest for the crime of planting
vegetables, I remember going to a store in South Central L.A. and picking up some
tomatoes. The stickers on them read: “Coated with shellac.” I thought to myself: Isn’t
that the stuff we used to coat wood in my high school woodshop? Why is it on these
tomatoes? That’s when it really hit me.
There was a complete lack of healthy food in my community. Growing up in South
Central L.A., we had restaurants where you could sit down. But some time in the late
’70s or early ’80s, those places shut down and were replaced by fast food joints. Later,
when I was raising my kids, I used to drive damn near an hour round-trip to places like
Culver City to find fruits and vegetables that hadn’t been grown with pesticides.
I wanted to change all of that. I wanted to rid the streets of trash. I wanted people
walking down the sidewalks of my neighborhood to smell jasmine, lavender, sweet basil,
and lemongrass. And I wanted healthy food options and organic fruits and vegetables
for my family, my neighbors, and myself.
So, in 2010, I planted towering sunflowers, kale, and pomegranates in the 10 -foot-wide,
150-foot-long parkway in front of my house—the space between the curb and the
sidewalk. The beauty and color of that garden quickly attracted people (and insects).
When people saw this food literally growing along their streets, they began to see the
possibilities. That same year, I founded a group with like-minded people who wanted to
grow and share their own food and show others how to do it. It’s a simple concept: If
food is not there, put it there! It’s our responsibility—if we want to change our
neighborhoods, it has to come from within.
We started planting gardens around the neighborhood and in peoples’ yards for free.
But I learned the drawbacks. When people get something—like food in their garden—
without having to do the work themselves, they don’t assign such thin gs the same value.

People need skin in the game. Unfortunately, we found that a lot of the gardens we
planted weren’t being maintained.
Then, in May 2011, I got a citation to remove my garden from the city’s Bureau of Street
Services—it said that, since the city has jurisdiction over parkways, I had two options:
clear the “overgrown vegetation” or purchase a $400 permit. I didn’t do either, of
course. The citation turned into a warrant. I got an arrest warrant for beautifying my
street—a warrant for planting a carrot!
My first thought was: Bring it. It’s a stupid, antiquated law that needs to be changed.
There was no healthy food in the neighborhood—and those parkways were the only land
where people could grow food. Plus no one was being cited for th e discarded old toilets,
couches and used condoms on the street—but I got a citation for bringing nature,
beauty, pride, art, and a sense of peace and calm to the neighborhood. It just made no
sense.
But the police never came for me. The warrant was suspended. Over the summer, LA
Times columnist Steve Lopez got interested and wrote about the garden. There was
a petition started in support. Then Councilman Herb Wesson got involved. In 2013, the
L.A. City Council voted to change the law—it is nowlegal to grow food on your parkway
in Los Angeles.
There has been a shift in the paradigm. Now the city is encouraging more green spaces
and there are plans to utilize its 26 square miles of vacant lots to benefit underserved
communities—to turn them into green space and urban farms.
The last few years have been incredible. I’ve had the opportunity to travel to Greece,
Qatar, the United Kingdom, Stockholm, and Hawaii to speak publicly about food
injustice. It all started in 2012 when the nonprofit TED invited me to a worldwide talent
search in Vancouver, Canada. I gave a talk the next year at a big TED conference that
has more than two million views to date. I’m contacted every day by people who saw the
talk and want to know how they can get involved.

The message is getting out. People across L.A. (and around the world) are planting
gardens at home, in schools and businesses. It changes people’s lives when they are able
to see beauty instead of concrete and asphalt.
These days, I’m focusing on raising funds for the Ron Finley Project, a plan to acquire
an acre of land in South Central L.A. behind the city’s oldest operating library and turn
it into an urban garden oasis. When it’s done, the Vermont Square library garden will
consist of a greenhouse, a café in a shipping container, and a community garden where
people can grow, exchange, and sell their food at a bi-weekly food stand. We’ll also offer
gardening and art classes and a program to use the thousands of pounds of fruit from
people’s yards that go to waste each year. We want to use the fruit in the café and
donate it to shelters. We want to teach people how to turn that fruit into income —to
make preserves and other items. The idea is to help people become self-sustaining and
healthy at the same time.
Teamwork is essential to making change—and it helps to have an ally or two in City
Hall. It’s been great to be surrounded by like-minded people with common goals
because 1,000 shovels can get work done much faster than one shovel.
If you want something changed, you have to stop waiting for someone else to do it. You
are the change! This is your canvas, you should paint it. Your health, and the health of
your community, is your responsibility and no one else’s. Once we’re done transforming
South Central L.A., the next move is to transform the world.
Ron Finley, who was raised in South Central, started a horticultural revolution. He
spends most of his time working on changing an unjust food system by show ing people
the art of growing their own food. His message is simple: “Change your food, change
your life!” He wrote this for Thinking L.A., a partnership of UCLA and Zócalo Public
Square.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this next article, though the insight into the information shared about Agenda 21 &
Agenda 30 is correct, to us, we don’t buy into blaming the “illuminati”, the Rothschild
Khazarian Mafia and the Archon bloodline families,, etc, etc, because, and bar the physical
existence of the Rothschilds family, the Illuminati, Khazarian Mafia and the Archon bloodline
families etc, are fictions, used as vast tools of red herring distractions and deceptions. The
only ones to blame are high level occultists, Freemasons, that are just everyday men and
women who sold out and participating in this end times agenda planned from over 1000
years ago by a one bloodline family clearly documented in London’s Peers Peerage
Genealogical Society. This one bloodline family controls all of Freemasonry and from there,
all the international arms of “The Systems” of covert slavery (power and control) coveting all
of MAN on land all across earth. Go here to read more on all this http://loveforlife.com.au
Arthur & Fiona Cristian – Love For Life
-------------------------------

Link: http://finalwakeupcall.info/en/2015/10/21/agenda-21-converted-into-2030

Agenda 21 converted into 2030
War on terror:
The “war on terror” that never did seem to end turned out to be the perfect tool to rationalize

permanent war against all citizens, everyone,
anywhere, everywhere, at anytime. Essentially setup to kill the human species, for the benefit
of a tiny group known as the Illuminati, alias globalist, Rothschild Khazarian Mafia, in general
the Archon bloodline families, acting in our today’s society as the financial elite.

If you didn’t like Agenda 21 that originally was planned for implementation by 2050 then
you really are not going to like the 2030 Agenda, because the 2030 Agenda takes things to an
entirely new level.
The original plan for Agenda 21and now 2013 was written by Professor Weishaupt when he
founded in 1776 the Order of the Illuminati; actually a fascist Nazi organisation, which
employs as their frontman, government leaders, being their visible acting puppet. – Most of
our ‘elected leaders sold their soul to the satanic bosses to keep them hidden from the public.
Those leaders that commit treason or resign are disciplinary penalized by premature death.

Illuminati and the Agenda:
The Illuminati’s final objective is to obtain the planet for them, and being served by maximal
500 million people that are left alive to act as their serfs, the rest of the existing populace will
be exterminated.
By recognizing what already is part of our daily live, you will be impressed how far they have
succeeded.

•

The creation of racism offences

•

Continual change to create confusion

•

The undermining of schools and teachers’ authority

•

The teaching of sex and homosexuality to children

•

Huge immigration to destroy national identity

•

The promotion of excessive drinking

•

The promotion of drugs abuse

•

Emptying of churches – undermining any form of social cohesion

•

Legal system with bias against victims of crime

•

Dependency on the government or government benefits – and erasing these as is
happening now

•

Control and dumping down of the media

•

Encouraging the breaking down of the family

The points about ‘huge immigration to destroy national identity’ – ‘teaching sex to young
children’ – ‘undermining teachers’ authority’ – ‘emptying churches’ – and ‘controlling the
media’, are clearly seen everywhere in the western world.

The recent most significant steps forwards were taken at the end of last month, during the
70th United Nations Assembly where all well-coordinated actions toward the one-world
government were presented, but yet barely anyone is even talking about it.

Basically Agenda 21 has been converted and renamed
in a “new universal Agenda” for humanity. Officially now known as the program of Agenda
2030, being hyped as a way to get the whole world to work together to make life better for all
of us. And presented as an admirable new agenda the world is waiting for, with more
globalisation and more centralisation!

Under the guise of interest for nation-states, the one umbrella of the New World Order, which
must create sustainable life on the planet, and stop climate change. – Unfortunately today too
many people are too complacent and squarely ignorant to the many warnings that are visible
all around them. They still think that authorities are taking care of them, so, above view
would be impossible and consequently are dismissed as conspiracy.

However importantly, the Pope gave his stamp of
approval for this insidious new Agenda 2030. He is probably the most politically powerful
religious leader on the entire planet, and so his endorsement is huge, because hundreds of
millions of people follow him with unquestioning faith. But please do not let the Pope’s
endorsement fool you. The 2030 Agenda is a tool that the elite plan to use to push us toward
a one-world system, to be implemented not later than by the year 2030. Mind you 15 years
from now!

The UN says that this new Agenda is “voluntary”, and yet virtually every single-puppet-nation
on the entire planet is willingly signing up for it. In the official document that all of these
nations are agreeing to, there are 17 sustainable development goals and 169 very specific
sustainable development targets. Read them for yourself here. The phrase “new universal
Agenda” is right near the end of the preamble.

The program is being hyped for; who wouldn’t want to end global poverty? But look deeper
into what the UN is trying to do; you’ll find some very disturbing trends.

Major alarm bells should start going off once stuff like this is read. People are now
witnessing the last stages of the rise of the one-world regime, and eventually much of the
planet is ultimately going to embrace it.

As Paul McGuire writes in his new book “The Babylon Code”
The UN is not asking permission, but issuing a command that the entire planet will commit to
17 sustainable development goals and 169 sustainable development targets designed to
radically transform our world by 2030. The UN 2030 plan promoted by the Pope will advance
Agenda 21 on steroids. Through a controlled media the mass populations will be told that this
is all about saving the environment and “ending poverty.” But that is not the true agenda of
Agenda 21. The true agenda of Agenda 21 is to establish a global government, global
economic system, and global religion. When UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon spoke of
“a dream of a world of peace and dignity for all” this is no different than when the
Communists promised the people a “workers paradise.” (Emphasis is mine).

WAKEUP IMMEDIATELY:

Despite many private initiatives by bloggers, independent
journalists, truth seekers, revolutionaries, and alternative news sources that for many
years are warning about dangers, the discrepancies, the out of control top-down
financial and governmental corruption, all engineered by lies, and deception, the

suffering of millions of people as result of the unnecessary austerity measures,
culminating in today’s deliberately created economic crisis, etc. Too many people still are
unworried and ignorant to see these warning signs. – If action is not taken NOW; we the
people that live today are responsible for allowing the killing off of the human species in
the billions, by not being alert and incompetent to undertake significant proper
engagement to stop this agenda.

The Agenda:Agenda 21 was primarily focused on climate change and the environment, but
the 2030 Agenda goes far beyond that. The 2030 Agenda addresses in far more depth
economics, agriculture, education, gender equality, healthcare and a whole host of other
issues. There are very few forms of human activity that do not fall under the goals of the 2030
Agenda.

The Illumnati want a one-world government, a one world economic system and a oneworld religion, being implemented by not later than 2030!

They aren’t going to get there without some major bumps in the road, but this is what we are
moving toward.
Sadly, we all are too preoccupied with so many other things than the Agenda 2030, so it isn’t
seen that all this is starting to happen right in front of our eyes.

Sustainable Development Agenda:
The UN’s “Sustainable Development Agenda” is Basically a Giant Corporatist Fraud. It’s not a
joke – Saudi Arabia is chosen to head the UN Human Rights Panel! – King Salman killed more

than 70 of his close relatives in order to seize the throne; there may be more deaths in his
immediate circle over the coming days, intelligence sources predict.

The official significance of the Agenda is expressed as:
This Agenda is a plan of action for people, planet and prosperity. It also seeks to
strengthen universal peace in larger freedom. We recognize that eradicating poverty in
all its forms and dimensions, including extreme poverty, is the greatest global challenge
and an indispensable requirement for sustainable development. All countries and all
stakeholders, acting in collaborative partnership, will implement this plan…

Innocent wording to take away any suspicion by the public, but it is a blatant lie and a total

deception regarding the importance and implications
for humanity, everyone living on the planet. – More precisely the UN Agendas 21 and 2030
“sustainable development” is an UN-led program where individuals will be stripped
of personal rights and freedoms, cars will become scarce and the masses will be herded into
large hellish cities and forced to live in tiny “sustainable” dorm-like apartments.

Further: “The United Nations seeks to co-opt, via individual governments, and eventually,
a “one-world government,” confiscate privately held land under the auspices of
“sustainability.” Worse still, the UN’s Agenda 21 has even laid out plans for
“depopulation” or rather, “population control.”

United Nations:
The United Nations is an infinitely corrupt body founded by the Rockefeller family in charge
to enforce a new and centralized global order on behalf of the Archon bloodline families.
However the Internet has dealt grievous blows to the secrecy that the cabal needs to carry out
its centralizing plans. But the cabal still exists without doubt and despite defections controls
the world’s money supply and most of its military forces.

The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), the “free trade” agreement between the United States
and 11 other Pacific Rim nations, was finalized last week after years of knockdown, drag-out,
and behind-closed-door negotiation. Not a single Politician that had to decide over its
implementation has been allowed to read the content of this agreement!

This deal is a naked corporate bonanza. “Labor unions, among many others, have lined up to
oppose the TPP based on concerns over a number of issues, including currency manipulation,
environmental and health protections, food safety, pharmaceutical monopolies, offshoring of
jobs, Internet privacy, government transparency and local control,” says RT. It adds, “Leaked
drafts of TPP negotiations have suggested that corporations would be allowed to sue
governments in private courts over lost profits due to regulation, elevating corporate entities
to the status held by sovereign nations.”

Global corporations will tap taxpayers’ wallets if regulations cut into the bottom line. And
deals will be set up to let that happen!

And last but no least: Fresh off the scene from those epic embarrassments, the UN now wants
to tell governments of the world how to censor the Internet.
“The elite do not announce radical changes overnight. They prefer to make small moves, year
after year, through boring technical changes that few notice or understand.”

Democracy:

In preparation for the implementation of the Agenda,
and stripping every nation of its sovereignty, since the Cold War and its aftermath, democracy
is not how U.S. politicians have used the term. When an American president uses the word
“democracy,” he means a pro-American country following U.S. neoliberal policies, no matter if
the country is a military dictatorship or its government was brought in by a coup
(euphemized as a Colour Revolution) as in Egypt, Tunisia, Georgia, or Ukraine.

A “democratic” government has been re-defined simply as one supporting the Washington
Consensus, NATO and the IMF, with a privately cabal-owned Central Bank implemented. It is
a government that shifts policy-making out of the hands of elected representatives to an
“independent” central bank, whose policies are dictated by the oligarchy centred in Wall
Street, the City of London and Frankfurt.

Given this American re-definition of the political vocabulary, when President Obama says that
such countries will not suffer coups, violent revolution or terrorism, he means that countries
safely within the U.S. diplomatic orbit will be free of destabilization sponsored by the U.S.
State Department, Defence Department and Treasury. Countries whose voters democratically

elect a government or regime that acts independently – or even simply use the power to act
independently of U.S. directives, will be destabilized, Syria-style, Ukraine-style or Chileanstyle under General Pinochet. As Henry Kissinger said, just because a country votes in
communists doesn’t mean that we have to accept it. This is the style of the “colour
revolutions” sponsored by the National Endowment for Democracy.

As blatant examples look at the destruction the US has inflicted in former Yugoslavia, Ukraine,
Georgia and South Ossetia, in various African countries, in Afghanistan, in Iraq, Tunisia, Egypt,
Libya, and now in Syria that hopefully thanks to Russian intervention could be saved. Most
people are too brainwashed by lies and political impotence to do anything about it, while
Washington’s vassal states in Europe, UK, Canada, Australia, and Japan pretend that this
policy of international murder was bringing freedom and democracy!

The UN Reaction from Putin:
In his United Nations reply, Russian President Putin warned against the “export of democratic
revolution,” meaning by the United States in support of its local factotums. ISIL is armed with
U.S. weapons and its soldiers were trained by U.S. armed forces. In case there was any doubt,
President Obama reiterated before the United Nations that until Syrian President Assad was
removed in favour of one more submissive to U.S. oil and military policy, Assad was the major
enemy, not ISIL.

Agenda 21 Program:

The Archon bloodlines want us to accept the Agenda 21
program. Unfortunately for the people of the world so far everything is going according to the
New World Order Plan. But what is this New World Order Plan?

Agenda 21 is called ‘the agenda for the 21st century’ and that refers to global
fascism/communism. Here is a summary of what Agenda 21 includes: ‘Sustainable’
development – don’t use more than can be replaced – sounds sensible enough at first, until is
realized what this and ‘biodiversity’ really mean in the context of the conspiracy. As,
‘Sustainable Development’ and ‘Biodiversity’ is seeking to impose:

•

Termination of national sovereignty

•

State planning and management of all land resources, ecosystems, deserts, forest,
mountains, oceans, and fresh water; agriculture; rural development; biotechnology; and
ensuring ‘equality’ – equal enslavement

•

State define the role of business, and financial resources

•

Abolition of private property – as it is not ‘sustainable’

•

‘Restructuring’ the family unit

•

Children raised by the State

•

Telling people what their job will be and where to live

•

Major restrictions on movements

•

Creation of ‘human settlement zones’

•

Mass resettlement as people are forced to vacate their land; homes, where they currently
live

•

Dumbing down education – achieved

•

Mass global depopulation in pursuit of the above.

Agenda 21 termed already over two hundred years ago – indicates the completion phase
during this century. The secret plan of the New World Order is to reduce the world’s
population to a “sustainable” level “in perpetual balance with nature” by a ruthless
Population Control Agenda via Population and Reproduction Control. A Mass Culling of the
People via Planned Parenthood, toxic adulteration of water and food supplies, release of
weaponised man-made viruses – like AIDS, EBOLA, etc. – man-made pandemics, mass
vaccination campaigns and a planned Third World War.

Then, Agenda 21 will impose upon the drastically reduced
world population a global feudal-fascist state with ‘one’ World Government, World Religion,
World Army, World Central Bank, World Currency and a micro-chipped population. – In
short, they will kill 90% of the world’s population in order to control all aspects of the human
condition and thus rule everyone, everywhere from the cradle to the grave.

The world of Agenda 21:
This is the world of Agenda 21. People would exist, not live, in cashless poverty under Agenda
21 while the few that controlled them live in unimaginable high-tech luxury on for
example Greek islands, obtained on the cheap. Children would be owned by the state and
brought up in the way that Aldous Huxley foresaw from his inside knowledge in Brave New
World. They would be technological bred in genetic caste systems and the idea of biological
parents would be a page of the past – symbolically – that is, because history would be deleted.

Parents, were the father and mother… These are unpleasant facts, as I know it. But then most
historical facts are unpleasant… In those days… children were brought up by their parents
and not in State Conditioning Centres. Wrote Huxley.

Huxley described how these State Conditioning Centres programmed children to accept
whatever the State decreed and anyone not

conforming

would be electroshocked until they did.

He described babies crawling towards pictures of flowers and birds only to be shocked
because the State didn’t want them to like nature. Children in Brave New World are also
brainwashed even when they sleep with subliminal messages. Huxley said that eventually the

child’s mind becomes, through psychological suggestions, the State ‘s mind, or, ‘Suggestions”
from the ‘State’.

How many people are like that today? The constant erosion of parental rights to make
decisions about their children, are the stepping-stones to the world that Huxley describes and
Agenda 21 demands. As a transition to children being produced technologically by the state,
parents would require state permission to have children according to strict genetic criteria.
There would be no cars in this Archon world and the only transport would be local rail transit
systems connecting homes and work places and high-speed trains between mega-regions.
People need permission to travel on the latter and even then they would be sitting in
carriages amid wireless mind control fields and watched by the uniformed thugs of the
State. People would work where they are told to work with no choice. The
word ‘choice’would be deleted from the vocabulary along with others like freedom, just as
Orwell envisaged from his inside knowledge.

Robotic humans:
There is a massive attempt to program people to make them easier to control, and to bring an
end to any vestige of the spiritual, religious, conscious human. The so-called ‘post-human
race’ is being developed as slaves in the world of Agenda 21.

The Archons want a ‘machine controlled’ world, to be
merged with technology into ‘robotic humanity’, creating sub-human robots with no

compassion, empathy, or ability for free thought. The idea is to produce a robot military that
will always follow orders and be part human and completely technological. Contracts are
already awarded for robots that could search and detain ‘uncooperative people’. Watch this
short video to understand what is meant, and how far development has come.

Among preparations everyone must make is getting out of electronic currency and into
precious metals. Adding silver and gold to your private safe depot is the only way to ensure
that your currency will be accepted following the collapse.

It starts with the surrender of national sovereignty of all nations, already fact for the EUnations, which will culminate in the one-world government, with by the IMF issued world
currency that devalues existing fiat currencies with up to 90%. – Imagine that you have to pay
ten times more for everything, instead of €2 now, then €20 for a bread. Your € 200,000
mortgage would become a 2 million euro mortgage!

Because of the publicity over the Internet, the cabal must speed up this process, as the
monetary system is completely failing too, and consequently runs out of their control.

It virtually means the push of the human population into giant “megacities” under arguments
to allow nature to recapture much of what has already been settled by humanity. These
factually is a blueprint for the transformation of global society and takes away people’s
freedom.

Now it is of the highest importance to choose either way:

WAKEUP and SHAKEUP
Or otherwise accept a premature death, or indefinite enslavement.

To underline the urgency, the Pope announced at the UN the definite implementation of
Agenda 21 for an orderly transition of the surrender of national sovereignty of all
nations, which will culminate in the one-world government, with IMF issued world currency
that devalues existing fiat currencies with up to 90%.

Anti-Agenda 21 activists

Gary Gileno is one of the premiere anti-Agenda 21
activists in the United States. His mission is to expose this horrendous, anti-human agenda
and shine a very public light on any politician who supports these genocidal UN-NWO plans.
Gary showcases his work with multiple video reports daily, on his excellent You Tube
channel grindall61. –
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1.

Susan francis
May 2, 2016 at 10:45 pm

Reply

This is very scary ,i have heard of the iluminati .and what they want to do .it is already started ,and people
cant see it .they are doing it so subtley.but also so quickley .do people really think this will happen

o

Peter B. Meyer
May 3, 2016 at 12:24 pm

Reply

Be assured this is going to happen unless we the people wake up en masse to reverse this trend.
Send the link of this site to all your friends and contacts en ask them to read the articles and forward
doing the same, as your first step in waking up the people. Good luck and lots of success. We really
have to mobilise at least over 50% of the public.

▪

Saumya
September 13, 2018 at 9:29 am

Reply

This sounds like a better plan, looking at the chaos right now. Multiculturalism doesn’t seem to
be doing good. We need some sort of an organised society with one religion one economy. I am
rooting for this

▪

J.L Faulk

November 5, 2018 at 5:33 pm

Reply

Wow!!! Maybe you should thoroughly research all of this before you decide you are for this.
You will not be free. They are going to kill most of the population before there is an
organized society. So the people who are left after a possible genocide eill live in this
society. This is an evil plan!

▪

Peter B. Meyer
November 5, 2018 at 5:39 pm

For sure it is the most evil plan

▪

bonnie
January 20, 2019 at 5:59 pm

Yes your right people are asleep

2.

Kirk macdonald
May 13, 2016 at 6:57 am

Reply

You can not stop this it’s too late we could in the millions turn round and oppose this but the wheels have
already been put in motion and this has been in play for 200 years now and it’s in the final 15 years of the
end game judgement day is upon us and there is absolutely nothing we can do to stop it even if one billion
people uprise and oppose one deadly toxin in the atmosphere and it’s over the have not done this as they
have been setting everything up like mass coffins new cities and putting the contingency plans in place
and the final days are here. I mean come on take a look around I mean take a real look around and what
do you really see stop your everyday rat race life and take a real look around on what’s going on do some
research
JUDGMENT DAY IS UPON US
all I can say is just hope and pray you are are one of the half of million people they are actually planning
to leave on this planet just hope and pray

o

William McCaleb
December 29, 2018 at 3:06 am

Reply
If we are to late, then I will not be one of the slaves left to live. I won’t be a slave to no man, nor will
my family be. We’ll fight for Christ our Lord and die with pride.

3.

Kirk macdonald
May 13, 2016 at 3:46 pm

Reply

We as the human race are of great intelligence and of great dumbness.
I’m a 32 year old bricklayer living in London with 3 children so take with what say in this next thread and
think about it deeply and I mean actually sit down for an hr and think about it with great thought and
take into account I’m a person of not no importantence so what I’m about to say and what I think about
what is going on is I have no role in the motion of what is about to happen it’s just my eyes have been
open to what’s been going on since I was around 14 we’ll here goes listern.
we the human race are of great intelligence but are of great dumbness we are the ones or have caused
judgment day to happen we the human race take a look what we have done to this planet as a whole
The planet is seriously over populated and I’m talking seriously over populated there was a study not so
long ago that the population by 2025 if we carried on the way we was going was going to double in size
do you understand what that actually means
As it stands today il put it in to perspective some days going to work by driving 13miles to work it would
take 4hrs by car to get home from work could you imagine what it would be like if there was another 6
million cars on the streets of London I would not like to know how long it will take
The transport system is bursting at its seams train and buses now I know you guys have been on the
transport system in rush hr it is terrible and to be honest god dam dangerouse and frustrating could you
imagine what it would be like if the population of the planet doubled
We are consuming resources at an alarming rate like wood,water destruction of the planet like the rain
forest to sustain the planet and it’s population for its everyday needs like that couch you sit on or that
table you use or just simply when you flush the toilet we are not replenishing the supply quick enough as
we are destroying it could you imagine what it would be like If the population doubles
Take a look up in sky and tell me what you see I see masses of pollution in the sky and this is why we
have to do cloud seeding to manipulate the weather or the sun will not get in and crops etc will not grow

if we keep the pollution up at he rate we are going 1000 years from now we will not have no sun crops
will die animals will die then inevitable so will the human race
We as humans are a very sefish organism and only really care about ourselfs and what is going on now or
what we have like all of the items we take for granted or want for ourselfs for our life’s and the destuction
it’s causing for us to have these items what about the future generations in a 1000 years time but we
don’t care about that we don’t care that we are fundamentally killing ourselfs and our future destuction
of the entire human race foolish and god dam selfish
This planet is in so much caos and disorder take a look around people are just doing what they want
killing people,raping people, people robbing people,drugs, violence etc etc etc, it’s complete caos out of
controll and complete and utter madness
Fundamentally if we don’t kill ourselfs through pollution anarchy or that person who makes that ultimate
weopan of mass destruction and releases I toxic in the air that will complety wipe out the human race we
are on a course of complete extinction of the human race.
The is utter dumbness and selfishness of the human race to set a path of complete extinction I mean
COME ON WHAT IS WRONG WITH US
So this comes to the conclusion of what needs to be done the they have put this in to place.
THIS IS SAD FOR ME TO SAY THIS BUT THE DEPOPULATION OF THE PLANET NEEDS TO HAPPEN
Or there will not be a human race in 1000 years time you mark my words
New world order needs to happen to ensure our survival
One govermant one currency one set of rules one language that don’t sound to bad to me to be honest
There will be no crime everyone would have a place to live there will be controll instead of disorder there
would be no illnesses like swineflu etc
The pro’s certainly out weigh the cons of what is going to happen
Think about it but I mean really think about it do some research and make your own mind up
THIS NEEDS TO HAPPEN FOR THE SURVIVAL OF THE HUMAN RACE

o

Chris
May 3, 2017 at 2:42 am

Reply

The reason for this Kirk is that the cabal/globalists have caused the chaos in order to bring about
their goal! They cause the wars which cause the poverty! Muslims are the ones breeding like rabbits
– we need to crack down on this! An idea – stop funding them!!!!! It is the evil elite that need to be
stopped. Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely! Jesus will wind this thing up
before it gets to this! Not long to go now! Watch out for 23rd September 2017 – sign in the heavens!

o

Tom
September 23, 2018 at 9:53 am

Reply

I’m afraid you’re a bit off on the ending of the human race, instead of 1,000 years I believe it’s more
like 50 years from now Sept. 2018. The reason I say this is , when Jesus was asked about the end
times He told them, if those days were not shortened no flesh would survive on the earth, but for the
sake of the elect { God’s people } those days will be shortened. And I think He meant exactly what He
said. We still have 365 days in a year, 24 hours in a day but they are flying. And if He is true to His
Word, and I know He is, He will have to come back and soon or most of us will be wiped out in the
elite’s NWO agenda.

▪

Love2ClearClouds
January 9, 2019 at 1:46 am

Reply

Jesus is the SUN. The New Testament was originally a Greek play about the SUN, moon, planets
and constellations.
The Greek word for the SUN is IESOUS.
IESOUS…JESUS…do you see what they did there? Changed the I to J and added an O. There was
never a man named Jesus in Jerusalem. Jesus is a Spanish name, not Hebrew. Hebrew is a
language, not a race of people.
They left hints throughout the old and new testaments. In the book of Job you’ll find reference
to the Mazzaroth, the Hebrew word for the constellation clock in the sky. The Greek word is
Zodiac. Also in Job is a reference to the “sweet influences of the Pleiades, and the “mother bear
and her cub”, Ursa Major and Minor. You’ll find a reference to Castor & Pollux in the NT, the
primary stars of the constellation Gemini. “Galilee” means circuit.
The bible is entirely symbolic of astrology and physiology, how the cosmos affects us here…as
above so below says the bible.

The days of the week are named after the planets…7 planets/7 days. Months are the
constellations. Your entire reality is based on the relationship between you and the heavens.
Sunday, people go to church to worship IESOUS/JESUS/THE SUN. SDA’s and Jehovah Witnesses
and Israelis worship SATurn…Saturday. The planets were considered gods by the ancients who
paid attention to what happens here below when planets were in ruling positions. So they
designated days to honor each planet/god and ask for blessings and to be preserved from harm.
Mars is the planet of war. Venus the planet of love. They all have their influences. Uranus is the
very benevolent god/planet. Saturn is not like Mars.
The Old Testament is the same story as the NT except the OT is in Hebrew. The NT is Greek. If
you know and understand word etymology the Bible reads entirely different than what the liars
told you it says.
Yes, the same liars with the agenda have lied to you about EVERYTHING. Christianity was
started by the Emperor Constantine in 325 AD. He horrifically killed his mom and wife and was
pissed the priests would not give him absolution. So he made up his own religion and ever since
has been taking millions of people with him.
I was raised Presbyterian till my parents switched to SDA when I was 11. They all think they’re
the “right” religion but they’re ALL wrong.
Can you see why you’ve been taught to stay away from astrology and numerology? The
universe is numbers and math. Frequencies with measurable vibrations/wave forms. When you
learn how it all works you can get control of your life and reality.
They’ve got people waiting for the return of a fictitious person who is NEVER coming to save
them. What better way to control a dumbed down population than to make them apathetic so
they forever wait to be rescued? Why fight back and take matters into your own hands if
someone else will do it for you? So they continue to control and manipulate endlessly.
The ETERNAL SUN is our savior. We would not exist without it. It’s light is omniscient and
omnipresent. Scientists have measured the frequencies of the sun. Those frequencies heal.
That’s why they’ve scared you from spending time in the light of the SUN of God…separated you
from JESUS/IESOUS/THE SUN.
I’m still not sure about the intention of chemtrails. I initially suspected they are blocking the
sun’s frequencies to stop the evolutionary awakening. But they contain a LOT of the same
contents as diatomaceous earth. Food grade DE contains largely aluminum (not confused with
sodium fluoride which is made from aluminum, changed from original form), strontium
(stronger bones than calcium), barium and a list of things said to be in chemtrails.

DE is advised as a pineal detox. So either they’re trying to detox and awaken pineal glands or
the promotion of DE to decalcify pineal glands is a lie. The chemtrail program is called “Indigo
Skyfold.” The pineal gland is the 6th chakra and the color is…INDIGO. So the spraying could be
for either good or bad. So much disinfo on the net it’s hard to say.
I’ve also wondered if they are trying to stop the pole shift with the spraying. Airport runways
had to be changed by one degree several years ago due to a shift in the Earth’s position.
Because if there is a pole shift, millions if not billions will die and be displaced. The pole shift
could be the reason for maintaining a population after the great cataclysm occurs, a natural
event, not manmade. Edgar Cayce, a real prophet, saw this event in the future.
The Mayans are the best known calendar keepers, watchers of the cosmic clock. They
calculated accurately when cycles would occur, resets if you will. Native American tribes as
well. This may be what the Georgia Guide Stones plaque and granite 10 Commandments are
about, a natural “catyclism” and the coffin holders are in preparation for what’s to come.
Just bear all this in mind. I’m keeping an open mind to all possibilities while visualizing what I
want to happen.

▪

Amber
February 25, 2019 at 6:30 am

Reply

Love2ClearClouds how can I contact you? I find a lot of your knowledge very interesting to
say the least. I would like to know more of what you think or know.

▪

Peter B. Meyer
February 25, 2019 at 11:30 am

Read my books THE GREAT AWAKENING PARFT 1 AND 2 to becoming informed about
all in and outs.
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1727114205
https://www.amazon.com/dp/907968080X#reader_907968080X

▪

Mz peaceful
April 29, 2019 at 3:55 am

Reply

JW’s don’t worship any planet or constellation. They worship jehovah and witness about
him to the nations hence the name jehovah’s witnesses. Meetings arent just held on
Saturday they are held thru out the week

o

Yochanan
April 18, 2019 at 3:04 am

Reply

https://overpopulationisamyth.com
Thank G-D youve been lied to …keep having kids

4.

Peter B. Meyer
May 13, 2016 at 5:06 pm

Reply
Thanks Kirk for your thoughtful contemplation. It is not that bad as you may think. Most of your
conclusions are purposely indoctrinated into you by the cabal. That is the mind control they apply
through your digital TV and other gadgets.There doen’t exist an overpopulation, all te people on Earth
put together could easily live in an area the size of the state of Florida, to give you an idea. They want to
reduce the population via wars, chemtrails, food poisoning, pharmaceuticals, designed diseases like
Ebola, etc etc. to better control the 500 million that are allowed to live on as their slaves. Read some of
the more recent essays on this site and especially the transformation update posted this week. You’ll see
that forces are working together to change all this. If more people like you awake the sooner the
transformation is going to happen. Let it be known to all your contacts and you’ll see what is going to
happen in the near future. The world needs many more people like you! http://finalwakeupcall.info/en/

5.

Kirk macdonald
May 13, 2016 at 6:18 pm

Reply

That is the very reason why I do not watch television as it and the media are fundamentally used for
brain washing.
This planet is in complete and utter despair and is undoublty in a state of chaotic madness.
There are some real seriouse issues currently at hand here with everything in play at the moment and the
forth coming years should have everyone very concernd we have been slave to the man for many years

now nothing has changed for years and I mean centuries we have been using slaves for our purposes like
building the pyramids etc
We have been using slaves for years just look at history and this will never change but the ultimately
underlying fact is there has never been any real control.
Maybe there should be full control I don’t know maybe the planet will be a safer and happier place
All I know is slavery will never be abolished really and we will always be enslaved to mankind one way or
another this is called modern day slavery
And the planet will always be a dangerouse and unsafe place to be if something is not done to remedy to
destruction we have caused

o

Peter B. Meyer
May 13, 2016 at 8:57 pm

Reply

Correct – we all are enslaved by the monetary system based on debt money. Reed this to better
understand: http://finalwakeupcall.info/en/2015/07/15/topmost-criminal-money-swindlers-inhistory/
Further global warming of the Earth is a hoax read
this: http://finalwakeupcall.info/en/2014/11/05/climate-change-and-carbon-dioxide-swindle/
Mother nature will recuperate itself the moment the cabal stops destroying the planet with HAARP
and Chemtrails. Monsanto is one of the foremost culprits.
read this: http://finalwakeupcall.info/en/2014/10/28/food-scam/

▪

Love2ClearClouds
January 9, 2019 at 2:18 am

Reply
The first chemtrails in central FL appeared in March 2009. I have monitored them ever since.
What doesn’t make sense to me is that Al Gore said on the Ellen D show in 2013 (clip on
YouTube) that it gets cooler every time they spray but what happens here in FL is that it gets
hotter every time and the heavier the spraying, the hotter it gets.
He’s one of the nazis…those with the agenda…so why is Al Gore saying we need to stop the
chemtrails? Why is he asking people to contact their reps and demand they stop the spraying?

Also research the occultist Alister Crowley. He is Barbara Bush’s biological father. He said in his
own words that Islam should be used to destroy Christianity/America. Well what have his
grandsons done?! Can you say “9/11”? Can you say, “War on terrorism/Islam”? Can you say,
“Patriot Act”? Put Americans in fear of a rival false religion to create more hate energy and fear,
of which they feed from.
Prescott Bush SCHERFF funded Hitler’s experiments on the Holocaust prisoners. This is a well
known fact. They were looking for mind control substances and techniques. WW2 ended and
two years later sodium fluoride started being dumped in public water supplies under the lie
that it prevents cavities. All the research done proves that sodium fluoride causes bone and
dental fluorosis…cavities and brittle bones. The Nazis put sodium fluoride in the prisoners food
and water and discovered it made them domicile…apathetic to their situation…easier to
control.
It took 7 years for my pineal gland to decalcify and heal after moving from a home with public
water to a home with a private well. I have since activated my pineal and it sure does bring
more clarity, dots connect, puzzle pieces fit. Waiting for the Hundreth Monkey Effect to kick in.
If you don’t know about Nikola Tesla and how Prescott Bush SCHERFF (their real last nazi
name), Prescott Bush was Tesla’s Secretary. He filed Tesla’s patents as well. Tesla was probably
killed by the same vatican henchmen as killed Lincoln and JFK. ALL presidents and monarchies
work for the vatican is how dots have connected. It is known the papal guard killed Abraham
Lincoln. Whoever breaks rank from their agenda is taken out.
The Bush SCHERFF family history was burned in a fire at the National Atchives. They tried to
cover their tracks but diligent researchers have gone above and beyond to expose the lies…this
is the apocalypse, the uncovering of what has been hidden. After all, everything is temporary,
their reign of abuse and terror WILL end at some point, and the more people learn and wake
up, the sober those bastards are gone.

▪

Love2ClearClouds
January 9, 2019 at 2:23 am

Reply
Siri did a bad job with my dictation of my comment. “Domicile” should read “docile”.
“Sober” should read “sooner”. May be other Siri errors.

▪

Peter B. Meyer
January 9, 2019 at 11:20 am

Reply
A well researched contribution thanks Love2ClearClouds

▪

Love2ClearClouds
January 9, 2019 at 10:01 pm

Thank you. I’ve devoted 20 years full time trying to figure out this reality in which
we’re all entangled. Too many things never added up in either school or church. I
would ask truly thoughtful questions from a very young age and would be told I could
ask God when I got to heaven what the bible was saying because pastors and teachers
couldn’t answer because they don’t really KNOW anything. They only know what
they’ve been told to believe.
When the flat earth conversation appeared and started picking up steam, I was
ignoring it. But the more I am seeing about it the more it confirms the feeling I’ve had
since I was four or five years old that there’s no way we are on a ball/globe planet.
Very early I asked adults how water can hang upside down and was told it’s gravity.
But what really is gravity. It’s a theory. The Sumerians and Egyptians referred to the
sun, moon, planet and stars as disks.
In 1 John it says “God is light”. This is the image in which we are created. In Numbers
19 it says God is NOT a man. It is men who have created God in their physical image.
“God”/Source Energy is in everything and everything is immersed in this Energy Field.
So that means everything that exists is light and that’s what quantum physicists are
discovering.
So this seems to indicate that the cosmic bodies are also light. In our body temples in
which God/Source Energy resides, we have 5 sensors that allow us to translate light
frequencies into physical experiences. But EVERYTHING is a wave form, translated by
the sensors.
“If you want to know the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequencies
and vibrations.”
-Nikola Tesla
Thoughts are frequencies. Beliefs are frequencies.
“If you knew the power of a thought, you would never have a negative one.”
-Anonymous

Read Biology of Belief, by biologist Bruce Lipton and watch his vids. Also neurologist
Joe Dispenza. WE CREATE OUR REALITY INCLUDING OUR BODIES WITH OUR
THOUGHTS AND BELIEFS! This is all in the bible in its true interpretation.
“More than anything you guard, protect your mind for a life flows from it.”
-Proverbs 4:23.
SO BELIEVE WHATEVER IT IS YOU WANT TO HAPPEN/EXPERIENCE. This is the
secret they have kept hidden to maintain control. Fact. DOES NOT MATTER what has
or is happening due to their manipulation of the mass consciousness. CHANGE IT BY
REPROGRAMMING YOUR THOUGHTS AND BELIEFS. The more people who start doing
this and become united in one accord, the quicker we end the controllers’ reign of
terrror.
Google Princeton’s Global Consciousness Project. Consider them facilitators for the
truth, princes, if you will, as opposed to the occultists Yale nazi skull & bones black
magicians, including the Bush SCHERFF presidents. Google the republican logo from
2000 when GWB SCHERFF was elected president. I will explain:
In 2000, the stars in the logo were inverted upside down. The pentagram is not evil. It
represents the 4 earth elements- Earth, fire, water and air that is your body temple
and elements of this reality. These are the 4 lower points of the pentagram/star. The
top point is consciousness and freewill thinking. So inverting the stars symbolized
their further dumbing down and control of the mass consciousness and agenda to
destroy freewill/free thought/open minds. Just bare this in mind as you review the
history they have created.
BTW, “occult” simply means hidden knowledge. It can be used for good/white
magic/Glinda the good witch, or bad/the wicked witch of the west…a reference to the
western world…America, perhaps?
Now I have come to the current conclusion that our entire reality, every single aspect
of it, has been created and engineered by the greedy hoarding control freaks in order
to control the mass consciousness. The only way they can maintain control is to have
one acceptable thought on every part of this existence.
They do not like free thinkers. They hate alternative thoughts and ideas that differ
from their programming. Open minds are the most dangerous thing to them because
an open mind is a creator mind and cannot be brainwashed. Only a closed mind, one
under their control, can be controlled.
Just today I saw a YouTube vid from Jeranism providing infrared proof of flat earth:

https://youtu.be/N5RJhRNWCMo
I’m choosing to just believe what I want to see…be the change I want to see in the
world…believing is seeing…manifest the reality I want to experience. Everything is
light and we are the lightbearers…latin word for lightbearer is lucifer, not a surname
or “fallen angel”. See how the romans/vatican/nazis have manipulated your existence?
They date back to the roman empire, babylonian empire, they took over Egypt from
the benevolent pharaoh Akhenaton, and back to the Sumerian age, the beginning of
recorded HIStory…should be called THEIRstory.
The Bush SCHERFF’s are cousins to the Windsors…no, we’ve never been free from
England. Every single US president is blood related to a single king of England except
VanBuren. A 12 year old girl made the discovery….and a little child shall lead. They all
bow to the vatican Jesuit vipers. They invaded this continent and slaughtered 200+
MILLION natives in their takeover and occupation of my Cherokee ancestors’ land in
SE America.
They took children from families and forced them into their CATHOLIC orphanages
and schools and abused them horribly. The military FORCE was led by the stars and
stripes as they savagely brutalized men, women and children. This is why I will NOT
pledge allegiance or salute the flag, it represents tyranny and terrorism in its most
brutal ignorant form. If you know what they’ve done here and in so many other
countries in their NWO agenda takeover you can see all the fraud and deception that
has occurred. They’ve lied from the beginning of recorded history….our reality is the
lie from the beginning.
Whenever you see or hear they have to go take out a dictator, KNOW that they are
merely implementing their own disguised dictator. They have to remove every leader
not on board with the agenda and replace with their pawn. They are handsomely
compensated for their compliance but karma will take care of them. Sam Walton
managed the prison camps in the Holocaust and you see what they gave to him. I will
NEVER EVER shop there again, not since learning this and I’m meeting more and more
people who know about this.
Google Frederick Taylor Gates. Find his quotes about what he thought about humanity.
It took a great deal of searching to discover he is Bill Gate’s father. “Gates” was
dropped from his name to hide the truth and ol’ Bill’s genocidal history. Vaccines are
poisons, known fact, the aluminum adjuvant blocks neurons that prevents neurons
from firing as does sodium fluoride. You can’t free think if your neurons are blocked.

They’re creating an entire generation of robotic programmed humans. Autism.
Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s is also the result of blocked neurons. They cannot
regenerate. By 2030 it is estimated that 1 in 3 kids will be diagnosed with autism. This
is FREAKIN’ HUGE and will have a devastating impact on everything. There won’t be
enough people working and paying into social security so, no more retirement. You’ll
work till you drop like they do in Japan and elsewhere.
It is IMPERATIVE that the masses awaken RIGHT NOW. Stop watching “the news”
because it is all scripted PROGRAMMING. That’s why shows are called, “PROGRAMS”.
Dream your OWN dreams like Cinderella. Most people miss the message in this (and
all other fairytales).
Watch the Cinderella film from 2015. I watch it over and over. At the end the narrator
explains that the magic of Ella is that she chose to see the world as it could be, not as it
is. She’s free of programming/controlled thought.
Also super important is that she forgives her wicked stepmother. When that moment
happens, I gasp as Spirit rains down on me every time I watch. If you feel hate for the
controllers, you are doing exactly what they want you to do. You are feeding them.
Forgiving them steals their power. Hate is energy. Love is energy. Compassion is
energy. Forgiveness originates from compassion. All emotions are energetic frequency
vibrations.
Right now, our reality yin yang is imbalanced. There is way too much negative energy
weighing everything down. Hate, fear, jealousy, competition, arrogance, depression,
guilt, feeling a sense of lack, are just some of the dark energy emotions.
Counter that with GRATITUDE for what you do have. Gratitude is a magnet for more of
which to be grateful. Any emotion magnetizes more of the same. See how they’ve
programmed you down?
By raising your vibes with good thoughts, positive beliefs, listening to uplifting music
like Dr Masaru Emoto’s Water Crystal Music, being good, feeling good, doing good,
doing what makes you HAPPY, JOYFUL/LIFTS YOU UP (you are ENERGY), you are
raising your vibes and helping rebalance with positive light energy.
Now you KNOW the secret. Start practicing gratitude and all the fruits of the Spirit.
“Spirit” is just the historical term for Energy. Do not judge…really negative energy that
just brings the same energy to your self. The top 3 traits that
raises/energizes/crucifies/gives power to your christ/christos/christ oil in your
cerebral spinal fluid are:

UNconditional LOVE
NONjudgement
FORGIVENESS
This is how you become magical. This is how you change your reality.
“Be the change you want to see in the world.”
-Mahatma Gandhi

▪

Love2ClearClouds
January 10, 2019 at 4:52 pm

Correction:
“More than anything you guard, protect your mind for life flows from it.”
-Proverbs 4:23.
For some reason Siri had thrown an “a” in there. I’m ocd about details because it’s
important that the message be conveyed accurately. That “a” was a significant enough
change in meaning. It probably should read:
More than anything you guard, protect your mind because your entire life, experiences
and reality is created by your thoughts and beliefs.

6.

Kirk macdonald
May 13, 2016 at 11:16 pm

Reply
HARRP is a very powerful and dangerous machine alone side its helping hand those mobile phone masts
called Gwen towers lol that have popped up everywhere over the last 10 years
Anyone who has researched this machine will fully understand its true potential and it’s underlying role
in its future in the further enslavement and control over the future population.
If anyone is interested in what’s going on look into psychotropics and psychotronics and look into the
underlying effects of what HARRP can do and what it’s radio waves are actually doing to us and most of
us are oblivious to this

It can tune into our low frequency brainwaves and send frequencies out that can induce suicide,
depression, hypnosis can even turn cancer cells on and off
THATS RIGHT CAN MAKE YOU GET CANCER BUT CAN ALSO TURN CANCER CELLS OFF
Make you see and here things
And we are oblivious as a whole that this is actually going on
People think we are wack jobs but we are not WHY WONT YOU PEOPLE WAKE UP AND SEE BUT THATS
PART OF THERE PLAN
This goes deep and I could go on for days weeks months on the enslavement of mankind
ARE WE TOO LATE

7.

Peter B. Meyer
May 15, 2016 at 3:15 pm

Reply

No we aren’t too late although it’s already very late. The more people wake up, the better the chance is
we all will survive and defeat the RK Mafia cabal – elite!
Get as many people motivated as is possible for you. Your focussing is very much to the point. Thanks and
lots of success!

8.

baltis
July 25, 2016 at 10:48 am

Reply

Well written article.

9.

Elizabeth coxx
November 16, 2016 at 4:40 am

Reply

Elizabeth the second is a descendent from the same cock succkkking bloodline. As Hitler aka bitchler the
nazi Muslim related Catholic KKK reptilian child molesting nephillim descendants who will be squashed
like grapes by Yahweh Allah or Jehovah Allah the truest kindest Good Ggod that is the father of my Lord
and Savior Jesus Christos the Yeshwah MM Messiah the one that walked perfectly on this planet earth
that Jehovah and Jesus Christos created. With the hhooly spirit of Jehovah. The armies of the satanic

devilish luciferin cock sucking vampires and reptilian sorceries of phaggotry and treasons against
humanity and equal rights to live in this planet earth that is not an intended for demon hybrid witchy
men……….

10.

Christopher
April 24, 2017 at 3:11 pm

Reply

Right so Agenda 2030 sprang from a ‘Nazi’ organisation yet it wants to create ‘racism offences’ and
undermine the traditional family unit and promote homosexually. Sounds very Nazi like to me.
Put the tinfoil hats away.

o

Bill Rollinson
May 27, 2018 at 5:51 pm

Reply
What a lot of people don’t know, the Nazi’s were taken over by Zionists. In 1933, David Gurion, Zio
leader, asked Hitler to transfer all Jews back to Palestine, but the majority refused to go. Now, it was
about this time labour camps sprang up [think FEMA] but, did the Zionists build them for the
reluctant Jews, or Hitler for a war he knew sod all about?
https://www.bitchute.com/video/R7xul9BRUJUu/
Ken Livingstone has resigned from the Labour party because the Zionists wont leave him alone.
They accuse him of antisemitism, when he has quoted historical fact, they don’t like the public being
reminded of their
past! http://www.history.ucsb.edu/projects/holocaust/Research/Proseminar/tomerkleinman.htm

11.

periklis
October 22, 2017 at 10:00 pm

Reply

Rubbish Kirk! There is no overpopulation but rather just greedy and self centred corporations, politicians
and bankers (evil bankers) that have herded the populations into megacities for $$$$ because they have
made life dependant on $$$, imaginary fiat coin and paper (now plastic) that is worthless and now
shifting to a completely electronic currency (numbers on a screen) that they (the bankers) control.
Resources are not limited but have rather been hijacked and abused, as has technological advancement
that can, or could, reduce the dependency on many natural resources. There’s much more land that is

untouched/unoccupied than that that has been developed and occupied so don’t even dare go down the
path of overpopulation! It’s a myth, a globalist myth pushed through the msm. The globalists, via their
banks and puppet governments (that they control by using bribes of their bs worthless $$$) have nothing
in mind but control over, and enslavement of, all the people of the earth!
The end!

o

MC
February 23, 2018 at 7:21 am

Reply

Tru indeed

o

Bill Rollinson
May 27, 2018 at 6:04 pm

Reply
Basically you’re agreeing with what’s been said. We know the population figures are a myth, as is
lack of food. We have been stock piling food in ‘deep freeze’ for years, to maintain prices. I used to
drive the trucks back in 1973, to these deep freeze units, recommissioned after they were closed
down when docks closed. These Corporations make more GDP than some medium sized nations,
they control everything, at least 147 do [google it] along side the bankers and they use their
supporters neo-cons / Zionists to push their agenda.
These neo-cons / Zionists exist in ALL parties, both sides of the pond, they push the agenda while
hiding behind their respective parties.

o

Leslie
June 14, 2018 at 10:46 pm

Reply

Well said.

12.

Paul
December 28, 2017 at 5:02 pm

Reply

People are too pre-occupied with shopping to care, the premier league football is more important ,
Using their car for EVERY journey, even a 200 yard walk they drive. .
People have gotten too greedy an obsessed with status. . Maybee its time to weed out the rubbish. .
We have been slaves for years why think any different. . Who has more than a week or 2 off work per
year. ? Not many. . No time to rest from the treadmill or the wolf is at the door. .
They will never let life get easier for the worker. .
See through the illusion. . And be nice to fellow humans. . We only have each other

o

Bill Rollinson
May 27, 2018 at 5:44 pm

Reply

People are so brainwashed, Football, Horse Racing, Sport and TV all used as a diversion. If we knew
as much about Government as we do about our favourite team / horse / boxer, we wouldn’t be in
the mess we are!
How many people know we are being robbed, every day and Government allow it? Why do
Governments borrow their own currency from banks at interest, when they can create their own
free of Debt?
https://www.britishconstitutiongroup.com/campaign/bring-back-the-bradbury

13.

MC
February 23, 2018 at 7:19 am

Reply

Well said

14.

Simeon
March 29, 2018 at 2:30 pm

Reply

Love Jesus Christ with all your heart mind body and soul

15.

Bobi
April 12, 2018 at 12:29 am

Reply

Prove your case
It appears that references to population 500 million have been expunged from Agendas 21 and 2030.
Unless bloggers have retained copies of the original, its hard to prove anything. Does this site have
originals archived?

o

Bill Rollinson
May 27, 2018 at 5:38 pm

Reply

You can find this 500m referenced on Georgia Guide Stones,
here; http://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/articles/history-archaeology/georgia-guidestones

16.

Bill Rollinson
May 27, 2018 at 5:36 pm

Reply
I’ve been following this for some time now, it’s quite clear the Zionists and neo-cons are pushing this
Agenda. They exist in all parties, both sides of the pond and push the agenda as they hide behind their
respective parties. This is how they have managed to progress so far, though they are still way behind.
Agenda 21, was written by Gro Brundtland [ex Norwegian PM] and Maurice Strong, ex ‘rice for oil’
scammer. It was supposed to be implemented by now, as Agenda 2030 came out, but they are way
behind.
They were held up in Vietnam war, Yugoslavia and now Syria has thwarted them, but all the time their
plan is being pushed. Most nations now have Para-Military Police Forces, these will be interchangeable,
as they wont fire on their own people. They still need to go to war with Russia, China & Iran, in order to
complete their agenda.
The good news, people are fighting back, the ‘white hats’ are taking these Elites to task and they’re on the
ropes. Pedophiles being arrested by the hundreds in America and now the corrupt officials being
indicted. Italy, Hungary, Poland, Czeck and Slovenia are all rejecting the EU ‘refugees’, a product of the
elite bombing. Even UK PM May is under pressure and a left wing Corbyn Government would see their
plan die!

17.

Akos
July 18, 2018 at 3:49 pm

Reply

There is no Jesus, all world religions were made to manipulate the masses and instead of trusting each
other and themselves, they give all they power to a fictional character, which they hope will save them.
This is called mass madness. I really try to help here, and if you won’t agree with this then go ahead and
criticize me how much you want, the truth is that we only have ourselves and our collective
consciousness to rely on.

o

Tom
September 23, 2018 at 10:09 am

Reply

You are wrong in your statement ; there is no Jesus. Jesus is real, my uncle Bill had a massive heart
attack, and had to be shocked back from death multiple times on the way to the hospital. I went to
see him soon as he got home. He told me that he stood in a beautiful courtyard with the most
beautiful green grass he’d ever saw, and talked to a being of light, that he felt was God or Jesus. And
told me, you could feel the Love flowing out from Him. My uncle said a hobo could have walked into
his hospital room after that and he would have loved him.

18.

Pamela Jenkins
August 12, 2018 at 6:53 am

Reply

I thought this was quite and eye-opening article of what is really going on in the world right now.
Everything written here is the truth. Some would try to call all of this a “conspiracy theory” or just a plain
lie, but it is all true. I have been following this information for some time and I’m thankful that more
people are waking up vs. some that are still asleep. That’s why you notice what Facebook, Twitter, Google,
Instagram, YouTube, etc., are doing to shut down the conversation and the dialogue, because the word is
getting out. There are still people though, who don’t want to hear and no matter what is presented before
them as fact/truth, they still will not believe it. That’s why Jesus said: “This generation today is likened to
the days of Noah” when Noah was sent by God to tell the people of his day that it was going to rain and a
flood was coming. Because the people didn’t know anything about rain or never saw it before, they
weren’t going to believe that they were going to be wiped out by it (except Noah and his family). They
laughed at Noah and continued on as usual in their lives until the day came when it really did rain. They
knew what rain felt like and looked like at that point, but it was too late–the ark doors were closed and
they were left outside–in the rain–and there was no where to go!
Please keep informing people and sounding the alarm, and don’t let anything stop you. Agenda 21
implementation is happening right now. Just look at California where I live. Jerry Brown and his
communist cronies are moving at a fast pace to implement the plans of Sustainable Development in every

county from the north end to the south end and everywhere in between. California has been destroyed in
so many ways by these globalists and their agenda. Even all the fires are very suspect by the way they are
burning: how long they’re burning, where they’re burning; almost every house is burning down in what
seems to be to me in strategic areas–rural areas. FEMA is telling the homeowners that they cannot return
to their property, not even to check to see if maybe they can retrieve some of their personal items that
may not have burned. People have died in these fires and homes have not only burned, they seemed to
have almost “disintegrated”, melted like something hotter than fire was used–like a laser or laser heat.
You can’t make this stuff up folks! The fires of last October were horrendous and this year they’re even
worse. It just doesn’t seem right to me. These homeowners have absolutely nothing left of their
possessions. How is that possible? My heart goes out to these people because now, they are homeless,
and they’re told that they may not be able to rebuild their homes or get enough insurance money to cover
the loss. They are devastated, just devastated. I’m sorry guys, it just sounds to me like this was all planned
to happen to move these people out of the rural areas and into the city–the excuse to continue to build
those ugly “mega-city stack-and-pack” apartments (yes, I listen to Gary Galino on grindall61 too, and I
have seen these units coming up all over LA county now).
Thank you again for your article, keep up the good work that you are doing. Believe me, it will pay off in
the end.

o

Peter B. Meyer
August 12, 2018 at 11:32 am

Reply

Thanks for your well meant and to the point comment Pamela. Your conclusion is so truth-worth
that I will post it under this week’s article as well, as it is very contributive to the goal of awakening
the masses.

19.

laura ann
August 31, 2018 at 11:49 pm

Reply

If the elite globalists have planned this for generations, seems they can’t pull it off now, or they would
have already done so. No one is just going to give up their land unless people are stupid morons.

20.

Patriot1
October 7, 2018 at 12:30 am

Reply
Well words fail me! Why isn’t everyone waking up to this mind manipulation and grooming by the
establishment? I’m sure that I’m not the only one who is completely sick and tired of of this tyrannical
regime.
It’s seems to me that the only way that they can stay one step ahead is to simply lie and cheat which
they’ve had plenty of experience of.
We are not overpopulated! There is enough for everyone. We are being played everyday. If it’s a
“conspiracy theory” why did JFK warn us about it, a honourable and courageous man. It’s time to wake up
and stand up brothers and sisters together.

21.

Donny Trumpeta
October 30, 2018 at 4:27 am

Reply

This right wing religious propaganda has no future……the world will be a better place once all churches
are empty

22.

David jarvis
December 21, 2018 at 1:22 am

Reply

If you nuts would just listen at what your saying for a minute. Is agenda 21real yes is it right no we are
not overpopulated if you till every person on the globe and put them shoulder to shoulder we would only
take up the biggest island in Hawaii and a small portion of the next largest island. There are plenty of
resources and plenty of small sustainable farms . What is going on is the elite want what we have all for
themselves and make no mistake there will be war and blood. But before all this remember one thing
GOD yes I say again GOD who is very real and very alive and well will have his will be done according to
what is written in the Bible. Will people die yes will there be fights yes and this is not GODS will for us it is
our choices we make that bring us to our current situation. So don’t blame GOD Blame yourself for sitting
back and letting things get this bad in the first place cause you were like the rest only thinking about
yourself and what you can amass on this planet

23.

Love2ClearClouds
January 9, 2019 at 6:42 am

Reply
When researched info known as fact, and alternative thought comments are prohibited or deleted, I
ALWAYS smell a rat…a great big stinky control-freak rat with either their own agenda or they’re part of a
hidden agenda. The truth is going to come out, nothing stays hidden forever. Save your self some karma
and allow free-thinkers to share their knowledge and wisdom.

24.

anonymous
March 21, 2019 at 11:28 pm

Reply

It was written in the bible that these things must occur
The last days are upon us We need to repent and turn to Jesus as our Lord and saviour
We must put away selfishness and pride Look to the savior

o

Jean
April 5, 2019 at 10:47 pm

Reply

Yes you are

25.

correct

Dale Grimmer
March 22, 2019 at 3:01 am

Reply
The Peeps with the blinders on, are aware of the exit from their minds own prison. Most have an idea on
how to wriggle free. And try. But, the single mindedness of brainwashing by nature, works alone. As does
the victim. T he timing of division first in this assault, puts a negative energy in the start of conditioning
going in. Creatng a helpless psyhe for an indoctrination environment. And Unti these entrancedl humans
see an end to their individual lifetime problems, you will not see them look away from their mechanized
studies too succeed…..

26.

Jean
April 5, 2019 at 10:52 pm

Reply

Doesn’t anyone find the timing of the 5G deployment and the announcement from Harvard University
“Solar Geoengineering to Block the sun experiment ” very obvious that this is how they will start the kill
off by aluminum poison in chemtrails. The 5G is a military technology which is not tested and deadly . The
FCC pushed it through watch former FCC commissioner Tom Wheeler on the YouTube videos taking
about 5G he’s insane . Microwave technology and radiation our children will never make it .

27.

Shelly G.
April 19, 2019 at 7:24 pm

Reply

The world is NOT overpopulated. That is a fallacy and is, in fact, a way for you to agree with them to get
rid of most of us. I hate when people say that. It’s so not true. This agenda has been planned for centuries.
I am not sure with the technology available to the Gov’t that you are so unaware of will be used against
that we would even be able to do much should we have an uprise. I am not trying to be a Debbie downer
but… we are in the last century of the great plan and yet, how many are awake? yeah, it’ s looking quite
grim. People have been taught to fight against one another People miss the point on vaccines, water,
GMO’s and then have the audacity to wonder how they got this far…yeah, I have never seen such
ignorance. They have been taught to taunt one another with key words like conspiracy…notice, those that
talk truths are deplatformed, taken off youtube ….geez guys do you think that may be for a reason?
seriously, I wish I had hope but the stupid rules here.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Link: http://fdralloveragain.blogspot.com/2009/03/soon-illegal-to-grow-your-ownfood.html

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 2009

Illegal to Grow Own Food
Congress is about to make it illegal to grow your own food, or for "any farm" not to
purchase and use government mandated chemicals, additives, and pesticides on all food
consumed in the United States. Violations are subject to a fine of up to $1,000,000/day.

UPDATE: Due to a large amount of interest in this post, I got some legal clarification. The
bill says it applies to "any food establishment" or "any farm."
Clarification on "food establishment." These are described in the Definitions section of the
bill. Description (8) expands the bill to cover "a food establishment that processes all other
categories of food products not described." The bill covers almost anything an interpreter
wants it to cover.
Clarification on "any farm." A farm is legally defined in the U.S. as "any place from which
$1,000 or more of agricultural products were produced and sold, or normally could have
been sold during the census year." The use of the word "any" in front of farm eliminates
the financial test.
Clarification on fines. Up to $1,000,000 per day. All penalties are final unless you file a
petition for judicial review in the United States Court of Appeals within 30 days of each
citation and simultaneously serve a copy by certified mail to "the Administrator."
All judicial reviews shall be decided in favor of the Administrator unless citations are
found to be "unsupported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole." In other
words, you are liable unless you (1) file in the proper US Court of Appeals and
simultaneously notify the Administrator for each citation within a 30 day time
limit, and (2) you present "substantial evidence" that the Administrator's claims are
unsupported as a whole for each citation. Multiple fines are limited to $1,000,000/day.
As a side note, the Legislative branch cannot declare itself a conditional winner of Due
Process challenges in advance, as that is a direct violation of Due Process itself. Due
Process guarantees U.S. citizens that the Legislature alone cannot restrict Judges from
affecting the result of matters concerning the confiscation of life, liberty, or property. But
that is the quality of thinking you get from a woefully undereducated U.S. congress.

HR 875
Food Safety Modernization Act of 2009
(sponsored by Rosa DeLauro whose husband Stanley Greenburg works for Monsanto)
(my comments in red)

SEC. 401. PROHIBITED ACTS.
It is prohibited-(1) to manufacture, introduce, deliver for introduction, or receive in interstate commerce
any food that is adulterated, misbranded, or otherwise unsafe;
(growing an organic tomato in your backyard is now illegal)
(2) to adulterate or misbrand any food in interstate commerce;
(as is transporting your organic food to another state)
(3) for a food establishment or foreign food establishment to fail to register under section
202, or to operate without a valid registration;
(you are prohibited from growing a tomato in your backyard without purchasing a license
then submitting to the following:)
(4) to refuse to permit access to a food establishment or food production facility for the
inspection and copying of a record as required under sections 205(f) and 206(a);
(growing a tomato in your backyard without regular government inspections and the
purchase and use of mandated chemicals and pesticides from government-approved
suppliers)
(5) to fail to establish or maintain any record or to make any report as required under
sections 205(f) and 206(b);
(failing to document compliance for all food you produce)
(6) to refuse to permit entry to or inspection of a food establishment as required under
section 205;
(growing a tomato without submitting to search and seizure of your personal property)
(7) to fail to provide to the Administrator the results of testing or sampling of food,
equipment, or material in contact with food, that is positive for any contaminant under
section 205(f)(1)(B);

(growing a tomato without submitting samples to the government to test for mandated
additives)
(8) to fail to comply with a provision, regulation, or order of the Administrator under
section 202, 203, 204, 206, or 208;
(failure to do whatever you are told)
(9) to slaughter an animal that is capable for use in whole or in part as human food at a
food establishment processing any food for commerce, except in compliance with the food
safety law;
(same applies to farm animals)
(10) to transfer food in violation of an administrative detention order under section 402 or
to remove or alter a required mark or label identifying the food as detained;
(failure to comply with any arbitrary restrictions placed on organically grown food)
(11) to fail to comply with a recall or other order under section 403; or
(12) to otherwise violate the food safety law.
(any reason the government wants to jail or fine you)
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98 COMMENTS:

1.
AnonymousMarch 12, 2009 at 6:50 AM
The gall of these people knows no bounds. I really hope we don't wind up like
Argentina where they can grow enough food to feed their people but the government
instead sells it on the international market because there's no profit in feeding their
own. Revolution anyone?
Reply
2.

fdralloveragainMarch 12, 2009 at 10:22 AM
I am afraid that a revolution is coming. It has become clear that the current Coup is
aimed at discarding the U.S. Constitution as written, to maximize private profits of
our congress members, their international financiers and corporate owners.
Our

Union

is

aggressively

being

torn

apart.

The next 50-100 years of steep downside are going to be a brutal time in human
history, you can watch it take shape before your eyes. I knew we were approaching an
Elliott Grand Supercycle top, a multi-thousand year cycle, as we exited the roaring
1990's. But back then, it was impossible to envision what could possibly happen to
end our seemingly endless prosperity. I wondered how anything could take us back
into the depths of broad-based natural selection Hell, as nature's inevitable patterns
always
ordain
after
a
population
flourishes.
10

short

years

later

-

it

has

been

laid

in

front

of

me.

I have watched long enough to realize that it is all, in the end, a beautiful and good
thing. Natural cycles of boom and bust, of growth and selection, shore up the mental
and physical gene pool. The survivors will carry our torch of life into the ages. But I
have to say, it is a bummer being on the leading edge of the largest ABC in civilized
history. More so, for our children.
Reply
3.
AnonymousMarch 12, 2009 at 11:43 AM
Is it your belief in Darwinism that you use as the basis of your support for the free
market? I'm not criticising - I used to say 'Darwin and Dawkins' are my only Gods'just curious.
Reply
4.
fdralloveragainMarch 12, 2009 at 12:31 PM
I think Darwinism is probably one of a near-infinite number of natural mechanisms
that
play
in
God's
Universe.
Elliott's succinct "Nature's Law" is a spectacular insight in this respectas it requires,
mathematically quantifies and predicts, and fully explains the exact nature and role
of evil in our world. It shows us in unequivocal terms that the overall natural
progression is one of never ending goodness, at all degrees and scales.

We just happened to be born onto the back slope of civilization's greatest recorded
decline.
Reply
5.
AnonymousMarch 12, 2009 at 12:40 PM
Thanks. Will try to get the book you recommend. It sounds like interesting stuff.
Reply
6.
kcbMarch 12, 2009 at 2:06 PM
Revolution (of the violent sort, anyway) can't/won't happen without the support of
the U.S. military. If the U.S. military sides with the government then the civilians
haven't a chance. The disparity in firepower between the military and the civilians is
far
too
great.
I haven't a clue what it would take to get the military to side with the people, but I
expect it would be a lot. The majority of the military leadership at all levels except
perhaps the very top would have to *disbelieve* what they are being told by their
superiors, including the commander in chief and the civilian leadership itself. In other
words, the military leadership would have to see the lie for what it is and decide to act
against
it.
I think that's highly unlikely.
Reply
7.
AnonymousMarch 12, 2009 at 2:14 PM
Overall, a good review of a highly relevant and suspicious bill. However, there are a
few
items
needing
expansion/correction.
The danger in (1) lies in the definition of "unsafe." As of yet, organic is not necessarily
unsafe and thus is left open to administrative whim. However, the "food
establishment" in section (3) is elsewhere defined to exempt farmers and growers, so
no
license
is
required
to
grow
food
in
your
backyard.
It still leaves farmers open to unconstitutional search and seizure, so I encourage
everyone to write their congressman and letters to local editors demanding that this
bill be revised to exempt anyone who produces food for direct sale or transfer to the

end consumer. Safeguards are great when we're talking about megaproducers that
receive only delayed and diluted feedback/repercussions, but free market competition
supports honesty and accountability in farmers that sell their products locally and
face-to-face.
Reply
8.
AnonymousMarch 13, 2009 at 10:03 AM
"I wondered how anything could take us back into the depths of broad-based natural
selection
Hell"---Your insights and commentary are eye opening - and frightening. As each of us think
of our individual self as one of the 'fittest'(or at least hope that we are), what course of
action would you feel should be undertaken now to prepare for adaptation to the new
world that we are facing.
Reply
9.
JAM123March 14, 2009 at 12:53 AM
Just to let everybody interested know, I have already contacted my Congressman,
Henry Cuellar, D-TX, and I demanded him to DO NOT support this bill at all.
Also, I expressed my outrage at the level of cynicism that socialists have reached in
order
control
the
people,
all
of
us.
Just imagine the reaction of our founding fathers to this level of mass control.
Please ask you representatives to DO NOT even think of supporting this bill. it is just
plainly catastropic.
Reply
10.
AnonymousMarch 14, 2009 at 4:39 AM
I just hope and pray that our founding fathers don't have to eat any peanut butter
from a food processing factory in Texas. Don't want them getting any of that socialist
salmonella, it could result in the masses rising up and losing control of their bowels.
I don't want no socialist controlling the parasites in my intestines, I have a god given
right for the natural law of flatulence and runny stools and I'm willing write a letter to
congress to prove it.

Reply
11.
AnonymousMarch 14, 2009 at 11:19 AM
I think you are reading way too much into this. I know you will disagree but this is just
a
food
safety
inspection
act.
Mostly useless, and expensive to implement, but overall benign
Reply
12.
FatNSassyMarch 15, 2009 at 4:21 PM
The government of Argentina (and many other countries in Global South) is forced to
grow food for export to pay off their huge debts to the World Bank. That is why people
are starving in the world, poor nations need to pay debts and interests to the richest
nations. (Or formerly rich nations, until the same bankers and power-elite did to their
own
what
they
did
to
Global
South.)
Are there any legal interpretations of this act? I am not saying I don't believe the
author, it is just that he does seem to make jumps. Perhaps not unrealistically
considering how Monsanto and its ilk manipulate our laws for their own benefit. But
I would still like to be referred to an expert opinion.
Reply
13.
RandallMarch 15, 2009 at 4:43 PM
Hey
anon,
chances
are
if
that
peanut
butter
was raised organically bt a small farmer, who is honest and not a greedy big plant,
that
you
wouldn't
have
to
worry
about
it.
I think that's the point, no?
Reply
14.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 4:43 PM
Ok, I've had about enough of this. Regardless if this this is true or not I'm still going
to put in approxiately 1200 sq. ft. of garden andI'm not filling out any damn forms
and will use the fertilizer and sprays I want to. Should Monsanto or any other

government goons object they can speak to Mr. Colt or Mr. Ruger or Mr. Winchester.
Time to put "Big Brother" to rest.
Reply
15.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 4:48 PM
what do you expect from a country built on ethnic cleansing ,slavery and hatred of all
things good .America is going down
Reply
16.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 4:57 PM
Out of 330 million I would expect to see a few more people show evidence of a
backbone. As long as you sit there like a bunch of wimps you're going to be treated
that way. It is really sad to see the peoples of a once pruod country willingly accept
slavery because they are to fat, to lazy and to selfcentered to resist.
Reply
17.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 5:02 PM
Uh..seems pretty obvious they are talking about food that is going to be sold to the
public not for personal use. This kind of thing gives all of us who are concerned about
government overstepping its power a bad name. Who else is going to regulate
commercial food production?
Reply
18.
Miguel GrandeMarch 15, 2009 at 5:03 PM
I haven't a clue what it would take to get the military to side with the people, but I
expect it would be a lot. The majority of the military leadership at all levels except
perhaps the very top would have to *disbelieve* what they are being told by their
superiors, including the commander in chief and the civilian leadership itself. In other
words, the military leadership would have to see the lie for what it is and decide to act
against
it.
Funny you should mention it, police and miltary alike are flocking to www.oath-

keepers.blogspot.com They reaffirm their oaths and pledge to not follow illegal orders
against the people. The military in Madagascar just refused to fire upon the people
and allowed them to overthrow their govt.
Reply
19.
VincentMarch 15, 2009 at 5:10 PM
I think someone went a little overboard with the analysis, and the tomato analogy
seems a bit silly and dramatic.. In fact in almost every section your tomato analogy
does not even come close to being an accurate depiction as to what the law is about.
The more I go back and read it, the more it seems to me to be a sensible law written
to protect consumers from foods that have been mishandled, inappropriately grown,
distributed or transported. It also prevents people from slaughtering animals in the
backs of restaurants, and if you grow or sell food, you have to let someone in to make
sure you are doing it according to the law, all of which are rules that were probably
already
around
in
some
form
or
another
anyway.
Truthfully, when you obtain a drivers license, you are probably locked into much
scarier laws and rules, some of which you probably are not aware of.. maybe we should
look at this food thing a little bit more rationally and with slightly less paranoia.
I also think that these rules are probably not fair to small conscientious growers as
they probably do a good job at growing. Just following the rules probably costs them
as much as they make growing the food, but it looks like for the time being this is the
way it is going to be. The rules are designed to save lives, not control them, although
I am sure it looks pretty confusing at times, and the little guys are probably getting
the shortest end of this deal and probably have the least to do with the problems that
have resulted in these laws in the first place.
Reply
20.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 5:17 PM
Not that I trust the government or that I think they are above making such things
illegal, but I think this blog posting is a little on the alarmist side and jumps to
conclusions. Nowhere did I see where it said a person could not grow their own food.
It said that people could no engage in interstate commerce with food that isn't
inspected by government agencies, whcih has basically always been the case.
Is this a backdoor way for Monsanto and other big corporate farms to gain an even
larger advantage over the average local farmer? Probably so. But I doubt very

seriously that anyone is trying to say you can't grow a tomato in your yard. You just
can't send it across state lines and you can't sell it.
Reply
21.
trishaMarch 15, 2009 at 5:26 PM
I'm not sure how the author arrives at the conclusions (interpretations) laid out here.
Of course, it is very likely that this is but the first salvo in an effort to outlaw the
growing of traditional, non-terminator gene, varieties of plants, but that is not what
the legislation outlined here mandates. I do agree, however, that the bill's sponsor has
a
serious
conflict
of
interests.
If it should turn out to be but a foot in the door for some future legislation in favor of
big business, then people should be worried - especially those in government. The fact
that people in the former USSR had grown their own food for years prior to its collapse
went a long way to mitigate the effects of that collapse. Should Americans be required
by law to purchase seeds from Monsanto, or its ilk, there would undoubtedly be
millions who would starve should other considerations, like high fuel prices and
disrupted transportation prevail. Right now, it just looks like the government is
playing catch up with all of the salmonella outbreaks which have occurred, but it does
bear watching.
Reply
22.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 5:46 PM
Colonel Edward Mandell House is attributed with giving a very detailed outline of the
plans
to
be
implemented to enslave the American people. He stated, in a private meeting with
Woodrow
Wilson
(President 1913 - 1921), Very soon, every American will be required to register their
biological
property
(that's you and your children) in a national system designed to keep track of the people
and
that
will
operate under the ancient system of pledging. By such methodology, we can compel
people
to
submit
to
our agenda, which will affect our security as a charge back for our fiat paper currency.
Every American will be forced to register or suffer being able to work and earn a living.
They
will
be
our chattels (property) and we will hold the security interest over them forever, by
operation
of
the
law
merchant under the scheme of secured transactions. Americans, by unknowingly or

unwittingly
delivering
the bills of lading (Birth Certificate) to us will be rendered bankrupt and insolvent,
secured
by
their
pledges.
They will be stripped of their rights and given a commercial value designed to make
us
a
profit
and
they will be none the wiser, for not one man in a million could ever figure our plans
and,
if
by
accident
one or two should figure it out, we have in our arsenal plausible deniability. After all,
this
is
the
only
logical way to fund government, by floating liens and debts to the registrants in the
form
of
benefits
and
privileges.
This will inevitably reap us huge profits beyond our wildest expectations and leave
every
American
a
contributor to this fraud, which we will call “Social Insurance.” Without realizing it,
every
American
will
unknowingly be our servant, however begrudgingly. The people will become helpless
and
without
any
hope for their redemption and we will employ the high office (presidency) of our
dummy
corporation
21
(USA) to foment this plot against America. - Colonel Edward Mandell House
Learn you don't have to worry about what is illegal only what is unlawful. Learn the
difference and chage your life. http://thinkfree.ca clink on the free movies and get a
real education!
Reply
23.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 5:59 PM
I suspect what will happen is that farmers markets would be the first to go because of
the food gestapo. This would be very bad indeed because many farmers markets are
the only places where the public can get organic fruits and vegetables.
One thing I am also puzzled by is under the SEC. 401. PROHIBITED ACTS. It says
that
it
is
prohibited-(1) to manufacture, introduce, deliver for introduction, or receive in interstate
commerce any food that is adulterated, misbranded, or otherwise unsafe;
Monsanto and other GMO food manufactures are adulterating and misbranding food
all the time. For instance: is your tomato really a tomato when it has fish genes in it?
When you start mixing genes from a completely different species that should never

belong

in

another

you

are

adulterating

food.

In Jeffrey Smith's fabulous book "Seeds of Deception" he has shown how genetically
modified foods and vitamins were the cause of thousands of deaths and illnesses. The
fact the FDA does nothing about GM food is because the regulatory agency is a
revolving
door
for
biotech
industry
personnel.
By the way Monsanto was originally called IG Farben back in the days. If you know
anything about this Nazi company you wouldn't allow them anywhere near your food.
-- Redpill8
Reply
24.
KrackonisMarch 15, 2009 at 6:11 PM
Food-Nazi's and Environmental Fascism is what they have coming for us. I'll grow my
own food and they can try to shoot me. There are billions of us and its about damned
timed
we
went
after
these
bastards
directly.
If a Monsanto and these guys want total food domination, then we will show them
what regular people can do. I'm sick and tired of their poisons. (I'm probably a bit sick
and a bit tired BECAUSE of their poisons)
Reply
25.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 6:12 PM
guys this bill is saying that you can't grow food and sell it outside of your own state
without this and that. It is still a bunch of BS but it does not say you can't grow food
and then eat it.
Reply
26.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 6:26 PM
there's always a gov't troll telling people that revolution is futile, and all too many
numb-skulls bellieve it without doing the arithmatic. I don't care what kind of
firepower the military has. A mere 2% of the American people amounts to a number
they
haven't
a
chance
against.
And no, this bill says you can't grow your own food by makinng it illegal to

"manufacture" any food deemed unsafe, or slaughter any animal for human
consumption. Please read it more carefully, with an eye toward how it might be
interpreted to be used against the people.
Reply
27.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 6:32 PM
Canned goods, seed banks, shotguns and Krugerrands folks. Any son-of-a-bitch that
tells
me
I
can't
grow
food
on
my
own
land
and
give it to whomever I want,and eat whatever I want to eat,,, will be absolutely correct
,,,,as soon as he pry's that shotgun out of my cold dead fingers...
God Damn it all I want to do is live my life in peace with liberty. Are a people with
liberty so threatening to these fascists? If those bastards won't let me do that I'll see
them
all
in
Hell...
Fred
Reply
28.
tasmaniacMarch 15, 2009 at 6:41 PM
chuck a tomata at em!
Reply
29.
kevinMarch 15, 2009 at 6:43 PM
1) If I grow an organic (or any other kind of) tomato for my own personal use, or even
the use of my freinds, I am first of all not "manufacturing" it, I am growing it. It will
not be introduced, delivered for introduction or recieved in interstate commerce. So
the act of growing the tomato in and of itself is not illegal. It may indeed make organic
foods
illegal,
but
not
my
own
food.
2) since it's organic, it is not adulterated, nor is it misbranded since it is not branded
at
all
3) I am not a food establishment, this does not apply to me.
4) I could be considered a "food production facility", but really... I am a home - nothing
else.
My
primary
focus
is
not
food
production.
5) Since I am not a food production facility, this does not apply to me.
6)
Again...
not
a
food
establisment
7) This clearly states that food, or material in contact with it, that tests positive for
contaminants must be submitted for what I must assume would be further testing.

8) not fully versed in these sections - the assumption is invalid
9) Growing my tomato plant has nothing to do with slaughtering animals.
10) Again, there's no way to restrict my moving my tomato from my backyard to my
kitchen.
11 & 12) assumption invalid.
Reply
30.
JAM123March 15, 2009 at 6:47 PM
Regardless of what you might think it is "proper" and correct, the US Federal
Government is not supposed to regulate, examine or check anything, even if it is food.
Vincent, please stop thinking that the government will do a "good" job inspecting the
food
suply.
Haven't you seen enought samples of government failed intervensionism and
problem-solving
abilities??
Think

the

Irag

war,

Katrina,

the

current

SEC

fiasco,

Enron......

I mean, the govt is incapable of doing anything right. Threfore, it should not do
anything, period.
Reply
31.
JAM123March 15, 2009 at 6:52 PM
Vincent,
Do

you

really

feel

protected

by

the

government?

Please elaborate on what ways is the government currently protecting you.
Reply
32.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 6:55 PM
to

kcb:

the weapon of today is not "military" in traditional sense, but mass media. If you own
mass media, you own the minds, who will then vote as told. If you own the media, you

don't need to fire a single bullet - you achieve whatever you want by the minds, voices
and hands of the millions of your readers and viewers.
Reply
33.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 8:00 PM
The section referenced in the bill would not prohibit you from growing your own food.
It would have to be done commercially, and it would have to involve interstate
transactions for the law to be applicable. Given the large numbers of incidents of
adulterated or contaminated food over the last few years, I think this is a welcome
development. And I'll tell you this - I trust the FDA one HELL of a lot more than I
trust ConAgra or Archer Daniels Midland. So, just chill...
Reply
34.
jesseMarch 15, 2009 at 8:23 PM
here
is
an
analysis
of
hr
875.
http://www.opednews.com/articles/A-solemn-walk-through-HR-8-by-Linn-CohenCole-090314-67.html
What this bill does is open the door to future regulation by being very ambiguous.
With the revolving door in congress, we can guarantee a michael taylor or someone
else who works for monsanto will take the reigns and then al bets are off. Lets nip this
in the bud!
Reply
35.
jesseMarch 15, 2009 at 8:42 PM
"And I'll tell you this - I trust the FDA one HELL of a lot more than I trust ConAgra or
Archer
Daniels
Midland.
So,
just
chill..."
Dude, thats the whole point. Processed food isnt safe or healthy, thats why we need
local fresh organic food. This bill will give the gvt. the tools to bankrupt our local
farmers so we can't get safe food, or if we can it will be prohibitively expensive. Notice
how they don't exempt small farms. And the title is so orwellian double speak it would
be funny if it wasn't so serious. "food safety act". Even if the massive processed food
production plants were actually investigated and run safely, they still would be

pumping out processed genetically modified garbage with no nutritional content. If
you trust the fda, why did they let aspartame and gmos get into our food supply then?
The fda is run by monsanto and cargill and conagra through the revolving door
between gvt. and industry.
Reply
36.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 9:20 PM
Politicians suck big time! If they are not screwing things up one way then they are
screwing it up ten other ways all to hell, they are all miserable damned liars!
We could do better without the likes of all the corruption in high places and if things
continue on the present course they've been on leaving no peaceful means for the
average citizen to have a voice then a revolution is in due order.
Reply
37.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 9:46 PM
> I trust the FDA one HELL of a lot more than I trust ConAgra or Archer Daniels
Midland.
So,
just
chill...
What are you talking about? The present FDA is ConAgra, Archer Midland and
Monsanto. Margaret Hamburg, the new FDA nominee for the FDA is an associate of
Jerome Hauer, the most likely perp in the Anthrax attacks shortly after 9/11. It gives
me pause.
Reply
38.
P.R. Jr.March 15, 2009 at 9:51 PM
While this won't make it illegal to grow your own food, it is a major step toward
making growing your own the only way to find healthy food.
This law is all about destroying the organic food market and local farmer's markets to
surrender complete control of our food (and therefore health) to the major
corporations like Monsanto (who wrote most of the law to kill off competition)
The mere fact that they're pushing a Million Dollar Fine (per instance?!?!) shows very
clearly that this is nothing more than a government intimidation & control move.

Terrorist
governments
work
that
way.
Not surprising for a government that now demonstrates the belief that America was
wrong in the past, Nazi Germany & the Soviet Union had it right. That's the basis of
nearly
all
laws
coming
out
of
DC
now.
The only debate left, as far as they're concerned, is whether we are government
property
or
corporate
property.
And if the lack of healthy food or drinkable water tends to kill off millions - so what?
There's
billions
of
us
and
we're
a
renewable
resource.
Our government hates us.
Reply
39.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 10:10 PM
To the folks that think that this bill is OK because YOU can still grow food at your own
house... Hmmm.. WHAT about your local organic farmer, and your local Farmer's
Market!? What about their livlihoods? Local food is more than just local, it binds
communities together. Everyone ought to be suspicious of a person with such close
ties to big agri-business that introduces a bill of this type (Rosa DeLauro). Rosa
DeLauro's husband is a lobbyist for Monsanto for crying out loud. You folks seriously
need to do a little research. Youtube 'The future of food', 'The world according to
Monsanto' or Democracy Now's 'Monsanto's Harvest of Fear' to start. Do you honestly
trust your Gov't enough to think that they have good faith in this bill? IF this passes
they will take more, outlaw more, regulate this more, invade your life and property
more.
This

quoted

from

an

article:

It is our farmers who stand between us and this outrage which masquerades as
science, as food, as normal business, as government. And it is or farmers who need
not only protecting and but actual freeing from government intrusion, control and
harm.
Vegetarians and vegans do not identify with farmers who raise animals but what is at
stake here is critical for all of us. "First they came for the Jews" is an apt reminder of
what matters in standing with each other because the overwhelming bureaucratic
burdens, the recording over every single thing done on a farm, the warrantless
inspections, the end of farmers markets, the criminalization of seed banking, the ten
years in prison for stepping out of line in any way, will next be applied not to animals
breaking out of fence onto a neighbors' farm, but for such things as not spraying
pesticides on an organic farm to eradicate earthworms (now listed as an invasive
species) because the government's "food safety tsar" has deemed it necessary. It is

totalitarian control (and HR 875 epitomizes it) which we stand against, and now it is
aimed with ferocity at farmers with animals. Stopping it now keeps all farmers safe.
Rosa DeLauro and Stanley Greenburg have a great deal to account for in attempting
through a mislabeled bill with hidden intent to wipe out our farmers and harm all of
us."
Being able to grow organic means a cleaner environment, rich productive soils FULL
of life, and staying as far away from genetically modified foods as we CHOOSE TO.
The
KEY
word
being
CHOOSE
here.
Also

good

info

to

read:

opensecrets.org
followthemoney.org to see how these political whores work.
Reply
40.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 10:21 PM
This House bill & its companion Senate bill are both in committee - most bills in
committee never see the light of Congress, and those that do are rarely successful.
This
is
good
news
go
to
http://www.govtrack.us/congress/bill.xpd?bill=h111-875 for the names of the
sponsors and co-sponsors & shout at them NO! Let's Get This TRAVESTY STOPPED
NOW!
Note: The rep who introduced this bill is Rosa DeLauro, whose husband is Stanley
Greenberg who either works for Monsanto or Monsanto is client of Greenberg's
Democratic polling & consulting firm that sets left-leaning political strategy. Is it any
wonder?
Reply
41.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 10:35 PM
The only time government is truly inept and incapable of doing anything well is when
it is controlled by ideological followers of Milton Friedman, Ayn Rand, and Leo
Strauss.
Katrina/New Orleans, Iraq, Pinochet's Chile, Argentina, post-Soviet Russia, Poland,
etc are all results of Friedmanite/Straussian philosophies. Eliminate their followers
from the picture and government does just fine.

Reply
42.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 10:52 PM
>> "First they came for the Jews" is an apt reminder of what matters in standing with
each
other
because
the
overwhelming
bureaucratic
burdens
<<
Actually, "they came for the Jews" was the second stanza in Niemoller's famous poem.
See:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_they_came...
Which

reads:

"In Germany, they came first for the Communists, And I didn’t speak up because I
wasn’t
a
Communist;
And then they came for the trade unionists, And I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a
trade
unionist;
And then they came for the Jews, And I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a Jew;
And then . . . they came for me . . . And by that time there was no one left to speak up."
So, in fact, the first sign is anti-communist fervor followed by anti-unionist activity.
So watch out for those who express anti-socialist and anti-union sentiments...
Reply
43.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 10:55 PM
Correction, "they came for the Jews" is the third stanza, not the second. My apologies
for the error.
Reply
44.
AnonymousMarch 15, 2009 at 11:53 PM
TO the SOB`s that passed this law or try to , I will have a revolution bullet with your
name on it sucka!! Thats it , they are obviously bankrupting the country as we speak ,
cutting off any means to provide for ourselves outside the neocon agenda for sole
dependancy on One world govt and on top setup any way to search and seizure for
growing a tomatoe. Its turning into a complete joke, and so obvious now what the
agenda is. ROVOLUTION!!!! Time is way over due ,save up now before they make gun
illegal too thats next on obama`s agenda ,hes clearly and freaggin puppet as the others
were(no suprize) . Buy guns and more ammo than you can shoot.

Reply
45.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 12:06 AM
The lie that America is a Democracy and that we have rights as individuals is finally
being exposed as a complete deception. A lie reinforced by our propagandize
education system and the people it produces.
Reply
46.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 12:27 AM
Any person who still believes that we have a representative republic needs to have
his/her head examined. Baa-aaa-aaa-aaa. Look down and keep grazing.
Reply
47.
skydogMarch 16, 2009 at 3:29 AM
Sorry, FDR, but you need to be a little more careful with your claims.
I doubt very seriously that it is ILLEGAL to grow an organic tomato in your own
backyard.
It is probably illegal, however, to take that tomato to market and try to SELL it
COMMERCIALLY as an ORGANIC tomato - because you have no evidence that it is
ORGANIC
except
your
own
claim
that
it
is.
That selling tactic is as old as snake oil.
Reply
48.
Tom DennenMarch 16, 2009 at 3:36 AM
On average, every forty-six years, for the last two hundred and seventy years, there
has been a commodity peak in the world's stock markets, followed by a crash, followed
by a depression and the theft of a generation's wealth. (From "The Great Reckoning"
by James Dale Davidson and William Rees-Mogg, Sidgwick & Jackson, yes, 1993).
There is a nine-year period between the commodity peak and the depression.
Look around you and do the math: The last depression is called The Great Depression.

I
call
this
one
‘Grand
Theft
Planet’
©.
First question: Given that Bernie Madoff will not be tried, the question, “where is the
money?”
will
not
arise
–
Why?
Change is essential to the development of any thinking and there is really no answer
to
originality:
‘A new idea is first condemned as ridiculous and then dismissed as trivial, until finally,
it
becomes
what
everybody
(already)
knows.
Here then is a new idea, one which you are already fully aware of, and therefore
(already) know: Hence a certain arrogance on my part in the presumption that you
are already here with me in this observation of the obvious:
I call it the General Field Theory of Economic Behavior, for lack of anything more
worthy, simply because no economic thinking that I am aware of has ever been applied
to repetitive global economic behavior ('boom-bust cycles') in this light – all studies,
observations and theses have been just that, from Smith's "hidden hand" to Keynes'
"use
it
to
fiddle
with
the
system"
–
theories.
Nothing more, and certainly never applied to the real world of actual economic
behavior in the marketplace where I buy corn, pork bellies, sorghum, potatoes, grapes,
oranges and sometimes antique collectables called Credit Default Swaps.
As far as I know there have been no attempts in universities or in any other think tank
type establishments at an understanding of the how of which in a million ways people
complicate the use of money and, again which, until now, remains a field that appears
to
be
untilled,
unplowed
and
unharvested.
Untill this observation of mine opens it to at least some gleaning.
Economic literature is much like the literature of psychology where ‘Freudian’ theory,
the theory of 'Existentialist phenomenology', (Neurolinguistically speaking), and so
on make people think that there is substance in the writing down of speculation.
Theory.
Nothing wrong with theory, and, like any other uniform ‘theory’, my General
Economic Theory has to apply to every aspect of the complications people can possibly
make
in
the
use
of
money.
And
it
has
to
be
just
as
simple
as
E=Mc2:
And
it
is:
Money
=
Food.
From Peasant to Prince: In all of history, food must be on both tables for any society
to
function.
From here, I could discourse at length; go into discussions involving philosophy,
politics, religion, even the Ten Commandments on family matters, and then argue for
some
time
in
every
one
of
those
categories
and
more.
But not for too long, because without a good breakfast, you will not be capable of
rebuttal
however
unintelligently
I
might
seem
to
persuade.
Food.
Equals.
Life.
What
is
food,
really?
Aristotle's belief that touching was required for one object to exert a force on another
object together with his ideas that a constant velocity requires that a constant force be
exerted
held
back
ideas
of
gravity
for
nearly
2000
years.

Held
back?
Yup. Gravity does not touch you, so great philosopher’s thinking actually held back
the arrival of a great truth – Newton’s theory of gravity – for two thousand years.
Most of history is what the winners of the last war want you to believe – after all, they
write
it.
So: Life equals energy, which equals matter multiplied by the speed of light squared,
a truth that arrived about a hundred years ago in the mind of one Mr. Albert Einstein,
who also observed (since this is a discussion on economic reality) that “the greatest
force
in
the
universe
is
compound
interest.”
Einstein's theory of gravitation was completely different to Newton's, and certainly in
opposition to Aristotle’s: Rather than believing gravity to be a mysterious force that
simply attracted objects towards one another he saw gravity as a warping of the shape
of space and the flow of time (commonly referred to as the space-time continuum).
He described a gravitational field as a curvature of space-time caused by the mass
inhabiting
that
continuum.
He also believed that as energy is equivalent to mass (from E = mc2) it would be
possible for a gravitational field to interact with the energy of light in the same way
that he saw it interacting with mass, with the result being the bending of light in strong
gravitational
fields.
One physical, abrupt, observable and applicable function of this theory:
Hiroshima.
Money is much simpler but should not blow you up. What happens instead is that it
gets stolen every fifty years or so because the victim generation somehow 'forgets' to
tell
next
one.
This written with the idea that the next generation, the one we hope will not suffer
another Grand Theft Planet, will finally be educated and hold on to their wealth.
Money
equals
the
solar
energy
contained
in
food.
Money is a vehicle of transaction from one state of energy to another state.
Everything else money is used for that does not walk on a direct path from the peasant
farmer’s produce to the Priest / Prince who eats that farmer’s wealth, is speculation
on the nature of money which, by itself, is nothing more than a temporal transactional
smoothing substance equivalent to a good lubricant – and, “you can’t take it with you”
so it’s essentially worthless inasmuch as one agrees that the most valuable thing you
can
own
is
your
next
breath.
A
given.
Also, If you like, an inevitability, considering the nature of human beings, which is a
conclusion I believe you may come to as you follow this simple argument.
Food
is
everything.
Carbon dioxide is the food of our food, the plants we eat, which eat carbon dioxide, so
'global warming is just another scam, a way to take some of your wealth in 'carbon
taxes'.
In support of this, please read what remains of Hammurabi’s Code.
And then, in the light of Hammurabi’s contribution to my theory, consider the Ten
Commandments.
And then, with those two suggestions in mind, think about this: The Law we live under
today is based on one, and only one, principle - embedded in Hammurabi's Code, the

Ten Commandments and in today’s harsh remnants of Roman Dutch law: it boils
down to the reality of living: Thou shalt not interrupt commerce, nor the myriad
games that the money commerce gives us leave to play with.
Thou shalt not interrupt the chain that brings the farmer’s produce – our collective
wealth
–
to
the
prince’s
table.
That
is
the
fundamental
law
of
economics.
The 'gravity' that makes us obey the fundamental law? Two French words: Mort
(death)
gage
(cage).
E=mc2.
QED.
Reply
49.
fdralloveragainMarch 16, 2009 at 4:32 AM
"I doubt very seriously that it is ILLEGAL to grow an organic tomato in your own
backyard."
That's right, it would only be illegal to eat your own tomatoes, not to grow them.
It is home grown, life sustaining food produced by American citizens outside the
corrupt, illegal, international corporatocracy in firm control of our congress and the
executive, that is to be outlawed, not the innocent red tomatoes themselves.
Our Founding fathers would blow a gasket. Their once proud nation, founded upon
the very principle of rugged individual freedom from forced federal profiteering, has
been disgraced by a congress loaded with swindlers and horse thieves, led by a string
of presidents feverishly working to sell American sovereignty to the international
financial
interests
that
own
them.
We are a nation in peril.
Reply
50.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 6:05 AM
Perhaps you could point-out where this bill, denies a person from growing their own
food; it appears that this bill is for food producers whom "distribute (sell)" their food
products. However, it is just the first step in criminalizing food production, which will
carry a higher penalty than growing tobacco or pot. While it does appear that farmers'
markets and people with produce stands in their front yards will be affected by the
draconian provisions of this bill, I fail to see where a person will come into contention
by growing porch tomatoes for their own consumption. But in all honesty I only
skimmed the legalese terms of this proposed bill. Perhaps Rosa, whose husband works

for one of the biggest culprits of GM-Frankenfruit seed products needs to find a way
to cut off the head of the beast... after all he is current employed in its belly. I am
curious as to why Rosa would "out" her husband's name in this matter… this blog
article may surely be the end of her husband’s employment with Monsanto.
Reply
51.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 9:48 AM
This bill is aimed at commercial food processors. It has nothing to do with folks
growing their own food..ie, tomatoes. Unfortunately, only a small portion of the bill is
posted here...the enforcement portion, and I would guess that this was done in order
to establish the claim that folks will no longer be able to grow their own "tomatoes" if
this bill is passed. I personally read the ENTIRE bill, which is why I was able to see
the "Agenda" here. This is not only dishonest, but deceitful...It is designed to instill
fear. Unfortunately the author missed a great opportunity to expose the REAL danger
of a bill like this...This bill is specifically designed to give agribusiness an advantage
over the small and moderate sized family food producers...The American Farmer. It
is also designed to let the Federal Government decide what you and I should be eating,
and since they hit one out of the park with water flouridation, I wouldn't trust them
as far as I could throw them, when it comes to the food we eat.
Reply
52.
A. Magnus PubliusMarch 16, 2009 at 10:32 AM
To the troll who said that the disparity is too great between the government and the
people in terms of firepower: How do you explain the Iraqi resistance then? They had
no air force, no navy, no armor or heavy artillery yet they fought the strongest power
on Earth' to a standstill with home made weapons and 1980s vintage light arms.
Bush's 'surge' was nothing more than the U.S. military PAYING OFF Sunni resistance
groups NOT TO FIGHT our troops. Now with that in mind and also knowing that
there are over 80 MILLION gun owners in this country, what makes you think
revolution is so logistically untenable?
Reply
53.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 10:57 AM

This just looks like a pretty regular set of rules regarding food processing and packing
plants. Not one word is mentioned about restricting farmers and gardeners from
growing and raising and consuming their own organic food... Looks to me like a lot of
folks are freaking out needlessly. I see Alex Jones got to ya...
Reply
54.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 12:15 PM
A red herring. This seems a lot more of interest to farmers using seeds from Monsanto
and having to label them as such, than anyone growing produce in their backyard.
Even reselling home grown veggies doesn't appear to be a "crime" so long as they're
noted to be homegrown/organic, or whatever else. Which is actually a marketable
item.
I want to know what's in my food. I want to avoid GMO crops. This bill seems to help
with that...
Reply
55.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 2:19 PM
Doesn't apply to farmers or individuals, this is grossly misinterpreted... and with all
the food issues going on, anyone selling goods to the general public should be subject
to search and seizure. While I'm all about freedom, I'm more concerned with the
health and safety of my children. The new head of the fda is implementing these
regulations to prevent things not to control things... everyone complained when the
spinach, tomatoes and peanuts were tainted, and blamed the government for not
taking appropriate measures, well they can't babysit the companies, but they can
regulate what products they us and give themselves the right to make sure they are
abiding at any time. This article is nothing but paranoia in the wrong direction.
Hmmm... safety versus the freedom of people who produce food for the public, I'll
take safety.
Reply
56.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 3:48 PM
http://www.unknownnews.org/debunk.html
Latest

update:

Mar.

15,

2009

No, Congress is not considering a bill that would "make it illegal to grow your own
food, or for any farm not to purchase and use government mandated chemicals,
additives, and pesticides on all food consumed in the United States, violations are
subject to a $1,000,000 dollar fine." Sigh. Some people will believe anything.
H.R. 875, the Food Safety Modernization Act of 2009, is a well-intentioned effort to
improve food safety standards (which became effectively non-existent during the
Bush-Cheney era). It ain't great lawmaking, and it needs a rewrite to ensure that its
regulations for factory farming aren't applied to small mom and pop farms, but a fair
reading of the bill's text reveals that it just plain wouldn't do the horrible things that
panicked emails and worried bloggers claim it does. And if you're still concerned,
here's a more thorough explanation of what the bill does and doesn't do.
http://www.foodandwaterwatch.org/food/foodsafety/background-on-h-r-875
Reply
57.
fdralloveragainMarch 16, 2009 at 4:08 PM
"It ain't great lawmaking, and it needs a rewrite to ensure that its regulations for
factory farming aren't applied to small mom and pop farms"
Exactly.

It

applies

to

everyone

introducing

food,

as

written.

This congress is deeply anti-American.
Reply
58.
Homegrower in TexasMarch 16, 2009 at 4:51 PM
I also did not interpret the language in this bill to mean I can't grow my own tomatoes
in my back yard and eat them myself. READ the bill. If I were to sell the tomatoes for
commercial purposes or try to transport them across state lines, then the provisions
of the bill come into play. Read it yourself without editorializing from others.
Reply
59.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 8:43 PM
You

may

like

http://broadcast.ino.com/education/bear_market_rally/?campaignid=
Leonidas from MW

this:

Reply
60.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 9:31 PM
So I haven't read all the comments. I'll put in a small producer's two cents: small
producers are fiercely independent and wily bunch. I've seen the goat diary's in Texas
turn in their liscences because of intense regulation and fines on what tends to be a
labor of love rather than a money maker. I've seen livestock maintainence fees so that
Californians can get their raw milk. I've seen raw milk sold as pet food to comply. I've
seen dairys require customer pickup so as to remove farm liabilities that come with
these type of legislations. Technically your baby bottle filled with Horizon is illegal
except on private property (it's an unmarked dairy container).
Animal chipping is more of a concern to me than this bill. This bill is however
alarming. I of course want any food that I sell to be safe, but I'll never be of a scale that
I would be able to afford the testing to gross a few thousand per year. I'll never be able
to afford a butcher and state approved butchering facilities - I'd be better off selling
the animals live and reducing my returns. I'd happily walk anyone that buy's our food
through our "production facilities". We do our best and are always open to doing it
better. We won't open ourselves up to the kind of fines that this sort of legislation
imposes- too massive for the little guys - too small for agribusiness. This law is in fact
far too broad. I for one am tired of this rouse of the land of the free and more rightly
call it the land of regulation and litigation.
Reply
61.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 9:36 PM
If the military sides with the government the citizens haven't a chance? Baloney! After
7 years the cream of the US Army, and Marines could not control 23 million people in
Iraq. What chance do they have at controlling 300 million over here? Answer: None.
Oh they could hold some key cities, protect certain infrastructure, but by and large, if
"the people" decide to rise, the Army won't be able to stop them. No amount of
firepower will stop an asymmetrical insurgency. Iraq has taught us that.
Reply
62.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 10:44 PM
Not only Iraq, but also Vietnam, where a bunch of peasants in pajamas held back the
full might of the US military until it went home with its tail between its legs.
In fact, the US military hasn't won a war against a competent opponent since WWII,

and even then they required the assistance of the majority of the world's nations to
beat a nation the size of Montana and a nation with a 19th century industrial base.
The US has not won a war against an opponent of equal or greater capability since the
Revolutionary War. Recently, about all the US military is capable of defeating are
nations like Panama, Granada and Saddam's Iraq in 1991, with the help of a coalition
of
nations
including
the
UK
and
France.
About the only thing the US military is really capable of doing is spending vast
quantities of taxpayer money on gaudy high-tech gadgets.
Reply
63.
AnonymousMarch 16, 2009 at 10:53 PM
We beat Iraq up pretty good, twice.
Reply
64.
AnonymousMarch 17, 2009 at 12:41 AM
Well...what's a ranch? In Texas, a ranch could be 3 acres. A farm could be 5
acres...read the WHOLE document to see why the concerns are raised.
(14) FOOD PRODUCTION FACILITY- The term `food production facility' means any
farm, ranch, orchard, vineyard, aquaculture facility, or confined animal-feeding
operation.
Secondly:

Section

102:

Did

you

notice

the

name

change???

(c) Renaming and Reservation of Agency Identity- The Food and Drug Administration
in the Department of Health and Human Services is hereby renamed the Federal Drug
and Device Administration and may be referred to as `FDA'.
UNBELIEVEABLE!!!!

THIS

IS

DEFINITELY

A

FORERUNNER!

READ THE WHOLE THING...IT IS WORTH IT...HERE IS THE LINK:
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/F?c111:1:./temp/~c111Z826VM:e11439:
KEEP REFRESHING, IF IT GIVES YOU ANY PROBLEMS.
Reply
65.

AnonymousMarch 17, 2009 at 1:11 AM
Understand that the "Bill" would impose rules and regulations that can and will be
applied
to
anyone
growing
food
for
sale
or
barter.
The enforcement and inspections will be paid for by those who produce/Grow the
food, hence the giant Agro-cons who can afford the inspections and facility's will have
no
problem.
On the other hand we have small farmers who cant afford to put in specialized
facility's or put a full time inspector on the payroll, and will be seen as unable to
comply.
If you don't think this will happen look at the meat processing industry were small
slaughter houses and processors have been put out of business by just this method.
This allowed the big corporations to monopolize the meat production industry at the
expense
of
our
health
and
choice.
(large corporate packing plants have caused more illness and death from unsanitary
conditions than all the little home town slaughter houses and butcher shops
combined)
Now they look to do the same thing with our produce, shrinking our choices to only
their
highly
profitable
processed
foods.
With care only for profits they sacrifice our health and nutrition.
Do
they
own
stock
in
the
pharmaceutical
company's???
The Government of the United States of America is the best that money can buy, its
to bad that only a very few have enough money to have much of a share.
Reply
66.
AnonymousMarch 17, 2009 at 1:27 AM
I'm astounded at the LACK OF READING SKILLS amongst you guys. NOWHERE
does it stop you from growing your own food. LEARN TO READ.
Reply
67.
fdralloveragainMarch 17, 2009 at 6:52 AM
"I'm astounded at the LACK OF READING SKILLS amongst you guys. NOWHERE
does it stop you from growing your own food. LEARN TO READ."
It doesn't STOP you, it makes it illegal to "to manufacture, introduce, deliver for
introduction, or receive in interstate commerce any food that is adulterated,
misbranded,
or
otherwise
unsafe."
Since Orwellian government doublespeak has, in the very same bill, officially defined
the meaning the term "adulterated" to mean "non-adulterated" or "not first touched

by government" eating any natural food is clearly and explicitly illegal.
That doesn't STOP you from eating natural food un-touched by government, but you
risk losing your freedom if you chose to do so.
Reply
68.
AnonymousMarch 17, 2009 at 6:53 AM
question

on

#1...

it says it prohibits "manufacture of food that is adulterated, misbranded, or unsafe."
adulterated means modified, say, with chemicals or genetically. misbranded means
false label, not disclosing the right ingredients, withholding, say, aspertame from the
label. unsafe is clear though impossible to regulate cuz it can be argued sugar is unsafe
and so on. but unsafe means expired date on some foods.
now,

where

do

you

get

that

you

cannot

grow

a

tomato?

I'm not arguing that they don't have evil ends in mind but this? Your red comments
do NOT reflect what's said in the bill.
Reply
69.
fdralloveragainMarch 17, 2009 at 6:59 AM
The bill says it is illegal to "introduce" any food that is not first modified by
government.
Introduce = grow.
Reply
70.
The RanterMarch 17, 2009 at 4:58 PM
With all of this talk of Revolution, I feel I should point something out. What if
Revolution is part of the New World Order's plan? What if they are trying to bring
about a revolution to use as a pretext for enacting Martial Law in the United States,
and imprisoning dissenters as terrorists, and in the process accomplishing their goal
of creating the North American Union, and further, World Government?
I say that if a Revolution does break out within the United States, we'd better damned

well win it, because if we don't, we're going to see the end of our great country, mark
my words. And also, in the event of Revolution, we must not forget to prosecute the
Financial and Military powers behind the curtain, lest we face a continuation of their
goals of Global Tyranny, and we will have the same problems again, because they will
just buy the new government, as they did with the old.
Reply
71.
AnonymousMarch 17, 2009 at 5:19 PM
Did you people even read it? As in, the black font and not the erroneous red font.
These only apply to, as the bill states, COMMERCE AND FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS.
Growing a carrot in your backyard for yourself is not commerce, nor does it make you
a
food
establishment.
This only applies if you wanna grow your own food in order to sell it, which in that
case I agree with this law you americans are getting. We know you are not a country
who thinks for their own so its good for you
Reply
72.
AnonymousMarch 18, 2009 at 3:59 PM
I've read the bill. I've read all the comments, and I cannot see where growing your
own food will become illegal. I do not see where selling your food at a local food
market will become illegal IF you are open as to what chemicals you use, etc. And I
DO want food coming from a factory to be strictly regulated and monitored. The Bill
needs to be more tightly written and should not be written by someone who has a
vested interest........like that's going to happen.
Reply
73.
AnonymousMarch 19, 2009 at 12:53 AM
Hello, I am Paul Turner and have been involved in organic gardening for many years.
I am a past President of the Central Ohio Organic Gardeners Club. I have all the back
issues
Rodale
Press
Organic
Gardening
and
Farming
magazine.
Perhaps
this
dates
me,
I
am
hoping
so.
Concerning the Food Safety and Tracking Improvement Act S424 and Food Safety
Modernization Act of 2009 HR875; I have read both these Bills and they both contain

vague and overlapping definitions which can easily be applied to the smallest grower.
H.R. 875 would essentially transfer all state control over food regulation to the Food
Safety Administration (FSA), a newly-established federal bureaucracy to be created
within the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). Its implications point
to the elimination of independent, family farms as well as organic farming operations
due to overbearing federal regulations subjectively determined by FSA in favor of
corporate
factory
farms.
Do we really want or need further government intervention on the growing of food?
Paul Turner
Reply
74.
fdralloveragainMarch 19, 2009 at 1:47 AM
"Growing a carrot in your backyard for yourself is not commerce, nor does it make
you
a
food
establishment."
----You

seem

to

be

missing

Manufacturing/introducing/delivering

the
food

word

"or."

is

illegal

interstate

commerce

"or"
receiving

unmodified

food

in

...and so on...
Reply
75.
AnonymousMarch 19, 2009 at 3:21 PM
They subsist only because we finance them with our tax dollars. Hence, their power is
our money. Is the implication plain enough?
Reply
76.
AnonymousMarch 21, 2009 at 8:49 AM

our tax dollar is very small compared to the amount they're financed by central
bankers.
Reply
77.
JoshMarch 22, 2009 at 2:57 PM
I can't believe the amount of Anonymouses that still think Government is actually
needed. If you are so stupid you don't know how to buy a toamato without
Government help, you deserve everything that is coming in your direction !
Beware of the words, "We are from the government and we are here to help you !"
If you still don't GET it, you deserve your fate.
Reply
78.
AnonymousMarch 22, 2009 at 9:08 PM
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79.
AnonymousMarch 23, 2009 at 3:15 AM
before they make gun illegal too before they make gun illegal too before they make
gun illegal too before they make gun illegal too before they make gun illegal too before
they make gun illegal too before they make gun illegal too before they make gun illegal

too before they make gun illegal too before they make gun illegal too before they make
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gun illegal too before they make gun illegal too before they make gun illegal too before
they make gun illegal too before they make gun illegal too before they make gun illegal
too before they make gun illegal too before they make gun illegal too before they make
gun illegal too before they make gun illegal too
Reply
80.
AnonymousMarch 23, 2009 at 12:48 PM
If the idiot that wrote the blog and all those up in arms about this bill would actually
read it, they'd see that it does not make growing organic tomatoes in your back yard
illegal.
Nor
does
it
apply
to
farms
of
any
size.

Take

13)

a

look

at

FOOD

"Sec.3.Definions"

in

the

bill.....

ESTABLISHMENT-

(A) IN GENERAL- The term ‘food establishment’ means a slaughterhouse (except
those regulated under the Federal Meat Inspection Act or the Poultry Products
Inspection Act), factory, warehouse, or facility owned or operated by a person located
in any State that processes food or a facility that holds, stores, or transports food or
food
ingredients.

(B) EXCLUSIONS- For the purposes of registration, the term ‘food establishment’
does not include a food production facility as defined in paragraph (14), restaurant,
other retail food establishment, nonprofit food establishment in which food is
prepared for or served directly to the consumer, or fishing vessel (other than a fishing
vessel engaged in processing, as that term is defined in section 123.3 of title 21, Code
of
Federal
Regulations).

(14) FOOD PRODUCTION FACILITY- The term ‘food production facility’ means any
farm, ranch, orchard, vineyard, aquaculture facility, or confined animal-feeding
operation.
Reply
81.
fdralloveragainMarch 23, 2009 at 3:50 PM
Right, the bill explicitly applies to "a farm" that could normally retail produce for $1K
per year. That requires one a tomato plant. Check out the Mortgage Lifter:
http://monticellostore.stores.yahoo.net/600066.html
But the term "any farm" likely covers all food production operations of any scale, in
addition to all the other categories of food introduction or delivery that it mentions,
and
also
those
in
(8)
that
it
says
it
doesn't
mention.
It is "for the public safety" so it must apply to everyone or it wouldn't protect citizens
equally
under
the
law.
Imagine the law suits, if someone was producing their own food without paying the
registration taxes and buying the requisite government chemicals, filed by those those
who were shut down.
Reply
82.
Montrese EtienneMarch 24, 2009 at 3:36 PM
WHERE IS THE PETITION TO STOP THIS!??? WHAT LEADER??? WHAT DO WE
DO!!!!???
Reply
83.
AnonymousMarch 26, 2009 at 2:09 PM
Wow !!! all this concern and I don't see one comment regarding the one action against
the law that we can take, that is to vote any official "OUT of Office " that votes in favor
of this new law . you have to know that we can not change the way those in office now
conduct business. So the only way to stop them is as stated above. If they are not there
, they can't vote ! can they .

Reply
84.
david j kramerMarch 31, 2009 at 12:09 AM
where is my post
Reply
85.
david j kramerMarch 31, 2009 at 12:16 AM
it is amazing the extent the gov will go to assuage the problems of the ave amer psyche
(go
frack
yourself)
if
this
goes
to
vote
i
will
follow
ben
franklin
and
his
associates
example
my name is dave j kramer, it is amazing the anonymous posts are anti american
government power oriented,any correlation to the founders frustration and rage is
meaningful (i know what is ggod for me Do You!!!!!?)
Reply
86.
AnonymousApril 2, 2009 at 1:27 PM
There is obfuscating language in this bill designed to confuse and redirect your
attention to thinking by implication rather than specification. This is cleverly
illustrated using the words "include(s)", "exclude(s)" and custom definitions. So let's
take
a
look
at
an
example.
(a) In General- Any food establishment or foreign food establishment engaged in
manufacturing, processing, packing, or holding food for consumption in the United
States
shall
register
annually
with
the
Administrator.
Notice that annual registration is limited to a Food Establishment or foreign food
establishment. One cannot imply that this extends beyond these two entities as
defined in the definitions section and only those that engage in manufacturing,
processing,
packing
or
holding
food
for
consumption.
Before I get to what is a Food Establishment or foreign food establishment, let me give
you an example of the use of include and typical efforts employed to muddy the
waters.
To start with we must recognize that if a word is meant to be understood as having its
common meaning, there is no need to define it at all. It is axiomatic that if a word is

explicitly defined, it has a restricted meaning. If language such as the term "Fruit" is
used and defined as "includes, apples, oranges, and pears", it can only be understood
as restricting the definition to those things listed, or no definition would be required;
the word "fruit" would be understood to include apples, oranges and pears, as well as
all other fruits. If the word "common" is left out of the definition, then the things used
in the definition are what establish the class to which belong, and as the word is being
deliberately defined, the common meaning of the word must be excluded.
Under
(13)

the

definitions
FOOD

section:
ESTABLISHMENT-

(A) IN GENERAL- The term ‘food establishment’ means a slaughterhouse (except
those regulated under the Federal Meat Inspection Act or the Poultry Products
Inspection Act), factory, warehouse, or facility owned or operated by a person located
in any State that processes food or a facility that holds, stores, or transports food or
food
ingredients.
(B) EXCLUSIONS- For the purposes of registration, the term ‘food establishment’
does not include a food production facility as defined in paragraph (14), restaurant,
other retail food establishment, nonprofit food establishment in which food is
prepared for or served directly to the consumer, or fishing vessel (other than a fishing
vessel engaged in processing, as that term is defined in section 123.3 of title 21, Code
of
Federal
Regulations).
(14) FOOD PRODUCTION FACILITY- The term ‘food production facility’ means any
farm, ranch, orchard, vineyard, aquaculture facility, or confined animal-feeding
operation.
So a Food Establishment is not a farm, ranch, orchard, vineyard, aquaculture facility,
confined animal-feeding operation. This is a custom definition, is specific and no
other implications can be drawn as meaning something else. Note that farm, ranch ....
since not custom defined, have a common definition without exclusion or inclusion. I
do
not
have
cites
to
their
common
definition.
In addition to the above, a Food Establishment is not a resturant, retail food
establishment, nonprofit food establishment or fishing vessel (as limited in definition
to section 123.3 of title 21 of CFR). Again, resturant, retail food establishment .... have
a
common
definition
without
exclusion
or
inclusion.
There is a specific class of actions as custom defined by 'Process', all of them being
Commercial.
(19) PROCESS- The term ‘process’ or ‘processing’ means the commercial slaughter,
packing,
preparation,
or
manufacture
of
food.

Note this means Commercial slaughter, commercial packing, commercial
preparation,
commercial
manufacture
of
food.
There is another specific class of actions not defined but listed as holds, stores, or
transports.
Common
definitions
apply
here.
Also, there is a geographical constraint that limits this to any State. What is a State?
(20)

STATE-

The

(A)

‘State’

means--

a

(B)

the

(C)
(D)

term

the
any

District
Commonwealth

other

State;

territory

or

of
of

possession

Columbia;

Puerto
of

the

Rico;
United

and
States.

This is important since we move to the only other entity required to register annually,
a
foreign
food
establishment.
(16) FOREIGN FOOD ESTABLISHMENT- The term ‘foreign food establishment’
means any category 1 through 5 food establishment or food production facility located
outside the United States that processes or produces food or food ingredients for
consumption
in
the
United
States.
Look at what has happened here. The Food Establishment custom definition does not
apply since the location is specific and "located outside the United States" and does
not fall within the confines of a 'State'. Therefore the exclusions of "(14) Food
Production
Facility"
do
not
apply.
This makes this particular entity far more reaching than the restrictive entity of a
"Food
Establishment"
located
in
a
'State'.
What

does

all

this

mean?

If you do not fall under the custom definition of a "Food Establishment" you are not
required to register. If you are not required to register then there is no categorization
of you as a Category 1 thru 5, you can't be assigned a registration number, there is no
inspection, monitoring, or reporting requirements. This is however not a statement
that you are not obligated to practice good health standards.
Reply
87.
AnonymousApril 3, 2009 at 9:51 PM

we
the
people
have
the
right
to
this country is great because of that, dont like whats going on.. vote em out!

vote.

Reply
88.
kcbApril 3, 2009 at 11:05 PM
Anonymous wrote: "we the people have the right to vote. this country is great because
of
that,
dont
like
whats
going
on..
vote
em
out!"
Yes, we have that right. And with the system as it is right now, it is essentially useless.
You can only vote for someone whose existence you're aware of, and you're likely to
vote
only
for
whichever
person
is
least
distasteful
to
you.
Everything then depends on how you become aware of a candidate and what
influences your opinion of that candidate. In the U.S., the single greatest determining
factor
for
both
is
the
mass
media.
And the mass media is owned by people who have an agenda of their own. An agenda
that
you
would
almost
certainly
disapprove
of.
The end result is that the only candidates that (a) get reasonable (if any) amounts of
media exposure, and (b) aren't universally made to look like fools by the media, are
those candidates which are willing to do the bidding of those in real power.
A vote is a choice. With the system as it's arranged right now, your choice is worthless,
because it's a choice between people who are the same in all the ways that really
matter.
The only way out of this is for the influence of the mass media, and all those entities
that those in power control, to wane before the ability to vote is removed or neutered.
I have very little hope that will happen.
Reply
89.
AnonymousApril 6, 2009 at 8:54 PM
Rev 13:17 so that no one could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the name
of
the
beast
or
the
number
of
his
name.
It's coming.

Reply
90.
Leon RJ BrooksApril 13, 2009 at 7:30 PM
@FDR: Darwinism simply does not work. One example (of many) is the Mantis
Shrimp, which distinguishes polarised UV light. In marine conditions. Where there is
none
at
all
of
either
to
provide
selection
pressure.
With that distraction set aside, we need to ask the first important question: “Why?”
Billions of years are imagined without any real evidence. A white-hole cosmology fits
the
Real
Life™
observations
much
better.
Why?
Self-development is imagined against quite literally impossible odds, where the
evidence
speaks
only
of
decay,
extinction
&
collapse.
Why?
Random numbers & “coincidence” are empowered to produce functional structure
which must work first time, every time. This has never been observed, in fact the
Miller & Urey experiments demonstrated that it does not work. Why?
The basic answer appears to be big-time OCP Disorder. People imagine that things
are a certain way, then insist on them being so, & work to make the products of their
imagination
seem
real.
Genuine fairy tales are quite ugly & painful. Stand by to be forced into one.
The second (always second) important question to ask is “How?” & this resolution
seems to be one of the answers.
Reply
91.
AnonymousApril 15, 2009 at 3:03 PM
Thats just crazy. Of course it will all start out as just food distributors then they will
take away property owners rights also. He who controls the food controls the people.
Next you will be standing in line so you can receive a mark just to receive the food.
Hmm, can we say revelation??
Reply
92.
Walter OlsonApril 17, 2009 at 12:30 PM

I predict the sponsors of HR 875 are likely not going to have such a la-dee-dah time,
as Farmers and those who are all about... There has been a lot of fear and hysteria
surrounding the Food Safety Modernization Act coming from small growers, organic
gardeners, and organic consumers alike.
Reply
93.
The FuzzApril 19, 2009 at 3:04 PM
thats crazy
Reply
94.
AnonymousMay 30, 2009 at 2:25 AM
this is the work of the luminaries there is a patition against this law i will get back to
you all with the details if these people control the worlds food suplies who knows waht
they will do they are trying to force the world to eat chemical pumped foods fluride is
the main one that will be used and that stuff slowly kills your brain think back to tha
age of hitler and the concentration camps why do you think all those people just
walked into the pits to get shot they were poisoned with fluride it kills the
conciousness of the brain you know whats happening but you cant do anything to act
on it now its all coming back and theres proof with the new concentration camps being
built around america as we speak
Reply
95.
JamesJune 6, 2009 at 8:26 AM
The Wayne country health Department makes routine inspections of food service
establishments for employee practices, food storage and handling, food temperatures,
utensil washing,restrooms and general sanitation.
Reply
96.
SamJune 25, 2009 at 3:53 PM
It sounds like very interesting stuff. I am not knowledgeable about this issue, but I
have heard that it could make organic produce and growing your own food illegal in
the United States.

Reply
97.
AnonymousOctober 28, 2009 at 2:20 AM
Nice

post

mate....

cirrogram
Reply
98.
AnonymousJanuary 5, 2010 at 11:23 PM
I'd have to disagree with the assumption that a revolutionary war requires total
cooperation between the U.S. military and civillians. First and foremost; we are the
ones who hold our government and nation up. The government killing that many
innocent people would not be a very feasible move in my opinion because of that fact.
Secondly, the majority of the military is comprised of your average joe/young adults
who enjoy eating McDonald's and driving a Mustang while listening to rap music,
growing their own tomatoes, and generally enjoy doing whatever they want in a free
world just as much as the next person. They all have normal friends, they all have
normal families. My family members were almost all members of the navy, a friend of
mine is a member of the navy right now, another friend of mine a member of the air
force right now. I can tell you without a whisper of doubt they'd all rather face capital
punishment
then
blow
up
their
own
homes
and
people.
Let us also not forget what we did to the British so many years ago (admittedly with
some
help).
Resorting to violence as the answer aside, I don't understand why if people are so
terrified of this big bad government, that they don't simply write and complain to their
government. Let them know you don't appreciate being pushed around and repressed.
Better yet, if you truly think it's so damn important, were that sure something that
cataclysmic would happen, and really cared about the issue, you'd run for an office
yourself and do what you can to change things. Not scamper around like chickens with
all your doomsday preachy blabber while obviously doing what all the other
"brainwashed" are doing - going about your daily lives and hoping for the best.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14th June 2019
A few days ago we (Arthur & Fiona Cristian) received an email from sanitised
saying…….
“Dear loveforlife,
There is an article on the internet re the Trussell Trust who run food banks.
This is a ruse for 'intervention'.
i.e.: you get a certain number of food boxes (I think it is three)
and after that you are deemed unable to properly care for your children
and social services then step in.
Hence, they won't like it if people grow their own food,
they won't be able to get social services in the door.
Kind Regards
Sanitised
Article here:
https://thebridgelifeinthemix.info/finance/in-profile-the-trussell-trust “

In Profile : The Trussell Trust thebridgelifeinthemix.info
Because of the fact we are dealing in a very sensitive arena,
that of poverty and desperation, it is important that we
understand the back-end program dealing with all things
deprivation, as the private corporate empire moves to the
takeover of Britain’s entire domestic and social system.
thebridgelifeinthemix.info

Because of the fact we are dealing in a very sensitive arena, that of poverty and desperation, it is important
that we understand the back-end program dealing with all things deprivation, as the private corporate empire
moves to the takeover of Britain’s entire domestic and social system.

Mix this with the sinister changes in what is termed Evangelical Christianity, headed by Vatican II, then
one can understand why poverty has been placed into the lap of the Evangelicals, it attracts genuinely
good and decent people to front the real agenda going in the back room.
So, to cover the Masonic inference the whole affair they set it thus : “Attack the Food Banks and you
are attacking Christianity itself.” What they fail to present is the fact, the Evangelical movement as a
global whole, is what we term Masonic Christianity, or, the Mystical Body of Satan.

“During the Second World War, international communism must become strong enough in order to
balance Christendom, which would then be restrained and held in check until the time when we would
need it for the final social cataclysm.” Albert Pike in a letter to Mazzini presenting the three world
war strategy to takeover the world
In 2010 when we first put this report together, while investigating the then proposed changes to the
unemployment and benefit system, at the time synonymous with Ian Duncan Smith, what we saw
reading between the lines, was the aim to first install the Food Bank system and then some time in the
future, turn it into a means of procuring children from desperate British parents. It went like this :
•
•
•

desperate you turn to the food banks for food
you are offered food with your signature to what they term an intervention order
they will give you three handouts then declare you unfit as parents to care for your children

When you consider that the corporate social workers offer schools £12.000 for each referral of a child to
social services, and, that care homes receive £50.000 per child to take into their care, then you can see
that the corporate agenda when it comes to your children is to make money.
In 2019, it is a clear fact that this corporate governance we suffer is hell bent on removing white British
natives off their own social system and out of the homes they own as taxpayers, now under housing
association control, (which means the council hiding behind a charitable status) in order the open
borders and weaponised mass immigration has home here with our tax money. The fact it is the
Evangelicals at the helm shows the white natives who this bunch of slave traders actually serve…they
serve the Zionist agenda.
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/nov/19/cuts-benefit-changes-driving-up-use-food-banksstudy
https://www.thirdsector.co.uk/trussell-trust-denies-used-conservative
politicians/management/article/1520258

The Trussell Trust
It was very easy to look up the Trussell Trust on the Internet, but what first caught our attention was a
very sinister high level commissioner of this agenda, the Dulverton Trust, big in all things charitable,
especially around children, but the most revealing aspect was the ties to British Intelligence through a
very sinister company called; Hakluyt & Company Limited.
If we look at a correspondence between Hakluyt and Enron in 2001, we get insight as to what Hakluyt
is :
Hakluyt’s Christopher James wrote to Enron’s Jeff Skilling In an apparent follow-up to the email in
August of 2001, James expanded on what Hakluyt could offer :
Quote :

“Your office has asked me to outline Hakluyt’s services. Rather than fall back on the usual corporate
information that we have sent to your people previously, I would say simply this; Hakluyt is what you
make of it — it places an unparalleled private intelligence network at the personal disposal of senior
commercial figures.”
So not your ordinary operation and worse is the fact this company connects with possibly the worst
facilitator to genocide, I would cite the Yugoslavia conflict and the Rwanda genocide, we find Hakluyt
ties in with Kissinger Associates. This is not just something we need to kock a wink at, this is serious,
serious information here.
The most striking connections (probably more) with foodbank operations under the franchise of the
Trussell Trust come in four areas :
Alpha is the overriding doctrine under which these networks operate they are all part of the Evangelical
Alliance and the Newfrontiers Church planting, agenda, a very big medical affiliation by some of it’s
Trustees and big in recycling-landfill.
We also get a very revealing insight as to how these Trust pseudo-Churches spend the money they
collect. 40% of the monies collected goes to pay big salaries to those who administer the operation
while only 11% goes to the poor. But this in itself is rather hazy as the 11% goes directly to the
operation Newfrontiers, and as such we are none the wiser as to what the money is actually used for.
Also we find that the majority of operations franchised by Trussell, are brand new operations, which
exposes a rather dark ‘mass planning,’ for a very bleak future, especially so given we are speaking
of all things food and the control of, particularly relating to the poor.
Certainly not to be missed is the fact what is presented on the Trussell website as the extent of its size,
with deeper study we find the operations presented are but the front for something much
greater…Insight for such a claim is seen in the fact, the Church of England diocese is very involved and
as such, this tiny little franchise is set to grow to gigantic proportions as the cuts hand people over to
this super network across the country.
The Queen of England is the head of the Anglican Church, I give you the Anglo Methodist Covenant :
On 1 November 2003, the Archbishops of Canterbury and York and the General Secretary of the
General Synod , together with the President, Vice President and Secretary of the Methodist Conference
signed the Covenant at Methodist Central Hall, Westminster, in the presence of the Queen.
The ceremony continued at Westminster Abbey with a short service of thanksgiving and dedication.
http://www.anglican-methodist.org.uk/
And for an older model :
http://www.the-grassmarket.com/history/covenanters.html
The above in the first instant is a clear breach of the Queens Coronation oath in the upkeep of the
Protestant religion, the Evangelical movement is not Protestant, it is a Jesuit construct promoting
Futurism with Methodism being the oversoul. A prime example of this methodical nature comes in the
form of Margaret Thatcher.
Second issue would be the fact the handing of all things poverty to the Evangelicals is backed from the
monarch herself, while the power base for the Evangelical movements is clearly American.
The current monarch took a differing oath at her coronation, not sanctioned in law. I
brought a case against the DWP in 2010 which asked the court to examine and make

judgement as to the validity of this monarch in taking a false oath, and asked if the reason
we find our nation under the control of the corporations, was a direct result of the fact,
Queen Elizabeth II is not the constitutional monarch but an acclaimed monarch
representing not the realm, but the international corporate realm. The case was dismissed
by Deputy District Judge Thomas Andrew Lewis Greensmith from Dickson Haslam Ltd
Winckley Square Preston. Case Number : 1AC00469
The judge resigned his position on September 1, 2011, eight days before he determined the jobseeker
agreement is not a contract as he sat my case. On September 9, 2011. He was promoted after the
decision on September 9 to District Judge. During the hearing he strongly advised me not to take this
matter to the high court as it would cost me the earth, clearly a move to ensure I continue to bring the
case in Accrington to which he and two other shifted Judges to the Burnley circuit would be able to
cancel my case, and all others, every time. As a part of the oath taken by the Judiciary they are not
allowed to hear any case against Queen Elizabeth II.
We are indeed witnessing the forced rise of all things Theosophical Christian Zionism, in direct control of
food for those who are to fall below the poverty trap as the Jobcentre Plus kicks people off benefits to
become displaced persons.
Given this food control agenda is showing itself first in America, we have a sneak preview as to the
power this Evangelical control of food shall wield, and how it is to be used. They are removing particular
foods from the menu of food given out, therefore they are controlling the nutrient intake of the people
who are dependant upon these food banks to eat. The following report made the hairs stand on the
back of my neck as we see the removal of a prime crop, perhaps the most versatile of easily grown
food, the humble potato, we last saw this move play out in Ireland as the Crown starved and displaced
the Irish.
Codex Alimentarius is part of this micro management of nutrients and vitamin intake, but as we soon
see in the following report, Climate has the biggest share at this point in determining life or death for
the poor :
Ag Secretary Defends Dropping Potatoes From Federal Food Program for Low-Income Mothers
Food banks means food control under the fraudulent climate change dogma, and given it is the
command of the Evangelical Jesus, what better people to administer such command than the
Nonconformist cults.
As we ran up to last years general election lifeinthemix investigated the real power
behind UKIP, Conservative and New Labour, we found all to be ‘influenced’ by the Alpha Lodges, also
operations such as ARK Schools, we find to be very influential in all things British politics. ARK of course
is Military Industrial Complex, Alpha is a serious Crown level network which fully controls and now
operates out of Australia, for the same Crown.
It is important at this point that you fully understand that those in control of UKIP through Lord Malcolm
Pearson, are big in all things nonconformist Evangelical Christian Zionism, with the Methodist Church
seemingly in the shadows and in the controlling position. This also pans out when one enters the
Westminster Temple area in London, which has the main Methodist Hall, very connected to our African
brothers and sister and presents in its architecture what we already know as the revived Roman Empire
under the emperors, Methodist Hall has six fasci adorning the entrance.

So I ask you keep the above information in mind as you look at the Alpha operations pushing to take
full control of all things food in sync with the supermarket chains that also happen to be run by
Evangelical families.
Basically you get three free food packages and then in come social services to sort out your whole life,
and of course if you have children….They will be removed as Barnardos demands :
More Babies Should Be Taken Into Care To Protect Them From Poor Parents’
We need to take more newborn babies into care at birth, declares Barnardo’s chief
You want to see proof of complete food control in the pipeline? read on
The Trussell Trust Franchise
List of woodfuel suppliers in SEE
The Trussell Trust, registered charity number; 1110522
from the Charity Commission Website : Link
The Trussell Trust works with marginalised people in the UK and Bulgaria. In Bulgaria, we run
residential training centres for young care leavers and support Roma community development
initiatives. In the UK we run Salisbury Foodbank, giving emergency food to people in crisis. We also run
the foodbank network, working with communities to launch new foodbanks across the UK.
List of trustees (as at the Charity Commission website, 31 July 2010) :
Mr Chris Mould
Director The Trussell Trust
St. Michael’s Community Centre
St. Michael’s Road
Salisbury
SP2 9LE
Mrs C. Henderson
Miss Elizabeth Ann Pollard
Mr Patrick John Henderson OBE
Mr William Michael Alexander Trinick
Mr Christopher Peter Mould
Mrs Sophie Melville
Mr Johnny Annis
Cllr Lt Comm Noel Atkins
The Trussell Trust, Companies House Number: 05434524
Also at this address; from : http://www.companiesintheuk.co.uk/ltd/the-trussell-trust
The Trussell Trust
St. Michael’s Community Centre
St. Michael’s Road
Salisbury
United Kingdom
SP2 9LE
Recycling non-metal waste & scrap
Retail second-hand goods in stores
With the following people involved :
William Michael Alexander Trinick – Particulars Changed as director on 21 Jul 2010
Christopher Peter Mould – Particulars Changed as director on 21 Jul 2010
Mrs Sophie Elizabeth Melville – Particulars Changed as director on 21 Jul 2010

Patrick John Henderson – Particulars Changed as director on 21 Jul 2010
Carol Henderson – Particulars Changed as director on 21 Jul 2010
Cllr Lt Comm Noel Anthony Atkins – Appointed as director on 21 May 2009
Dr Jonathan Annis – Appointed as director on 21 May 2009
Mrs Sophie Elizabeth Melville – Appointed as director on 21 May 2009
Anna Rebecca Cochrane – Appointed as secretary on 27 May 2008
Patrick Woodward – Resigned as secretary on 13 May 2008
The Trustees from the Trussell Trust as a charity, as listed on the Charity Commission
website :
Miss Elizabeth Ann Pollard (Gore Browne, Securities and Investment)
Cazenove re-staffs UK wealth management team
Pirkko Juntunen
09 Jan 2001
Cazenove Fund Management has hired two staff to replace the wealth management team of three that
left one of its regional UK offices last year.
Jamie Joicey-Cecil, formerly a partner of James Capel, has been appointed to head the office in
Salisbury, replacing Bertie Gore-Browne. Joicey-Cecil will be joined by Richard Firth, formerly at Greig
Middleton, on January 29. Cazenove runs its wealth management business in the UK out of three
regional offices, which are located, apart from Salisbury, in Chester and Oxford.
Richard Atkinson left with his boss Gore-Browne and the two are believed to be setting up their own
business, said a Cazenove spokeswoman in London. The third team member has not yet been named
to replace Elisabeth Pollard who also left. She is believed to be joining Gore-Browne and Atkinson, she
said.
Patrick Dalby, private client partner, said : & quote, “Joicey-Cecil and Firth will have the full backing and
support of our London office while David Pegler from London will continue to operate out of Salisbury
until the new team is fully established.”
Cazenove manages over £5bn on behalf of private individuals : Link
The Partners :
Elizabeth Pollard
Elizabeth is a founder partner (and a colleague of Bertie’s since 1987), who specialises in UK
investments. A member of the Securities & Investment Institute, she is primarily engaged in looking
after clients and their investment portfolios.
She has worked in the investment industry for over 25 years. After eight years in the City with Brewin
Dolphin and Raphael Zorn, she moved to Salisbury in 1987 and joined Cobbolds. In 1991 Elizabeth
helped set up Cazenove’s first regional office. She left in early 2001 along with other Cazenove
colleagues to become a director of a small new investment management company.
Elizabeth is also a director of the Trussell Trust, a Salisbury-based charity bringing humanitarian aid to
people in crisis in England and Bulgaria : Link
Gore Browne Investment Management was set up in 2004 by Bertie Gore Browne, John MacMahon,
Simon James and Elizabeth Pollard
http://www.gb-investment-management.co.uk/adam-and-co.php (Gore Browne and off-shore
investments)

For those clients who wish to keep their investments offshore, we can arrange for investment
administration, custody and banking services to be provided by Adam & Company International in
Guernsey : Link
Is this connected?
THE LIZ POLLARD GROUP
Global Wealth Management
WILLIAMS CENTRE
5210 EAST WILLIAMS CIRCLE
Suite 900
TUCSON, AZ 85711
Phone: (520) 747-6196
Email: Matthew Apostolik
PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Matthew P. Apostolik (520) 747-6196
Wealth Management Advisor
Mary Elizabeth Pollard (520) 747-6177
Wealth Management Advisor
Elizabeth Weiner-Schulman
(520) 747-6108
Wealth Management Advisor
Helen Dugan (520) 747-6155
Senior Associate
Link
William Michael Alexander Trinick (Wiston Estate, involved with Veolia, landfill, recycling)
Available Reports Details
Director/Secretary Name:
WILLIAM MICHAEL ALEXANDER TRINICK
Report Status: Current
Public Address
STEYNING
WEST SUSSEX
BN44 3 Any Ref: Please tick the reports you require below and then click “Order” : Link
Woodfuel – summary of current suppliers in south east England
Forestry Commission South East England
Note: Please note this list is not exhaustive and in many cases woodland owners and managers will
respond to meet market demands, especially local ones. Neither is the list a recommendation, and is
provided to help potential buyers contact potential suppliers. If you are considering a relatively small
wood fuelled development (less than 100 tonnes per year and wish to discuss potential supply from
woodlands nearby please contact me and we will try and provide contacts).
Wiston Estate William Trinick West Sussex Hiezohach Hire out (tractor powered and manually
fed) chipper with operator 01903 812129 wtrinick@wistonestate.co.uk
Link
Public Adjournment
The Chairman invited William Trinick the Manager of the Wiston Estate to take part in the discussion
on:- DC/08/WS – Halo Recycling, North Farm- continue the use of Flint Barn as a workshop for the
purpose of a plastics recycling business. County application. The Chairman had attended a site meeting
with William Trinick, County and District Officers and County Councillor Frank Wilkinson, and gave an
update on the meeting, Halo recycling deals with 400 tonnes of plastics and cardboard that would
otherwise go to landfill, the raw materials are collected from farmers etc and put into bales to be taken
away for recycling . The service that is provided to the local farmers and businesses is good but the
present location is not appropriate. Alternative accommodation has been sought but none found,
Wiston Estates are therefore prepared to offer another building on North Farm which is in a better

location and larger than the present one, and would allow better vehicle movements. Wiston Estates
have asked for an extension to the present approval of 1 year to allow time for the transfer. Cllr Wilkins
asked if the flint barn was to be reallocated to another business, once Halo had moved, Mr Trinick said
there were no plans at present to do so. Cllr Wilkins said that the plans for the site were spasmodic and
Halo had caused a lot of concern. Mr Trinick said that the Wiston Estate was very concerned about the
rubbish at Halo, but had they asked him to leave he would have gone out of business, and they did not
wish this to happen. Cllr Turley asked if Mr Trinick thought it was ok to put something into a building
when you don’t have permission to do so? Mr Trinick said no obviously not, but the planning process
takes time and sometimes they have to move before that : Link
Mr William Trinick (ID: 58208) , Wiston Estate PDF
Are you Objecting or Supporting?
Object
If you consider the DPD is unsound, please identify which tests of soundness your representation
relates to:
7. The strategies/policies/allocations do NOT represent the most appropriate in all the circumstances,
having considered the relevant alternatives, and they are founded on a robust and credible evidence
base.
9. The plan is NOT reasonably flexible to enable it to deal with changing circumstances.
Changes to the document
The Core Strategy envisages the vast majority of new development being near Crawley and
Horsham/Broadbridge Heath. Whilst this general approach is supported, it is considered that the
balance is tipped too far towards these areas and away from the smaller towns and villages where
proposed development is negligible (314 out of 10,575 new homes during the Plan period).
This is at odds with Policy CP5 which identifies settlements capable of “some expansion, infilling and
development” as it allows virtually no scope for such development in these settlements.
It is therefore submitted that greater provision should be made for new housing in smaller towns and
villages. This provision should be made both for additional site-specific allocations and for small scale
development proposals to be considered on their own merits during the plan period.
See other related responses by Mr Trinick to CP4 and CP8 Link
William Trinick, estate manager, harvesting Chardonnay grapes in Findon Park Vineyard of Wiston
Estate : on the South Downs near Worthing, Sussex, England. [4.2]
Wilton Park, a conference organising entity of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office, leases Wiston
House from Wiston Estate. Here, members of government host high-level conferences on topics such
as energy security in Europe and forests and climate change. Wilton Park is the partner in a plan
suggested by Wiston Estate’s Foreman, Toby Askew. If successful, the plan will help generate an
income to kick start the process of bringing the estate’s 1200 acres of woodlands back into commercial
management and help reduce a Government department’s carbon footprint. Estate Manager William
Trinick began working at Wiston in 2001 : Link
Wiston Estate has announced today that Veolia will not appeal against the decision of WSCC to refuse
permission for landfill at Rock Common Quarry. Notification of Veolia’s intent was outlined in a brief

email from William Trinnick (Wiston Estate Manager) which was sent this morning (23rd March 2009)
to Washington Parish Council, CLAG and local newspapers.
In its letter to the Parish Council, the estate talks of ‘forming a closer rapport’. Certainly there is a need
for bridges to be re-built with the community, as relations have been quite badly damaged by Veolia
and Wiston’s actions : Link
The letter was swiftly followed by a letter from Wiston Estate manager William Trinick, which said:
“Wiston Estate has accepted Veolia’s decision not to proceed with a planning application for landfill at
Rock Common. The estate is now left with the challenge of finding the best use for Rock Common once
the remainder of the sand has been extracted and the agreement we have with the current user has
ceased : Link
Mr Christopher Peter Mould (involved with NHS, police)
Career
fund raiser LEPRA 1982, planning asst NE Thames RHA 1982-83, planning mangr Southend Health
Authy 1983-86, hosp mangr Southend Hosp 1986-88, gen mangr Community and Mental Health Servs
S Beds Health Authy 1989-91 (gen mangr Mental Health 1988-89), chief exec (designate) S Beds
Community Health Care NHS Tst 1991-92, dist gen mangr Salisbury Health Authy and chief exec
Salisbury Health Care 1992-94, chief exec Salisbury Health Care NHS Tst 1994-98 and 1999-2003,
prog dir Prog Cmmn for Strategic Change in Wiltshire and Swindon (health care) 1998-99 (on
secondment); dir Nat Police Trg 2001-02, chief exec Centrex (Central Police Trg and Devpt Authy)
2002-03; conslt in strategy and organisational change; chair and memb various police ctees and bds
until 2004; chm Healthwork UK (Health Care National Trg Orgn) 1998-2001; prog dir: Postgrad Medical
Educn and Trg Bd 2004-05, V (Nat Youth Vol Charity) 2006-07; chm Fndn Redlynch C of E Primary Sch
2005-06 (govr 1994-2002); tstee Ffald y Brenin Tst 1994-, tstee and dir Trussell Tst 2004-; appraisal
fellowship Nuffield Prov Hosps Tst, 4th prize RIPA/Hay Award for Managerial Innovation 1989; MHSM,
DipHSM Link
Welcome to my fundraising page. There’s still time to support me!
To celebrate my 50th year I set myself an ambitious ‘5 at 50 Challenge’: to run 5 classic race distances
including a marathon and a mountain challenge, before my 51st birthday. Having never run more than
a half marathon before I was expecting this to test my endurance and stamina to the limits and it did. I
am delighted to have successfully completed each run with the knowledge of your support to spur me
on (particularly the marathon and Lake District runs). My fundraising target of £50k is no mean feat,
and I still need all the help I can get! Please dig deep and help The Trussell Trust to continue restoring
dignity and reviving hope in 2009.
Donating through Justgiving is quick, easy and totally secure. It’s also the most efficient way to sponsor
me: Trussell Trust gets your money faster and, if you’re a UK taxpayer, Justgiving makes sure 25% in
Gift Aid, plus a 3% supplement, are added to your donation.
So please sponsor me now! Thank you. Link
Mr Johnny Annis (Dr. Jonathan A D. Annis, involved in private health)
HOSPITAL staff in Salisbury will be looking to crack open a real bottle of bubbly in celebration, after they
complete a marathon 500-mile cycle ride across northern France for the Ace of Hearts appeal.
Members of the eight-strong team from the radiology department, start their three-day ride from the
Normandy port of Le Havre on October 17, finishing in the French town of Epernay in the Champagne
region, east of Paris.

As they follow a steady course through the beautiful Loire Valley, the team hopes to raise about £1,500
for the appeal.
Consultant radiologist and team leader Jonathan Annis said: “This is a marvellous opportunity for us to
do our bit for the Ace of Hearts appeal and take on a rather different challenge from what we would
normally be used to.
Dr Jonathan A D. Annis (Consultant’s Specialty available to Authorised Users & Subscribers)
Consultant : Dr Jonathan A D Annis
NHS Practice
Salisbury
Private Practice
Salisbury
Link
SALISBURY INDEPENDENT HOSPITAL TRUST LIMITED (THE)
45 CASTLE STREET
SALISBURY
WILTS
SP1 3SS
People connected with the Company
DR JONATHAN ANNIS
Particulars Changed as director on 07 Jan 2010 (Document)
PHILIP GRAEME HOLFORD
Particulars Changed as director on 07 Jan 2010 (Document)
NICHOLAS ANTHONY BOURNE
Particulars Changed as director on 07 Jan 2010 (Document)
DR BRIAN BENTLEY
Particulars Changed as director on 07 Jan 2010 (Document)
MR JOHN EDWARD CARVELL
Particulars Changed as director on 07 Jan 2010 (Document)
JAMES FARRAND
Resigned as director on 24 Apr 2009 (Document)
PHILIP GRAEME HOLFORD
Appointed as director on 24 Apr 2009 (Document)
Cllr Lt Comm Noel Atkins (Mayor of Worthing)
Link
Supporting the Invasions
After a march for the armed forces in Worthing yesterday, mayor of Worthing, Councillor Noel Atkins
said: “My hearts go out to the soldiers but they are doing a tremendous job in effectively preserving our
freedom from potential terrorist threat.”
“They are keeping terrorism at bay by being in Helmand and in Iraq. It’s a critical time in Helmand, so
at this stage we have to keep the Taliban at bay otherwise we risk a greater threat of insurgency.” Link
A WHILE back we brought to your attention the antics of a proselytising prat called Cllr Lt Cdr Noël
Atkins, who happens to be the Mayor of Worthing.

This numpty is a True Believer, which is fine by us so long as doesn’t use the trappings of his office to
foist his piety on others.
Cllr Lt Cdr Noel Atkins imagines his duties include bringing the ‘Good News of Jesus Christ’ to the
residents of Worthing
But no. Atkins – writing as Worthing’s Mayor, and not as a private individual — provided the intro, and
a photo of himself all dolled up in his mayoral finery, to the publishers of some silly religious tract that
was shoved through residents’ doors earlier this year.
One resident who was not prepared to take this annoying intrusion by the Gloria Deo Trust and
International Bible Society lying down was Elaine Ansell, a member of the Brighton and Hove Humanist
Association, who first wrote to the Worthing Herald, then to the council itself. Link
From SANO, the Sussex Association of Naval Officers :
A SANO party of ten were guests of His Worship, the Mayor of Worthing, Councillor Lt Cdr Noël Atkins
RD RNR, for a drinks reception in the parlour at the Town Hall in Worthing on Thursday 25 March. Noël,
who has been a member of SANO for many years, made us most welcome, showing us the Council
Chamber, the official mace, and the scroll conferring the freedom of the Borough on HMS SUSSEX,
much to the delight of the former members of the Division who were present. The photograph on the
home page shows our Vice Chairman, Dr Brian Baker, presenting Noël with a SANO tie, so filling what
the Mayor agreed was a gap in his wardrobe.
The Presented Trussell Trust Operations Administering Food
The Alpha operations thus far presented to control food outside the use of money from the
supermarkets :
Andover St. John The Baptist RC
They say on their website :
The Andover Food Bank provides food for local people in crisis. It issues food vouchers which can be
exchanged for emergency food boxes.
Each box contains 3 days supply of nutritionally balanced tinned and dried food. This is a short term
measure providing breathing space until additional help is offered by professional agencies.
Families and individuals within the Andover area may require food boxes for a variety of reasons. These
can include debt, benefit delay, low income, unemployment, homelessness and domestic violence. We
provide support, whatever the reason. Donations are given through Harvest Festival School collections,
via local church gifts, Company staff collections and by individuals to our volunteers
during Supermarket collection days.
What I find very revealing is the fact although the supermarkets below are involved in this food
collection, it is not the supermarkets giving the food, the supermarkets allow these operations to collect
food from people who are shopping .
Supermarkets of course are not in the business of giving anything for free, take note here.
Supermarket Collections
Future Events
Sainsbury’s – Saturday 5th September and Saturday 31st October 2009 ASDA – Saturday 5th
December 2009
Tesco – TBA

Supermarket/Wholesalers Collections
Waitrose – TBA
ASDA – TBA
Sainsbury’s – TBA
Tesco – TBA
Petty Wood – TBA
The corporate Crown enterprise changes nothing when it comes to the creation of the idea of free, they
give nothing but create the opportunity for people who can afford food, to then give to those who
cannot.
Links : Andover Foodbank
The Catholic Parish of Saint John the Baptist
_____________________________________________________________________________
BLACKWOOD Tab life centre Pontllanfraith
Run by : Sarah Trinder Age : 54 years More Info : Meet the Team
Blackwood Street Pastors Blackwood Street Pastors has been operating since October 2009. Tab Life
Centre is one of 12 local churches involved in this initiative and out of 27 Blackwood Street Pastors, 13
are from Tab Life Centre. David Hatch (formerly of TLC, who is now pastoring a church in North Wales)
was actually the chairman of the steering committee. Street Pastors was established in 1993 in London,
but has quickly spread nationally and continues to grow. In South Wales many towns are already in or
have expressed an interest in training.
Here we can see though only one Church is presented on the Trussell website, this church represents
more, why are they hiding such?
The site itself is not giving anything away, I presume one has to be a member to gain access to their
links, very secret society doctrine while preaching all inclusive brotherhood, this is the MO of all things
Alpha and as such through the issuance of food they aim to recruit more to the satanic energising which
Alpha offers, of course they will tell you it is Jesus energy.
___________________________________________________________________________
BICESTER Emmanuel Church (CE)
Run by : Chris Boyce Vicar
They say :
Emmanuel Church is a lively Church of England Church based in Bicester. Emmanuel was formed in
December 2002 as a plant from St Aldate’s and St Ebbe’s Churches in Oxford and offers all-age worship
and fellowship in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.
What is very concerning to my good self, and found to be the case with a few of these operations, they
are housed inside Primary Schools? When I began my work of exposure of what I had learned while in
the mystery school, I began by showing how such satanic networks used the schools to create chaos
amongst the pupils who are there five days a week, so the following insight needs to be fully
understood.
They give address as :

Bure Park Primary School Lucerne Avenue Bicester Oxfordshire OX26 3BP
Under such the children who attend this school also suffer the energies brought forth by this enterprise
which will then pass to the parents of the children, this is known on occult circles as energy exchange.
This church is big on Alpha : Link
______________________________________________________________________________
BOURNEMOUTH Vineyard
Run By : Robert Clark
They say :
“God has called us to Bournemouth to love and develop people who need Jesus Christ. A slogan that
you’ll hear a lot at Bournemouth Vineyard is: ‘We are imperfect people building a Church where the
imperfect are perfectly welcome.’” (Robert Clark, Senior Pastor) : Link
‘there’s no unemployment in the Kingdom of God!’ : Link
Unemployed…..These operations have been set up for food control.
Fourthly, give a portion of your income regularly. Giving is not only Biblical, but it vital to the ongoing
work of the Church. Giving is an act of worship and sacrifice and is how real joy is found.
Finally, if you are coming to the Vineyard from another local church (as opposed to being between
churches or previously unchurched), it is likely that you will be noticed if you left! It’s really important to
us that you go to your leader there and ask them to release you with they’re blessing before joining the
Vineyard
At the bottom of each web page we find this :
Affiliated to : Bournemouth Vineyard Church. Affiliated to Vineyard Churches UK
Again we can see such operations as presented on the Trussell website are but the front for something
much bigger
Vineyard
Has its roots in American Evangelicalism :
John Wimber was a founding leader of the Vineyard. His influence profoundly shaped the theology and
practice of Vineyard churches from their earliest days until his death in November 1997. When John
was conscripted by God he was, in the words of Christianity Today, a “beer-guzzling, drug-abusing pop
musician, who was converted at the age of 29 while chain-smoking his way through a Quaker-led Bible
study” (Christianity Today, editorial, Feb. 9 1998) : Link
UK Churches :
Vineyard Churches UK & Ireland was formed for the purpose of joining together churches
who hold common values and practices, and, first and foremost, it is a conservative
evangelical movement. It is governed by a Council through a number of Task Forces, including a
Board of Trustees, which give oversight to the pastors of existing churches and facilitates widespread
church planting : Link

______________________________________________________________________________
BRADFORD The Light Church
I would ask you all understand Bradford is a major centre for the Golden Dawn satanic operation, I
have been fighting it for many years, so one has to ask…’who’s light’?
Run by : Sue and Nick Clarke : Link
They say :
WELCOME TO THE LIGHT! The Light is an exciting new church Bradford, West Yorkshire which
started in October 2008. We’re a group of about 200 people from random backgrounds and walks of
life that believe that life is at its best when we love God and love people. We aim to create an
environment where both Christians and those who are just exploring issues of faith can grow in those
two areas – Loving God and Loving People.
The bait :
Christians Against Poverty Debt Counselling Centre : Link
Christians Against Poverty
Would Christians against poverty actually translate as Christians against poverty we don’t control?
______________________________________________________________________
BRACKNELL Kerith Church
It’s all about Alpha : Link
Run by : Simon and Catrina Benham : Link
Simon is our Senior Pastor and Catrina his wife heads up our Unique Women’s ministry. Yet
another distinct MO of these operations is the dividing up of boys girls, adults children, the perfect
secret society doctrine to give maximum control in a family, it enables the church to see all within a
family as each member is separated to a particular mentor.
This church is yet another using the debt bait to attract the poor.
_______________________________________________________________________________
BRENT Pentecostal City Mission Church
This one has a Symbiosis Project
Run By :
They say :
Pentecostal City Mission Church is a community of believers that will effectively communicate the gospel
of Jesus Christ to all people holistically, irrespective of race, colour, gender, and economic status. Upon
conversion, they will grow in the faith and knowledge of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, with
progressive productive social, educational and evangelistic outreach ministries tailored to embrace
diversity and to enhance the building of the kingdom of God within all societies.
Note the spelling of colour, this is an American operation : Link

______________________________________________________________________________
BRIDGEND Elim
I have first hand experience of the Elim system, almost all pastors at the Accrington Elim have been
accused of child abuse, and fore the final insight, the current pastor who has been accused of abuse
after over 20 years is still the pastor.
What does this tell us as it relates to paedophiles in the network of the Evangelical movement?
They are protected and shielded, all the while focus is held against the Catholic Church.
Run by : Darren Mallett – Minister
We now enter the Elim network :
The Elim Pentecostal Church was founded in 1915 by a Welshman in Monaghan,
Ireland. George Jeffreys was an outstanding evangelist and church planter. He had a
Welsh Congregational background, which was strongly influenced by the Welsh Revival of
1904, and was introduced to Pentecost by an Anglican vicar, Rev Alexander Boddy of
Sunderland.
The name ‘Elim’ was taken from the book of Exodus where the Israelites exhausted and
dispirited en route from Egypt’s cruel bondage to the freedom of Canaan came to Elim an
oasis in the desert where there were twelve wells of water and seventy palms trees : Link
_____________________________________________________________________________
BUDE Elim Church
Pastor Roger and Janice Rowland
Roger & Janice grew up in The Salvation Army and trained to be Salvation Army Officers in the late
1970s. They have three grown up daughters. Roger is a qualified teacher and spent a number of years
teaching physical education in both secondary and primary schools. Janice works as a social worker for
Family Matter Fostering Ltd : Link
Interesting that this Church gives insight as to the real purpose of this food trust agenda :
This facility is designed to enable recipients to begin to effectively break their long-term circle of poverty
and has received considerable support from local Care Professionals.
What it fails to say is the fact once you shift into absolute reliance on these food networks, you become
a puppet for the same and dependence on the Evangelical satanic cult assured for the future of those
who fall foul of the same : Link
Big on youth : Link
______________________________________________________________________________
Cambridge City OLEM
…We need to provide a spirituality of communion making it the guiding principle of education wherever
individuals and Christians are formed, wherever ministers of the altar, consecrated persons or pastoral
workers are trained, wherever families are being built up.’

Mgr. Tony Rogers
This operation is huge and connects with education and medical :
Anglia Polytechnic University
Cambridge University
St Albans School
St Bede’s School
St Edmund’s College
St Catherine’s School
Hospitals and Nursing Homes
Addenbrookes
Margaret Beaufort Institute
St Mary’s School
Polish Community
Addenbrooke’s Hospital
Fulbourn, Rosie Maternity, Evelyn Hospital, Douglas House, Hope House
Cambridge University
Anglia Ruskin University ( Formally APU )
St. Edmund’s College
Margaret Beaufort Institute
This website alone brings to the fore a massive Catholic network waiting in the wings to force British
people back into the hands of all things Christian Zionism : Link
More External Connections : Link
Again we can see after a little diligence, what is presented as ‘little old Trussell Trust’, is but a front for a
huge pre-constructed network for all things food issuance, standing in the shadows to take control over
the lives of millions of starving British people, that is of course after the DWP-Jobcentre Plus has thrown
you off benefits to be labelled an; ‘Internally Displaced Person’, and you do not want to become an IDP.
Also worth noting at this point would be the use of the term ‘Person’, again shows that all future control
of this country is so under the Statute garbage, thus understanding the difference between common
law rights and Statute imprisonment is essential in defeating this agenda, if you do not accept you are
your commercial debt account, then how can a Statute label you and send you off into Statute
Heaven?…it cannot. To admit liability for the name on your birth certificate is to breech crown copyright,
the crown owns it therefore the crown is the liable agent.
________________________________________________________________________________
CARMARTHEN : Towy Community Church
Leaders :
Mark & Nicola Bennett, church founders : Link
They say :
We have strong links to other leaders with similar vision to see healthy, vibrant churches established in
West Wales which connect with their communities and culture : Link
Get them while they are young : Link
To Quote the Jesuit Order : ”give me a child until it is seven and it will be ours for the rest of its life”
From their statement of faith :

The Future State
We believe in the second coming of Christ as the blessed hope set before believers, in the resurrection
of the dead and in the final judgment of the world, the eternal conscious bliss of the believer and the
eternal conscious punishment of those who reject Christ.
Evangelical Alliance member
_______________________________________________________________________________
CARDIFF
They say :
Cardiff Foodbank was officially brought into being on 29th April 2009 as a franchise of the Trussell Trust,
and is part of the National Foodbank Network. It is a project to help and support those suffering
financial hardship and who are facing the reality of being unable to feed themselves or their families.
Nationwide there has been a 71% increase in demand and last year the Network fed 24,000 men,
women and children in the UK : Link
”Shoppers you rock” : Link
_______________________________________________________________________________
CARDIGAN : New Life church
Leaders :
Doug & Janice Bell
Both were radically saved in a Methodist church in Failsworth, Manchester at the age 30, through a
group of young people who were on fire for God. Since that time they have both had a passion in their
hearts to share this love and see lives transformed through the saving grace and healing power of the
Lord.
”Called to Wales”
In 1984 the Lord called them to Wales, where this nation has become their home : Link
Involved in :
Romania
They lived for two years in Romania as missionaries. For them this was the training ground of learning
how to depend on the Lord in every circumstance and situation and finding out the reality of what
happens when you are squeezed, facing the truth of what comes out and the challenge of dealing with
it. (One day they may write a book on the reality of being a missionary.)
Poland
At the present time they take teams out into Poland where they are partnering with a church and
supporting the work there.
Other Nations

They also have relationships with some very special people in other nations including Canada, USA,
Brazil, Netherlands, India, Africa and Hong Kong.
_______________________________________________________________________________
CLAPHAM PARK : All Nations Baptist
Leaders :
Pastor Les Ball
When training to be a teacher back in the swinging 60’s Les Ball met two fellow students, Norman &
Martin, who made a big impact on him — they were the first ‘real’ Christians he’d met close up and
personal! Les soon met Jesus himself and never looked back.
You have to be a member to get into the guts, not boding well for helping all gods children….
Pastor Paul Ogunyemi
Pastor Paul is much younger than Les! Originally from Nigeria and a background as a building surveyor,
Paul joined All Nations in 1990 just after marrying Saint Jo, who is now a consultant doctor at UCH
: Link
If you wish to look at the partners for this Baptist Church, you cannot…you have to be a member : Link
Secrets hide what exactly? Well, it is never the goodness of those holding the secrets, it is always the
badness!
Not seeing open giving with this bunch of power grabbers
Involved in Haiti : Link
Not sure they like the Haitian’s….not Evangelical enough
Quote
They need our prayers. Haitians are 80% catholic and 100% voodou (which means ‘spirit’
worshippers, following the rites and rituals of African animism, including child sacrifice).
Many believe and live as if the country is under a curse. Prayer is as vital as aid, that they will turn to
the true and living God and discover his compassion and love.
Haiti, the real story of all those caring aid operations :
What Happened To All The Haiti Aid
_______________________________________________________________________________
COLCHESTER : Churches
This is big :
Colchester Churches
Assembly of God (PraiseWay)
Abbeyfield Community Church
Aldham Parish Church
All Saints & St Cedd’s Shrub End
All Saints with St John’s, Great Horkesley

All Saints, Eight Ash Green
All Saints, Fordham
All Saints, Inworth
All Saints, Messing
All Saints, Wakes Colne
Artillery Street Evangelical Church
Boxted Methodist Church
Brethren Assembly West Mersea
Brethren Meeting Room Gladstone Road
Brightlingsea Methodist Church
Castle Methodist Church
Christ Church Church of England LEP
Christ Church URC LEP
Christ Embassy Colchester
Colchester Area Community Church
Colchester Baptist Church
Colchester Vineyard
Dedham Heath Methodist Church
DNA Networks
East Mersea Parish Church
Eight Ash Green Methodist Church
Elim Greenstead
Elmstead Market Methodist Church
Fingringhoe Methodist Church
Gosbecks Christian Fellowship
Greenstead Evangelical Free Church
Harwich Road URC
Highwoods Methodist Church
Kingsland Church Lexden
Kingsland Church Stanway
Kingsland Church Tiptree
Lexden Methodist Church
Lion Walk URC
London Road Meeting Room (Brethren Assembly)
Maldon Road Chapel
Marks Tey Methodist Church
Mile End Methodist Church
Mount Zion Salvation Army Centre
New Life Church
Old City Hall (West Mersea) Brethren Assembly
Old Heath Congregational Church
Orchard Baptist
Orthodox Parish of St Helen of Colchester
Plume Avenue URC
Prettygate Baptist
Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)
Revive Worship Centre
Rowhedge Christian Fellowship, Rowhedge
Seventh Day Adventist Church
St Albright’s Stanway
St Andrew’s Abberton

St Andrew’s Fingringhoe
St Andrew’s Greenstead
St Andrew’s, Marks Tey
St Anne’s
St Barnabas, Chappel
St Barnabas, Great Tey
St Barnabas, OldHeath
St Botolph’s
St Cedd’s and St Gregory Catholic Church West Mersea
St James the Great
St James the Less Catholic Church
St James the Less Little Tey
St John the Baptist Catholic Church
St John the Baptist, Layer de la Haye
St John the Evangelist, St Johns
St John’s Catholic Church
St John’s Mount Bures
St Lawrence, Rowhedge and East Donyland
St Leonard’s, Lexden
St Luke’s Highwoods
St Luke’s, Tiptree
St Margaret with St Michael, Berechurch
St Mary the Virgin, Dedham
St Mary the Virgin, Langham
St Mary the Virgin, Layer Breton
St Mary the Virgin, Layer Marney
St Mary the Virgin, West Bergholt
St Mary the Virgin, Wivenhoe
St Mary’s, Easthorpe
St Matthew’s, Parson’s Heath
St Michael and All Angels, Copford
St Michael and All Angels, Myland
St Monica’s Catholic Church
St Peter and St Paul, Little Horkesley
St Peter and St Paul, West Mersea
St Peters
St Peters, Boxted
St Stephens Church Centre, New Town and The Hythe
St Teresa of Lisieux Catholic Church , Lexden
Stanway Evangelical Church
The Salvation Army – Colchester
Tiptree URC
West Bergholt Methodist Church
West Mersea Free
West Mersea Methodist Church
West Mersea Parish Church
Wimpole Road Methodist Church
Without Walls
Wivenhoe Congregational Church
Wivenhoe Methodist Church

Wycliffe Baptist Church
______________________________________________________________________________
DEVIZES : Churches together
This is big :
Aldbourne Churches Together
Alderbury & Whaddon
Amesbury Churches Together
Churches in the Bourne Valley
Box Churches
Bradford on Avon United Churches
Bradford Area Churches Together
Bramshaw Churches Together
Broughton Gifford Churches
Calne Partnership of Churches
Chippenham Churches Together
Corsham Ecumenical Group
Mid Wilts. United Area
St. Aldhelm’s United Church
Churches Together in Cricklade & Latton
Cricklade United Church
Devizes Partnership of Churches
St Andrews United Church
Downton Churches Together
Churches Together in Holt
Lavington Churches
Market Lavington United Church
Churches Together in Malmesbury
Marlborough Ecumenical Partnership
Wexcombe Churches
Melksham Family of Churches
Melksham United Church
St Andrew’s United Church
Churches Together in Mere & District
St Andrew’s United Church
Churches Together in Mere & District
Churches Together in Ramsbury
Redhorn Churches
Churches Together in Salisbury
The Rev’d John Proctor
Sherston Local Churches
Shrewton Council of Churches
Stanton St Quinton
Rural Advisor
Steeple Ashton Churches Together
Tisbury Christian Council
Tisbury United Church

Trowbridge Area Churches Together
Trowbridge United Church
West Wilts. United Area
Upper Wylye Valley Churches
Churches Together in Warminster
Warminster United Church
Westbury Churches Together
Christian Council of Wilton
Worton & Marston Family of Churches
Link
And for the coincidence….Swindon is the real home of the Civil Service, get the servants on side and
you have the means to implement this network.
________________________________________________________________________________
EBBW VALE : Festival Church
Wow this is the way to go :
Festival Church Trust is a registered charity 1044238 and a limited company
None liable and not subject to FOI…..This is the future..
Link
The Freedom of Information Act is a corporate data protection racket
_______________________________________________________________________________
EXETER
Big conglomerate of Churches and schools :
Churches
Beacon Heath Church
Belmont Chapel
Exeter Vineyard Church
Exmouth Open Doors Project
Exwick Community Church
Frontiers Church Exeter Isca Church
Redemption Church
St Boniface / Holy Trinity church
St James Church Exeter
St Leonards Church Exeter
St Margarets Topsham
South Street Baptist
Schools
St Lukes School,
Ladysmith Junior School
St David’s Primary School

Maynards School
Exeter Junior School
Stockland Primary
Willowbrook School
The Duchy School
Pinhoe CofE Primary School
Exeter Cathedral School
Exwick Heights school
Countess Wear Community School
Emmanuel School
Redhills School
Colyton Grammer School
Walter Daw Primary School
Rockbeare CofE Primary School
Link
_______________________________________________________________________________
FARNBOROUGH : St Christopher’s
Church of England direct involvement : Link
________________________________________________________________________________
FULHAM : ChristChurch Fulham
Leaders :
Stuart and Ceri Lees
Vicar of ChristChurch Fulham : Link
What they do : Link
Mission Partners : Link
_______________________________________________________________________________
GLOUCESTER : Gloucester City Church
They say :
CityChurch is a missional church, based in the city of Gloucester and part of the Newfrontiers family of
churches. We are a vibrant community of people of different ages and from a variety of walks of life,
committed to biblical, evangelical Christianity.
Member of the Evangelical Newfrontiers also : Link
Big on Alpha : http://www.citychurchgloucester.org/about-us/alpha
_______________________________________________________________________________
GORSEINON : Riverside Christian Fellowship
No Information could be found.

_______________________________________________________________________________
HARLOW : Michael Roberts Charitable Trust
Trustees :
John Robson (Chair of Trustees)
Miriam Conway
Keith Griffiths
Jeanette Ehlers
Richard Bowers
Gary Knott
Robert Dunham
Link
MP Nick Hurd is also a fan : Link
(both links broken)
________________________________________________________________________________
HAVERHILL : River of Life Community Church
They say :
We are a modern, multicultural, all aged, bible based church that is committed to loving God and loving
others : Link
Yet of course they are speaking of helping those who help them which is pretty much the MO for all
these Churches.
Leadership :
Paul and Wendy Turner
In 1999, Paul and Wendy felt called by God to lead a church plant into Haverhill, Suffolk, having
previously been a part of the leadership team of a church on the outskirts of North East London for over
10 years. They have a strong desire to see a modern relevant Bible based church grow in Haverhill that
is committed to the great commission of Jesus (Mathew 28:19-20). They have two wonderful children,
James and Zoe : Link
There history is revealing :
Our History
River of Life began as a home group consisting of 6 people in September 1998 and has grown steadily
since.
Big on Alpha : Link
Part of the Haverhill Foodbank : Link
So we have in these operations which are brand new and untested, now being given total control of
poverty and the issuance of food for the whole of Britain.
________________________________________________________________________________

HILLINGDON : Kingsborough Family church
See the mindset ;
JESUS ON THE OFFENSIVE
In our determination to fulfil the mandate God gave to KINGSBOROUGH, we are quite aware of ALL the
opposition and resistance set against us : Link
These chaps are back in Palestine at the time of the man at least in their head.
________________________________________________________________________________
The HIGHLAND foodbank (INVERNESS) Blythswood Care
They give insight into the real size of this secret network readying to take control over the poor :
Highland Food Bank, part of the work of Blythswood Care, is one of a number of Food Banks across the
UK franchised by The Trussell Trust.
Highland Food Bank was launched in October 2005. We work in collaboration with around 50 partner
agencies (both statutory and voluntary organisations) that refer to us their clients who for various
reasons are facing financial crisis and are unable to buy food for themselves : Link
________________________________________________________________________________
LINCOLN : New Life Church
Run by : Stuart and Irene Bell : Link
They say :
New Life Lincoln is a thriving city-centre church based in the beautiful city of Lincoln, UK. We are a
group of people from all walks of life being transformed by Jesus Christ. The mission of New Life,
Lincoln is to lead people to become dedicated followers of Christ. This is the foundation of all we do. We
have a calling to reach our neighbourhood, city, region and world with the good news of Jesus Christ.
We are passionate in our worship, devoted to The Word of God and people of The Spirit: Link
History again shows a very new happy clappy operation : Link
Big on Alpha : Link
On the face of things, this operation looks rather big.
More
________________________________________________________________________________
LISKEARD & LOOE : Grace Community Church
More contradiction as ‘independent and with the Evangelical Alliance :
We are a Bible based Family centred evangelical church.
We are active members of the Fellowship of Independent Evangelical Churches and members of the
Evangelical Alliance : Link
Lead by : John Gillespie
John was born in the USA, but has lived more than half of his life overseas, in the Philippines, Brazil,
and for the last 18 years, right here in Cornwall. As a matter of fact, he and his family now hold British
citizenship. In the early 80′s, he and his wife, Tessa spent a year in ministry in Stoke-on-Trent, He has
pastored in Looe and vicinity since 1987, serving with Grace Community Church since 1994.

________________________________________________________________________________
LLANELLI : Elim Pentecostal Church
Big on Alpha and yet another Elim Church : Link
Again we find the division of people with a separate church for children 0-11, perfect for getting the
children outside of the influence of mum and dad : Link
The Life and Times Of Hastings’ Rogue Anglican Vicar Alex Brown
A further glimpse into the Elim mindset, and further proof this is not in any way Christian, they are
Zionist to the core and the very means of destruction of the very fabric of our morality which was
gained from the real Christian doctrines :
The Elim Name The name ‘Elim’ is taken from the Book of Exodus, where we read that the Israelites
“came to Elim, where there were twelve wells of water and seventy palm trees: and they camped there
by the waters” (Exodus 15:27). This oasis in the wilderness is a fitting symbol for a Church that
communicates a message of rest and refreshing, salvation and healing for body, soul and spirit in the
wilderness of this world.
________________________________________________________________________________
NEWHAM : City Chapel
Run by : Jonathan & Abbiih
This bunch are awaiting Judgement Day :
At City Chapel we prepare ourselves for Eternity and our final exams on Judgement Day. We would like
you to join us on that quest to please God above all other things : Link
Again we see the need to divide families into separate categories : Link
_______________________________________________________________________________
NORTH LAKES : Cockermouth Christian Centre
Another one that likes to hide
North Lakes Foodbank Training for Volunteers
Date for your diary — on the evening of Monday 21st September 2009 there is a Training Session
planned for anyone interested in volunteering to help out at the new North Lakes Foodbank. Come
along and find out more. Venue tbc. For more information please contact info@thefoodbank.org.uk
Link
________________________________________________________________________________
NORWICH : New Hope Christian Centre
Who’s who at NHCC
Church Leaders: Duane & Clare Elkins
Chair of Trustees: Stephen Cresswell
Personal Growth: Clare Elkins
Community Care/pastoral care: Duane Elkins
Community Action Norwich, Chair of Trustees: Doreen Betts
Prayer: Ian Ashton
Administration and website enquiries : Jenny Drake Link
Members of the Evangelical Alliance :
The Christian Fellowship Norwich (the Trust behind NHCC) is an independent evangelical, charismatic

church. We are members of The Evangelical Alliance and Transforming Norwich (the inter-church
organisation in Norwich). Link
________________________________________________________________________________
OKEHAMPTON : Baptist Church
No link found for the church only the foodbank
They say :
The Trussell Trust pioneered the Food Bank idea. Click this link to see a film of the Food Bank project
which has been successfully run in Salisbury since 2000. Then it was just a small operation in a shed.
In 2006/7, they fed 3,082 people including 1330 children in South Wiltshire. To meet this need, they
collected over 33 tonnes of food. That’s enough for 75,000 meals for people who would otherwise
struggle to put food on the table : Link
________________________________________________________________________________
ORPINGTON : The Oak Community Church
They say :
The Oak Community Church is an independent charismatic church. We believe in the bible and follow
its teachings and principles for life. We are members of the Evangelical Alliance and active participants
with other local churches in “The Churches Together in the Crays” : Link
Just a little contradictory in its claim of ‘independence’ while also a member of the Evangelical Alliance.
Leader : Pastor Norman Dix
Norman Dix has spent over 30 years in the ministry with the last 10 years at the Oak Community
Church. Norman, his wife Rosemary and the leadership team work together to share the life of Jesus
with the local community : Link
________________________________________________________________________________
PECKHAM : Pecan
They say :
A foodbank for Peckham
Pecan has recently joined a network established by the Trussell Trust, Salisbury, and is set to establish
a ‘Foodbank’ in Peckham to add to the 40 foodbanks around the UK.
The Peckham Foodbank was launched in December 2009 as a joint initiative between Pecan and local
churches. A foodbank is a store where food donated by the community is banked, and can be drawn on
by people in crisis. It is designed to help individuals in need by providing free emergency food for three
days, which is the period assessed as the minimum time it takes for the appropriate agencies to be in a
position to assist. This period can be extended if necessary.
Pecan collects food from the public, supermarkets, local churches, local groups and schools. A referral
system has been established with Church Pastoral workers, Social Services, Health visitors, Probation
Officers, schools and others working in the front line of fighting poverty. Individuals and families that
are eligible for a food package receive a voucher from their referral agent and then come to Pecan to
collect it. When they come to Pecan they are welcomed by a trained local church volunteer and have
the opportunity to chat through their situation, get advice and be signposted on to other relevant

services. This will help tackle any longer term issues as well as their immediate crisis needs.
________________________________________________________________________________
PENRYN AND FALMOUTH
The foodbank is based on the successful initiative established in Salisbury in 2000 which has since gone
on to win the Queen’s Golden Jubilee Award for Voluntary Service by Groups in the Community and
established more than 50 foodbanks in the UK.
“We are part of this exciting project,” she added. “We collect food from individuals through local
churches and supermarket collections.
“You may have seen us at Asda and more recently at Sainsbury’s collecting food.
“We do this by offering our shopping lists as shoppers enter the store and we ask if they would like to
buy one item from our list while they are doing they’re shopping.
“This food is then collected and sorted and brought back to our warehouse where it is weighed and then
made into food parcels for either a single person, a couple or a family.”
The branch launched in July 2009 and gave its first box of food out in October : Link
_______________________________________________________________________________
PLYMOUTH : Oasis Project
They say :
Our church circuit extends across the city and includes work at the Oasis Centre & Cafe at Stonehouse,
Plymouth Foodbank and the Community Centre at Keyham.
The leader : Rev Paul Smith
Superintendent Minister of the Mission Circuit with primary responsibility for Central Hall.
Rev. Smith has served in the north-east, the north-west, the west midlands, Liverpool and Manchester
before coming to Central Hall : Link
________________________________________________________________________________
PONTYCLUN : Bethel Baptist Church
Member of the Evangelical Alliance :
Leader : Rev Peter Kidby (Senior Pastor)
1975-1990 — Royal Naval Electrical/Electronic Engineer.
1990-1993 — Production Engineer in Industry.
1993-1994 — Pastoral assistant at Fareham Baptist Church Hampshire.
1994-1997 — Church Based Pastoral Student with Spurgeons Theological
College based at Godalming Baptist Church Surrey.
1997-2004 — Pastor, Melbourn Baptist Church Cambridgeshire
2004 – present — Associate Pastor, Bethel Baptist Church Pontyclun
Pete is married to Christine, a Paramedic with Avon Ambulance, they have two school age boys Andrew

and Jonathan.
________________________________________________________________________________
PORTSMOUTH : Kings church
They say :
The King’s Centre is owned and managed by the King’s Church. We are partnering with Surestart to
provide a resource for the local community as well as a place of worship for the church.
The building is available for hire, all monies raised going back into keeping the building up to a standard
of excellence so that local residents can enjoy superb facilities : Link
________________________________________________________________________________
REDBRIDGE : King’s Church
Leadership : Robin Hawkins
Married to Julie, with whom he had a ministry in music for some years, Robin worked in industry for 23
years before going full-time in church leadership.
He has served as Senior Elder at King’s since it was planted in 1995.
When he’s not involved in leading the church, you may find him on the golf course, or at home in his
workshop, tweaking the odd guitar : Link
A member church of the Newfrontiers worldwide family of churches and members of the Evangelical
Alliance
________________________________________________________________________________
RHONDDA : Acts Community Church
Run by Paul Harris
They say :
ACTS Community Church has a clear vision to Love God and Love People – to be “love in action”. We
want to be a real part of our community and help play our part under God’s hand in helping to
transform our community one life at a time.
We are currently serving our community with a number of local projects these include our schools
ministry in partnership with Tylorstown Community School, Rhondda Foodbank, Rhondda Christians
Against Poverty Debt Counselling Centre, CAP Money courses and two adult football teams – Rhondda
Royals and Real Rhondda : Link
________________________________________________________________________________
SCUNTHORPE : Scunthorpe Baptist Church
They say :
Scunthorpe Baptist Church (SBC) is a group of Christians, seeking to follow Christ together. These
pages set out who we are by describing our statement of faith, core beliefs, our purpose and our
values. In addition to this it describes what it means to become a Member or a Friend of SBC : Link

Our Wider Baptist Family
East Midlands Baptist Association (EMBA)
On a local level SBC is part of the East Midlands Baptist Association. This helps us to relate to other
Baptist churches in the East Midlands and also brings the benefits of the resources of the regional team.
This team offers assistance to ministers and churches on wide and varied subjects such as mission,
administration and pastoral care.
Baptist Union of Great Britain (BUGB)
On a national level we are part of the Baptist Union of Great Britain. BUGB assists in a similar way, but
on a larger scale, in aiding SBC in fulfilling its purpose : Link
This Church is part of a much bigger Baptist network
Whilst there is no hierarchy within the Baptist denomination, we do relate to other Baptist churches
regionally and nationally. More details can be found in the section, ‘Our Wider Baptist Family’
________________________________________________________________________________
SOUTH LIVERPOOL : Bridge Chapel Centre
Connect with the Evangelical Alliance :
We are affiliated to the following Christian networks: The North West Partnership, The Fellowship of
Independent Evangelical Churches (FIEC) and Affinity, the church-centred partnership for Bible-centred
Christianity.
We also have close links with Together For the Harvest (TFH) and the Evangelical Alliance (EA) : Link
A little secretive for a supposed open religious operation
_______________________________________________________________________________
ST AUSTELL : Light and Life
They say :
A thriving church in Truro, Cornwall
Welcome to Truro Light and Life, a fresh and vibrant church in Truro full of ordinary people who have
found in Jesus the key to an extraordinary life. As a church in Truro we are more than a building, a
man, or a meeting, but in essence are a community of diverse individuals united by our common
relationship with Jesus Christ : Link
Members of :
We are members of the Free Methodist Church which is an International family of mainstream
evangelical churches. Download the Free Methodist Handbook or visit www.freemethodist.org.uk
Link
This is a group of Churches :
Jonny Giddens – Pastor based in Truro
Jonny and Hannah Giddens have been a part of Light and Life since 2001. They have a passion and
calling to see the church rediscover its radical roots and to once more see Cornwall transformed by the
power of God. They have three girls, Ellie-May, Bella and Rosie, and one son Zac. In his spare time

Jonny enjoys sailing, surfing, dinner parties and the odd round of golf. Link
They support : Link
________________________________________________________________________________
SWINDON : Swindon Family Church
Gives insight as to what the coalition government are really planning
There’s loads of food in Swindon – isn’t there?
You would be forgiven for thinking that Swindon is an affluent town with little or no poverty problems.
But, just scratch the surface and you’ll realise that the need for a crisis support organisation in Swindon
is great. There are an estimated 30,500 income deprived people living in the town : Link
________________________________________________________________________________
SUTTON : Community Works
This one is in the primary schools :
Schools Work
Lynn and Ric have been taking assemblies in local Primary schools for the past 15 years. These usually
include lively songs with actions, a drama or story conveying a simple moral or spiritual thought and a
short prayer : Link
Part of the Evangelical Alliance : Link
Sutton Christian Centre is a friendly, active church made up of people from all ages, many races and
different backgrounds. We aim to encourage and build people up to equip them for ministry. We aim to
be a resource to other churches and to people in need in our community — to shine God’s love into our
society
_______________________________________________________________________________
THAMESMEAD : Elim
This is a big group of Churches :
Link : http://maps.google.co.uk/maps?client=opera&rls=en&oe=utf-8&um=1&ie=UTF8&q=THAMESMEAD+Elim&fb=1&gl=uk&hq=Elim&hnear=Thamesmead,+Greater+London&view=text
&ei=17M0TOiMNMOOjAeNjaHgBw&sa=X&oi=local_group&ct=moreresults&resnum=1&ved=0CCkQtQMwAA
_______________________________________________________________________________
TOWER HAMLETS : First Love Foundation
No Information available, must be a quick birth on account of the coming power in issuing food…
_______________________________________________________________________________
TRURO : St Kea Church
This one is a secret society Church in that you have to be a member to access the whole site.
They say :

We are an evangelical parish church (part of the Church of England) just outside Truro in Cornwall. You
are very welcome to join us as a visitor, new member, or if you’re just looking.
We are a large and friendly church family representing the whole age range, from the youngest to the
oldest. Our vision is to be 100% committed to God and to our community, both in the church and
outside : Link
Working to combat hidden hunger across the UK.
The Trussell Trust’s foodbank project, pioneered in Salisbury, is working to feed people in crisis across
the UK : Link
_______________________________________________________________________________
WADEBRIDGE : Wadebridge Christian Centre
Laeders :
Richard and Carly Curnow – Pastors and Leaders
Richard and Carly are the pastors and leaders of Wadebridge Christian Centre.
Richard took early retirement at the end of 2004 in order to fulfil the calling of God on his life to be a
Pastor of God’s people. Before that, he was a Local Director and Senior Project Manager with LloydsTSB
bank. He continues to work part-time for Cornwall Business School. Carly is an accredited Christian
Counsellor, having trained at Waverley Abbey. They have four children and have been Spirit-filled
Christians for 20 years.
Part of the Evangelical Alliance :
Wadebridge Christian Centre is a mainstream Pentecostal Church, in fellowship with the Assemblies of
God UK (AOG) and the Evangelical Alliance. We subscribe to the AOG Statement of Faith and Core
Values, which form the basis of our beliefs and fellowship : Link
_______________________________________________________________________________
WARMINSTER : United Church
History
The United Church came into existence when the congregation of The Common Close United Reformed
Church amalgamated with the George Street Methodist Church on Sunday 4th September 1983 : Link
Big Methodist operation : Link
The Church incorporates :
Brixton Deverill: St Michael
Kingston Deverill: St Mary
Longbridge Deverill: St Peter & St Paul
Corsley: St Margaret of Antioch
Corsley: St Mary
Chapmanslade: St Philip & St James
Horningsham: St John the Baptist benefice
In 2007 the Rev. Harvey Gibbons was installed as Priest-in-Charge of the Minster and, in 2008, as
Rector of Warminster St Denys and St Mary’s, Upton Scudamore : Link

________________________________________________________________________________
WARRINGTON : Birchwood Evangelical Church
They say :
We have two main church activities, Birchwood Community Church and Gorse Covert Community
Church, each with its own style of worship. We also have many regular activities for all ages during the
week and special events throughout the year. Our new Encounter Centre provides the venue for our
worship as well as for groups that meet during the week : Link
Leader :
My name is Surinder Chahal but almost everyone knows me as “Dass” (it’s a long story). I’ve been
married to Jeanette since 1987 and have two daughters; one is at school and the other at college.
Although I have been at this church for over 21 years, the last few have in particular been a great
blessing, not only to myself but also to the church. I work with John and Phil and, together with the
tremendous support of so many others, we seek to make this church relevant to the community
around us, to meet needs and share the love of God. It’s an exciting time.
________________________________________________________________________________
WATERSIDE : Waterside Churches Together
They say of their operation :
We are Waterside Ecumenical Projects, a registered christian charity set up to facilitate the local
churches desire to work together to meet the needs of the community. This group is made up of
representatives from the Methodist, Catholic, Community Church, Baptist, and Church of England
denominations in the Hardley, Holbury, Blackfield, Fawley and Calshot areas : Link
_______________________________________________________________________________
WEST BROMWICH : West Bromwich Community Church
Leading this bunch of happy clappers is Iain Hesketh
Iain and Rachel have been married since August 2004. Up until the summer of 2006 Iain was part of
the team at St Saviours Christian Centre in Reading and Rachel worked with blind and partially sight
children for the local authority.
This Church is of the Elim brigade, and from my experience Elim equals paedophile rings.
The Elim Pentecostal Church was founded in 1915 by a Welshman in Monaghan Ireland. George
Jeffreys was an outstanding evangelist and church planter. He had a Welsh Congregational
background, was strongly influenced by the Welsh Revival of 1904, and was introduced to Pentecost by
an Anglican vicar, Rev Alexander Boddy of Sunderland.
________________________________________________________________________________
WESTMINSTER : ChristChurch London
Leading this throng of happy clappers is David Stroud :
David and Philippa have been involved in leading churches for almost 20 years and ChristChurch
London is the third church they have planted. David is the lead Elder of ChristChurch London & also

heads up the UK Newfrontiers team. David & Philippa have three children, Edward, Victoria & Rebekah.
More South Africa links in Rhys Scott :
Having grown up in South Africa, Rhys and his wife Sara moved to the UK in 1998 to be involved in
church leadership : Link
Another Newfrontiers Church : as they claim : to find out more information on what is happening in
2010, go to : http://nations.newfrontierstogether.org/LifeChangeTeams.htm
Link
Most striking in relation to this Church is its 40% spend on staff welfare and training, with only 11%
given back to the poor, and all 11% given to the Newfrontiers mission.
Of course as with all charities, a big chunk of the spend is hidden under the title charity, nothing like
openness….
So 11% of all monies collected in the main from those now possessed under the Alpha Lucifer, is given
to the poor, and is it really? Not the best outlook for the proposed Coalition governments
announcement that the Trussell Trust will control the hand out of food vouchers.
Full Accounts :
http://christchurchlondon.org/downloads/annual_accounts_year_ended_31_12_2008.pdf
_______________________________________________________________________________
WORTHING : Jubilee Community Church
Part of the Evangelical Alliance and led by Terry Virgo. Virgo is a Calvinist.
He says of the Church’s history :
Our story began in a meeting in South Africa in 1989, where Terry Virgo felt that God was prompting
him to plant a church in Lancing, a village just west of Brighton, where Terry was leading a large
church. He responded to God, and in 1990, Grace Church, Lancing was started.
More on Terry : http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terry_Virgo
Jubilee is part of the Newfrontiers family of churches. Newfrontiers is a worldwide family of churches
together on a mission, with over 600 churches worldwide.
Link : http://www.newfrontierstogether.org/
Further Study
In Profile : The Dulverton Trust, Slave Traders & Much Worse
Barnardos Supports Itself Through The Detention Of Children And Child Removal
Jeffrey Epstein Sex Abuse Hearings Get Media Blackout
EIM Group European Investment Managers, Absolute Return For Kids, And The Dutroux Child Sex
Abuse Scandal

Link: https://thebridgelifeinthemix.info/finance/in-profile-the-trussell-trust
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